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The Inscribed Rocks of Narragansett Bay

By Edmund B. Delabarre

In the course of a description of an inscribed Indian ban-

nerstone in a recent number of these Collections, the writer

had occasion to call attention to the relatively large number

of inscribed rocks that lie in the vicinity of Narragansett Bay.

In spite of the fascination and the mystery of these objects,

and in spite of the fact that some of them have aroused great

controversy as to the origin and meaning of the markings

upon them, only one of them is widely known. This one, the

so-called Dighton Rock on Taunton River, has had a complex

and interesting history, has been repeatedly and variously

pictured, and has inspired a score of theories as to who carved

its surface and what its artificial delineations may be and

mean. These facts concerning it, together with a number of

psychological observations suggested by them, have been as-

sembled by the writer and related in another publication.^ It

^Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1916, xviii.

2aS-299, 417; 1917, xix, 46-149; 1919, xx. 286-462.
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is significant of the inherent interest of the subject that for

the execution of this task over three hundred pages of text

were required, besides a bibliography embracing more than

five hundred separate items.

But the other rocks of this region still remain without

adequate description. One who desires to inspect them all

finds it difficult to secure a complete list, and then to find them

when he knows their approximate location. Several of them

seem never to have been mentioned in print. They are all

of interest, and to some of them attaches a romance and a

mystery that enhance the strength of their appeal. Strange

and conflicting theories have been advanced concerning some

of them, arousing an intense desire to know the truth about

the meaning and the authors of their inscriptions. The arti-

ficial marks that they bear, whether scribblings, decorations,

pictographs, hieroglyphs, or letters forming a true inscrip-

tion, are many of them so faint and so mingled with natural

cracks, colorings and other irregularities of the rock surface

as to be difficult to decipher. A few have been drawn in such

differing ways as to make an accurate and dependable photo-

graphic reproduction indispensable. Most of the rocks are

submerged at high water, and this fact adds another incon-

venience to that of their remoteness and wide separation,

rendering an adequate study of them far from easy. Com-
parison of them all is essential for sound judgment concern-

ing any one of them; and this can be accomplished best only

by aid of faithful and detailed photographs. Whatever their

origin, recent or remote, Phoenician, Norse or Indian, study

of them and speculation about them is a fascinating pursuit.

The writer has found it, moreover, an exceedingly valuable

discipline in scientific method and an enlightening commentary

on the psychology of evidence, of reasoning and belief, and of

the differing ways in which the same object may be seen by

different observers.

A hundred and fifty years ago Ezra Stiles, then minister at

Newport and later President of Yale College, found inscrip-

tion-rocks at five different places within this region. His

carefully made drawings and observations were never pub-
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lished. Again, eighty-five years ago, Dr. Thomas H. Webb
and John R. Bartlett, as a committee of this Society, sought

out and made drawings of all the inscribed rocks that they

could discover. Their results, although published, are not

now easily accessible. Since then no similar study has been

made. The rocks are now so little known outside of narrow

circles that not one of them is mentioned in Cyrus Thomas’s

Catalogue of Prehistoric Works East of the Rocky Moun-

tains.* Some of them are known to have been destroyed,

and all are in danger of gradual obliteration at the hands of

nature and of ruthless carvers of initials. It seems to be fully

time to rescue them from threatened oblivion and to again

describe and picture them, with better facilities and in the

light of wider knowledge than were possible when the earlier

attempts were made. This series of papers will endeavor to

accomplish the task. It will aim to describe the location and

appearance of each rock in such manner that it can be easily

found; to reproduce all previous drawings of its inscription,

and to supply new photographs of it
;
to assemble all previous

descriptions of it, add such others as new study may suggest,

and to relate all that is known of its history
;
and to give such

aid as is possible toward a solution of the problem of its

origin and meaning.

I. The Mount Hope Rock

This is situated on the shore of Mount Hope Bay, in Bristol,

a little north of the base of Mount Hope, and south of the

Narrows of the Kickamuit River. Since the rock is on

private property, through which it is necessary to pass in

order to reach it, permission should be sought beforehand

from the owner
;
and it is well to take the further precaution

of avoiding a visit to it within a period of one or two hours

before or after the time of high water. To reach it from

Bristol, one may take any one of the four avenues—Griswold,

Woodlawn, Mount Hope, or Bay View—that lead eastward

to Metacom Avenue, and turn north on the latter to the first

^Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 12
,
1891 .
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open road to the right that leads again eastward and goes

through to the shore/ Only the private road to Mount Hope,

the entrance to which leads through a gateway, and one or two

others that are very short, could possibly cause confusion.

If coming from Warren, Metacom Avenue may be followed

all the way, but under present conditions is less desirable for

automobile driving than is Hope Street. The corner at which

the turn to the eastward is made bears a sign reading “Private

Road to Woodmoor.” Following this, one passes straight

through the grounds and by the north side of the house of

Miss Ethel T. Mason, and, leaving the conveyance at the top

of the slope, descends nearly to the shore, just to the north of

a conspicuous wharf. Here a footpath leads along the top

of the bank above the beach, and, turning into it to the left,

one proceeds along it northwards for a distance of about five

to six hundred feet to a diverging path descending directly to

the beach. On arriving at the latter, a mass of boulders and

pebbles is seen lying over the shore and against the bank to

the north. About a hundred feet beyond the entrance to the

shore is a neck-high light-gray boulder on the beach, and

standing by this the rock in question can easily be seen

about seventy-five feet farther on. Its identification will be

facilitated by aid of the accompanying photographs, in one

of which a child is seen standing close by its side.^ The first

photograph shows its appearance from the south; the second,

from the north-west; the third, from the top of the bank

directly to the west of it.

The rock is low, flat-topped, of relatively small thickness,

lying flat on the beach. It measures about six to six and a

half feet in width, ten to ten and a half in length, and about

twenty-one inches in thickness. In shape it is nearly an

oblong rectangle with a triangular point projecting outward

^See chart, Figure 1.

2The photographs accompanying this paper were made by Mr. John
R. Hess of the Providence Journal, on November 16, 1919, between
10 and 11.30 A.M., from an hour to somewhat over two hours after

high tide. His lens was a Goerz Dagor of six inch focus. For the

generous contribution of his time, skill and patience both the^ writer

and his readers owe to him a deep and gladly expressed obligation.
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toward the water, and a slight inward curve on the side

toward the bank. It thus resembles, in a crude way, a huge

Indian stone arrow-head of a certain type. This shape is

fairly well revealed, though with some distortion due to per-

spective, in the photograph taken from the top of the bank.

The rock is said by Professor Charles W. Brown of the

Geological Department of Brown University, basing his

judgment on a presumably representative specimen submitted

to him, to be what used to be called “graywacke,” a term

now abandoned in accurate description. In more definite

terms, it is “a very fine-grained slightly argillaceous sandstone,

rather quartzose, with frequent minute particles of an

indistinguishable mineral which weathers rusty, impart-

ing in the weathered zone—which may be from to inch

deep—a brownish tone to the prevailing bluish-gray color of

the fresh rock. The specimen shows but a slight amount of

shearing, with no noticeable development of secondary mus-

covite mica.”

The inscription occupies a very small portion of the sur-

face, close to the point which projects out toward the water.

The position is well shown in Professor Munro’s drawing,

and is indicated in one of our photographs by the position of

the child, who stands directly behind it. The line of apparent

letters is barely two feet in length, and not far from three-

fourths of an inch in width. Its exact appearance is shown

clearly in our final photograph. In examining this, it is well

to realize that the rock surface is broken away in some places

and is worn everywhere, obscuring the characters more or

less and entirely obliterating some of them. Moreover, a few

natural cracks are intermingled with the artificial characters

and must not be taken as part of the latter, though it is not

always possible to distinguish them with certainty. However,
as is shown by the comparative table which appears later, no

one, unless Bacon, has regarded as artificial the prominent

line, running vertically in the photograph, below the left-hand

corner of the boat, nor the horizontal one running leftward

from the top of the character to which our table assigns the

number 6. Character number i is at the extreme edge of the
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rock, and a part of it may have broken away. Between char-

acters 3 and 4 is a moderately wide space, and between 4 and

6 a relatively very wide one. It is possible that other char-

acters may have occupied one or both of these spaces origin-

ally. The lines are narrow, clear-cut for the most part,

smoothly engraved as if by a sharp iron tool, not, as in most

of the rocks of the region, pecked in by blows of a blunter

point, probably in some cases that of a stone implement. Among
the figures, the depiction of an unmistakable boat is prominent.

Leftward and a little above it is a group of marks, possibly

not artificial, that Miller has drawn in a manner suggesting

somewhat a large wigwam with smaller ones near it, or pos-

sibly a church in a village. This group, although neglected

by all except Miller, shows plainly in the photograph. Un-

derneath the boat is a line that appears to be composed of al-

phabetic, syllabic, or ideographic characters “in an unknown

tongue.” Besides this older inscription, a considerable num-

ber of more modern initials mar the surface of the rock.

Three independent drawings of the inscription have been

published, by Miller in 1880 and 1885, Munro in 1880 and

1881, and Bacon in 1904. These are all here reproduced, and

for better comparison are again given in a Table together

with two unpublished ones. The published descriptions and

discussions are enumerated in a Bibliography at the end of

this paper, and their most important contents will receive at-

tention in the course of our own exposition.

Two recent writers. Bacon and Babcock, on what authority

and with what truth I do not know, assert that the rock once

rested in the field above the low cliff or bank near the base

of which it now lies, and Bacon adds that probably it has

V

Drawing by Edgar M. Bacon, 1904

Fig. 1
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slipped down within the past half-century to its present bed.

There seems to be some basis in tradition for the statement;

but if true, it probably happened longer ago than the time

mentioned and no earlier writers suggest for it a position

other than that which it now occupies. There it is within reach

of the tides, being entirely submerged at times of extreme high

water. It is said to have been once surrounded by a much

larger number of boulders and pebbles, many of which were

removed during the construction of the neighboring wharf.

As to the age of the inscription, one writer claims that the

rock “was known to the early English settlers,” and that its

characters “bear marks of great antiquity;” and he speaks of it

again as “an inscription that the Indians had called to the

attention of the early English visitors to Mount Hope, and

disclaimed all knowledge of its origin,” Another once

made the assertion that. “it was often noticed by the early set-

tlers of the town, and several references to it attest the curi-

osity its strange inscription aroused in their minds,” and

again that “when the first white settlers came to Bristol, they

saw the same characters almost as we see them today.” But

his latest claim for it is merely that, earlier than 1880, it was

“known by tradition,” without statement as to how far back

the tradition runs; and he personally assures me that knowl-

edge of it by the early settlers is a matter of tradition only,

not of record. The first genuine hint of the rock’s existence

seems at first sight to he contained in a statement made in

1835 by Dr. Thomas H. Webb in a letter to Rafn, to the effect

that “Mr. Almy understood Dr. Stiles, in 1780, to say, that an

Inscription Rock was situated near Mount Hope.”^ Webb,
who with Bartlett sought diligently for all such rocks, did not

succeed in finding it
;
and we shall argue later that this passage

does not necessarily help in any way to establish the sure date

of its existence. When Diman first wrote of it in 1845,

had been known at some time previously, but it was then be-

lieved that it had been destroyed, and that when known it bore

characters that were strange and were thought to be old.

^Antiquitates Americanae, 1837, page 403. The Almy referred to
was John Almy of Tiverton.
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How great an age it is necessary to assign to it as a minimum

on that basis depends on the question as to how long it re-

quires for such a tradition to grow
;
and this is reserved for

later discussion. After a period of unknown beginning and

of unknown length during Avhich its location was known, it

was lost to view before 1845 and the opinion prevailed that

it had been destroyed, perhaps through being used in the con-

struction of the wharf near-by. Its rediscovery was first an-

nounced by Miller in a paper which he read on larch 17,

1874, in which he says that he visited the rock for the first

time “last autumn.” In 1882 he narrated the circumstances

at greater length in a letter to the Bristol Phoenix. Dr.

Charles H. R. Doringh, soon after he had purchased the

farm on the shore of which the rock is situated, was told

by “an old resident and native of Bristol” that when he was

a boy such a rock had been shown to him by an old man.

After many months of search, Dr. Doringh succeeded in

locating it, and soon afterward communicated the fact to Mr.

Miller, who shortly went to see it. It seems clear, then, that

1873 was the year in which the discovery was made. In a

copy of R. B. Anderson’s America not Discovered by Colum-

bus, 1877, owned by the Rhode Island Historical Society, is

inserted a drawing underneath which is written : “Copy of ‘In-

scription’ on the ‘Northmen’s Rock’ on the north side of the

shore of my Farm on Mount Hope Bay in Bristol, R. I. This

copy was given me by W. J. Miller, Esq., June ist, 1877

—

traced by him from his original copy.—Arthur Codman.” At

about that time, apparently, it became generally known as

“Northmen’s Rock.” Neither of the writers of 1880 mention

this name. If it was applied earlier, it must certainly have

originated later than 1837. further incidents of importance

mark the rock’s history until, on June 13, 1919, under the

auspices of the Rhode Island Citizens’ Historical Society, it

was dedicated with picturesque ceremony and with appro-

priate addresses, and was christened in the ancient manner

with corn, wine and oil, receiving the name “Lief’s Rock.”^

iSuch was the actual spelling used on that occasion of the name more
correctly written “Leif.”
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After our own conclusions are drawn, we shall doubt the

desirability of the permanent retention of either of these two

names that have been given to it.

No attempt has ever been made at an interpretation of the

word or words represented by the inscription. All that has

been guessed is that they exhibit the name of the person who
carved them. There is, however, among a portion of the

writers a very definite opinion as to the race of the engraver

and almost the exact year when it was done. The theory was

first advanced by Diman when, as a youthful student, he

wrote the ‘‘Annals of Bristol’’ in 1845. He related the story

of the Norse visits to America, especially that of Thorfinn

Karlsefne in 1007, following the version that had been given

in Antiquitates Americanae, published under the editorship

of Professor C. C. Rafn of Denmark in 1837. Rafn argued

that Thorfinn had wintered on the shores of Mount Hope
Bay, and that the name Hop, which he gave to the place, was

still preserved in the name of the hill near Bristol. This view

was naturally accepted by Diman in his school-boy days, and

he believed the rock to be “the only trace which has been left

by the Northmen of their wintering in Bristol.” In later

years Diman changed his opinion. He spoke in 1869 of the

“absurd speculations of the Northern antiquaries,” and

claimed only “that the Northmen must have been possessed

of some acquaintance with this continent.” In 1879 he al-

luded to “the more than doubtful legends that Thorfinn and

his companions wintered on the shore of Mount Hope Bay.”

In September, 1880, he remarked concerning the Scandina-

vians : “The most that we can safely say, is, that they may
have been here, that there is nothing improbable in the sup-

position that they may have found in this bay their winter

refuge. But if they did they left no trace behind them.

. . , We may please ourselves with the fancy that the

dark barks [of the Scandinavians] may have anchored in

these waters
;
a halo of romance will surround these shores

if we connect them with those adventurous vikings
;
but the

course of events that claim our serious attention belongs to a

far later period. Let us leave these obscure legends and pass
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to the region of unquestioned fact.” Finally, in November,

1880, after first learning of the rediscovery of the rock' he

said : “If its genuineness can be established beyond a doubt,

it furnishes by far the most decisive evidence that has ever

yet been brought forward of the presence of the Northmen

in our Bay. The letters bear a very much closer resemblance

to Norse writing than the inscription upon the Dighton Rock,

which is now considered, by the most competent judges, to

be the work of Indians.” In brief, Professor Diman, al-

though an adherent of the Norse theory concerning the origin

of the inscription while he was a mere school-boy, in his ma-

turer years became and remained exceedingly doubtful as to

its truth.

Both Miller and Munro relate the circumstances under

which they believe that the work may have been done. The
former ascribes it to one of the party of Bjarne Grimalfson,

a commander in Thorfinn’s expedition, who, sacrificing him-

self for one of his' crew, stayed behind with others in a worm-
eaten ship and probably “perished among the worms.” The
latter gives the probable story in these words : “It is easy to

conjecture in what manner the record was made. As the

boat of the Northmen approached the shore, when the tide

was almost at the flood, the broad, flat surface of the rock

presented itself invitingly to their feet amid the surrounding

boulders that covered most of the shore. When the party

set out to explore the surrounding country one of their num-

ber was left in charge of the boat. As the tide went down
he seated himself upon the rock with his battle-axe in his

hand, and amused himself by cutting his name and the figure

of his boat upon its surface.”

Besides the two men just mentioned, a few others have

espoused the cause of the Northmen. William A. Slade spoke

of the rock guardedly in 1898 as having “a certain value as

cumulative evidence.” Thomas W. Bicknell said something

closely similar in his history of Barrington. The latter again

supported the Norse hypothesis a short time before the

dedication of the rock on June 13, 1919, in a communica-

tion to the Bristol Phoenix. So also, judging from the
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brief newspaper reports, did the speakers at the exer-

cises on that occasion. But there has never been a time

when a larger proportion than about fifty per cent of

the writers who have discussed the Norse voyages have

believed that the Northmen ever found their way so far

to the south as Narragansett Bay.^ As new evidence gathers

and facilities for the formation of sound judgment increase,

their number grows rapidly less. If my own rather wide

reading on the subject is representative, the proportion be-

came about sixty per cent against the belief during the years

from 1887 to 1900, and since then has been eighty per cent

at least. The preponderance of opinion now among com-

petent scholars is that the ships of the Northmen never sailed

south of Newfoundland and the St. Lawrence River, or Nova
Scotia at the farthest. We may then regard it as certain that

there is no convincing proof that the record on our rock was

due to these hardy adventurers. In fact, the warmest advo-

cates of the view concede that their belief rests solely on the

absence of convincing proof against it, and on local pride and

the romantic appeal of the story. “We may please ourselves

with the fancy,” said Diman doubtfully; and “a halo of

romance will surround these shores” if we do so. “Imaerina-

tion delights to connect it with the visits of the Northmen,”

is the strongest reason that Professor Munro ventures to ex-

press
;
and he puts the whole matter admirably in his latest

statement: “Around Mount Hope the legends of the Norse-

men cluster, shadowy, vague, elusive, and yet altogether

fascinating. Only legends they are and must remain.” It is,

then, the poet’s voice alone which is raised in behalf of Norse

visitors to these shores

:

“Here in dim days of yore —
Six centuries before

Saxons sailed these waters o’er;

Norsemen found haven!
Tread we historic ground,
Where, on the shores around,
Records of them are found

On the rock graven . ”2

ipor a more detailed discussion of this matter, see Publications of
the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1919, xx. 315f.

2Rowe.
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Thomas W. Higginson wrote briefly of this rock in 1882,

taking his descriptions from Diman and from Miller and re-

producing Miller’s drawing. He thought that the picture

showed little resemblance to a Norse boat, and that the ap-

parent letters were ‘‘an idle combination of lines and angles.

. . . All these supposed Norse remains must be ruled

out of the question.” The writer of the article Vineland in

Harper’s Encyclopsedia of United States History, in 1901,

exhibits a curious inconsistency. On page 76 he gives Mil-

ler’s drawing without textual comment, and entitles it “Old

Norse Inscription;” but in his text on page 70 he tells us that

“no genuine Norse remains have ever been discovered in New
England.” In 1904 our rock is again mentioned, by Edgar

M. Bacon in his “Narragansett Bay.” The author gives more

space to an absurd estimate of the rapidity with which the

rock’s surface is wearing away than to anything else. Re-

lying on statements that are in themselves incorrect, he un-

critically claims that the rate of destruction on Dighton Rock,

roughly stated, is a half inch in a century; and that this rock,

being much softer, is wearing more rapidly. “I have several

times examined the Mount Hope Bay rock within the past

flve years and I find the change very marked-—there is hardly

anything left of it.” Such a conviction, as I have elsewhere

shown conclusively, frequently represents not an objective

fact but a common yet mistaken psychological impression
;

and it was doubtless so in this case. Bacon makes a genuine

contribution in his new and valuable drawing. As to the origin

of the inscription, he says merely that the Norse claim is not

proven—but likewise it is not disproven.

Although Babcock thought it probable that the Norse

voyagers reached Narragansett Bay, yet he holds that “there

is not a single known record or relic of any Norse or Ice-

landic voyage of discovery extant at this time on American

soil, which may be relied on with any confidence.” He in-

spected the Mount Hope rock in 1910. The outline of the

.boat reminds him, not of a Norse bark, or Indian’s canoe, but

-of a modern white man’s boat with its bow uplifted and its

stern set low in the water. Some characters are gone from
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the stone and all the others have been damaged. Only the

boat remains unhurt, though shallow. After reminding us

that Indians often made drawings on rocks, including random

grooves and scratches and idle depictions of objects, he draws

his final conclusion : “The tendency to find something

esoteric or at least very meaningful in every chance bit of

native rock-scratching has been a delusion and a snare. The

proximity of the boulder to Mount Hope seems to mark this

queer relic as almost certainly Wampanoag work.”

We must agree, I think, that the enticing belief that North-

men came to Mount Hope Bay does not rest upon proof,

nor even upon strong probability. The reasons that made

it seem plausible once were nearly all advanced originally

by Professor Rafn, and his grounds, it is now conceded,

were all unsound. It will be well, however, to examine

all the arguments that have been advanced in connec-

tion with this particular rock, and to see how each of them

can be given a convincing answer.

I. The characters bear the appearance of being very an-

cient.—So would any rather 'shallow characters cut into that

kind of rock in a similar situation, within a relatively short

time after their formation. It happens that Dighton Rock

gives convincing evidence of this. In my third paper on that

rock I have argued that none of its characters antedate the

early sixteenth century, if indeed any of them are as old as

that
;
that most of them were made by Indians at various later

dates, probably extending into colonial times
;
and that certain

initials and other marks on the shoreward side and upstream

end, unquestionably made since white men came, look as old

and are as much worn as any. Yet the Dighton inscription

was once rather widely believed to have been carved by

Phoenicians three thousand years ago. My conclusion from

its study is that shallow marks, within a very few years, be-

come faint and uncertain and that thereafter they last in-

definitely with no appreciable change in the ease of perceiv-

ing them, except in places where small sections of the surface

have scaled off. The older of the modern initials on this rock
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near Mount Hope, presumably all of them made since 1880,

are already beginning to illustrate this fact.

2. It was known to the earliest settlers of Bristol, and

hence must be earlier at least than 1680.—This is acknowl-

edged to be a matter of tradition only. The first rumor that

there was such a rock is that of 1835, and is unreliable, for

reasons given later. Diman remarked of it in 1845 only that

“it is said to have been’' existent. It is not again mentioned

until 1874, when for the first time the “earliest settlers” ap-

pear. It is an interesting psychological question as to how
long a time would be required to create the impression of an

indefinitely remote antiquity,—how long it takes to produce

a tradition of “long long ago.” The fishermen in Labrador

used to tell me, concerning an unusual condition of storm or

calm, that the like had not been known within twenty years.

Colonel Nicolai, when gathering materials for a history of

Lincoln, came to the conclusion that mere memory, unassisted

by documentary evidence, was “utterly unreliable after a lapse

of fifteen years.” In books on psychology, on psychical re-

search, and on inductive logic we find abundant reasons given

for caution in accepting any tale dependent upon memory,

especially if it makes appeal to wonder, romance or emotion.

Minto, for example, remarks that Newton was of opinion

that oral tradition can be trusted for eighty years after the

event, but himself says that this is wildly extravagant. “The

period of time that suffices for the creation of a full-blown

myth must be measured by hours rather than by years.^ We
have an instructive example in point in connection with this

very rock. One writer said about 1880: “Popular con-

jecture has always associated it with the visits of the North-

men.” But this “always” cannot mean more than about forty

years; for it was not until 1837 that the first suggestion was

made that the Northmen ever saw Rhode Island’s shores.

Exactly the same sort of statement has been made concerning

Dighton Rock: “Its inscriptions have always been thought

to have been made by the Norsemen. Within less than

^William Minto. Logic, Inductive and Deductive, 1893
, p. 291 .

^Taunton Gazette, May 3
,
1905

, p. 9 .
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fifteen years after Rafn’s first announcement in 1840 that the

Newport mill was Norse, a writer in Putnam’s Magazine^

spoke of it and Dighton Rock as “monuments which tradition

has immemorially ascribed to the handiwork of the North-

men.” As to the Mount Hope traditions, people now living,

I am told, received them from old persons to whom they had

been related by their grandfathers or other old people
;
and

Dr. Doringh heard of the rock from an old resident who saw

it when he was a boy, having had it pointed out to him by an

old man. Miller calculates that this involves a sure period

of fully a hundred years prior to 1873. But these facts might

still be true if the rock had first been seen about 1835 or 1840.

It is well to realize that no actual fact is included in any form

of the tradition as I have heard or read of it that necessarily

carries us back to an earlier date, and that mistaken state-

ments about knowledge by earliest settlers and lack of knowl-

edge on the part of Indians have been repeatedly made con-

cerning Dighton Rock. One or two persons might have seen

the inscription about 1835, and reported it as composed of

strange characters. Rumors of the curiosity spread, but the

location of the rock was forgotten; and when the Norse theory

of Dighton Rock became known, about 1840, this mysterious

rock also would naturally have been attributed to the same

source. Thus Diman’s statement in 1845 would be accounted

for, even though the characters had been carved not more
than ten or twenty years before. Within the next twenty

years, following the example set by Dighton Rock, it would

become easy for the memory of old people to assure them that

the inscription had been seen long before Diman’s mention

of it, and for the early settlers and the ignorant Indians to

be introduced into the accounts. I am inclined, therefore, to

set 1835 as the earliest date at which we can be sure that the

inscription was in existence. It seems to me significant that

William E. Richmond published a long poem on “Mount
Hope” in 1818, devoting three pages of verse and ten pages of

notes to a discussion of Dighton Rock, but without mention

11854, iv. 457.
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of this nearer curiosity. He had certainly never heard of it,

and, since he apparently knew the region intimately, this may

argue that the inscription there had not yet been made.

3. Popular conjecture has always associated it with the

visits of the Northmen.—This is a separate argument from

the last, but has already received its answer. .

4. There is nothing improbable in the supposition that the

rock was carved by Norsemen.—It is becoming less and less

probable, as research advances, that these bold, heart-stirring

explorers of the eleventh century ever came so far south as

this.

5. The characters resemble runes.—It is easy to discover

whether they are such or not. The runic alphabet was defi-

nite, and the various forms of each letter and the periods of

their use are well known. They are shown in many easily

accessible books. ^ A very brief examination suffices to con-

vince us that the characters on the Mount Hope rock are not

runes. The first character and the sixth, nearly identical

with it, somewhat resemble runic forms, though not exactly

the same as any of them
;
and this form of letter appears in al-

most every alphabet ever devised. The second and third taken

together, the fourth and seventh, as numbered in our Table be-

low, are somewhat like runes that disappeared from use two

hundred years Or more before Thorfinn’s time. The others

are wholly different. Even the best resemblances are not very

close. The writing cannot be read as a runic inscription.

6. The record cannot be an Indian one, for the Indians

had no written language.—This is true only of the Indians

before they had observed the white man’s ways. The Warren
banner-stone recently described in these Collections seems to

show that some symbolic characters besides name-signs were

coming into use among the Indians of New England, perhaps

during the time of King Philip. A stone axe found in New
Jersey bears an inscription in apparently alphabetic characters,

which Mr. C. C. Willoughby of the Peabody Museum has

kindly copied for me
;
but he remarks : ‘T doubt very much

^See, for example, L. F, A. Wimmer : Die Runenschrift
;
German

translation by F. Holthausen, 1887.
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if the inscription is the work of the Indians.” Still, it may
be another bit of evidence in favor of the supposition just

mentioned, slightly extended in geographical range. An in-

scription from a tablet found in a mound in Tennessee is

pictured on page 394 of the Twelfth Annual Report of the

Bureau of American Ethnology; and the writer claims that

^‘the engraved characters are beyond question letters of the

Cherokee alphabet.” Nevertheless they are not identical with

the official printed forms of the latter. It is not absolutely

impossible that a hitherto unknown alphabet or system of

ideographic signs was used to a slight extent by the Indians,

of which there have been discovered as yet but few examples.

But aside from this possibility, if we put 1835 as the latest

possible date for the Mount Hope inscription, there were at

that time in use among Indians two well known systems of

writing in definite fixed characters. As early as 1652 a mis-

sionary among the Micmacs observed that “some wrote their

lessons after their fashion,” and their characters were to him

“new and peculiar.” Another missionary, about 1679, observ-

ing that this use of mnemonic marks still continued, devised

the system of Micmac hieroglyphics, which is still in use. It

is ideographic, requiring a separate character for each dif-

ferent word.^ In 1821 an uneducated Cherokee, analyzing

his language into eighty-six syllables, devised a separate and

fixed character for each.^ The result was so easy to learn

that an hour or two in a few cases, a day or two at most,

sufficed for its mastery; and his whole tribe was soon making

use of it. Before concluding that Indians cannot have been

the authors of our puzzle, it is worth while to see whether or

not its characters bear any resemblance to any one of these

two or possibly three systems of Indian writing. For one of

them, the Micmac, we must at once render an adverse de-

^Historical Magazine, 1st series, v. 289.

^American Journal of Psychology, 1906, xvii. 69,

U. S. Doc. No. 135, 1826, 19th Cong., 1st sess., House Doc. 102-

James C. Pilling. Bibliography of the Iroquois Languages. Bur-
eau of Amer. Ethnology, Bulletin No. 6, 1888, p, 7^,

James Mooney. Myths of the Cherokees. Bureau of Amer. Eth-

nology, 19th Annual Report, 1900 (1902).
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cision. I have seen only samples of its seven iTiousand or

more symbolic characters, but these seem to be of an entirely

different nature. The case is not so clearly against the other

two.

The Table below offers opportunity for careful comparison.^

1 2,3 4 6 6 7 8 9

1. Miller / A A X A
2, Munro / AA 7y

• • A 7 a
3. Bacon >/ \l>^ if \ y R c-

4. Chapin 1^ A 7' e
6, Belabarre / AX 7 A > A (-

6. Cherolree / A Oi A x/ R &
7o Photograph K4xx 01 xXm
8. Warren -1 V t> b

9. Kew Jersey A u A j 7 ///X

10. Tennessee i 7 A j A

Comparative Table

Fig. 2

The presence of natural cracks, the scaling off of parts of the

rock’s surface, and the wear and tear of the letters, make it

impossible to be sure exactly how the original inscription

looked. For this reason the first five lines of the Table pre-

sent versions of it as seen by five independent observers.

^Since the characters of this Table had to be drawn free-hand,
they are of course not photographically faithful to their originals.

Those of the sixth line follow sometimes the model of the U. S, Doc.
No. 135, sometimes that of Pilling. The order of the characters of
the eighth and ninth lines is not that of their originals, it being de-
sired to place each underneath that character of the Mount Hope in--

scription which it most nearly resembles.
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They are closely similar, but not identical. The first three

are from the published drawings. The fourth was made by

Howard M. Chapin of this Society on May 23, 1919, and the

fifth by myself on August 5, 1919. These last two are con-

fessedly hurried impressions without pretense to critical

study, but are useful, nevertheless, as showing how the char-

acters may be seen. With these should be compared the

photograph of the inscription, which offers the best means for

studying its exact appearance; but care must be taken not to

mistake natural cracks for artificial lines. In the sixth line

of the table are presented those characters of the Cherokee

syllabary which most nearly resemble the Mount Hope in-

scription. In the three lowest lines are shown the characters

on the three Indian stones that were mentioned a little while

ago. Concerning them it is sufficient to remark that a general

resemblance can be discerned, enough to suggest that, if these

three are Indian, the one near Mount Hope may be Indian

also
;
and that in itself is a good deal to gain. They cannot

help us, however, to read what is written.

Returning now to the Cherokee characters, we shall find

that they offer a possible solution of our enigma. At first

sight they seem too different from those of the stone to ad-

mit the possibility of the latter having been intended to repre-

sent the former. But careful study of the photograph proves

that the resemblance may really be accepted as greater than

the drawings hitherto made would suggest. A few lines are

clear in the photograph, and others can be faintly seen if

looked for, whose presence no one has suspected before.

Some show very clearly and have always been drawn as arti-

ficial, which may, nevertheless, be cracks or' other accidents.

Adopting an attitude as favorable as'possible in these respects,

line 7 of the table may be found in the photograph. It shows
indubitable lines heavily drawn, faintly observable ones more
lightly traced; while those that are clear yet are to be rejected

are indicated by dimly drawn dotted lines. To accept this as

the correct interpretation involves only slight departures from
what the draughtsmen from the rock have seen and depicted.

We have to add but very little to what one or more of them
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have seen: the horizontal line over character 2 and the short

horizontal line of 3, both of which appear clearly in the photo-

graph; the whole of 5, where anything may be accepted, be-

cause the surface of the rock has scaled away there, and what

I give may be faintly imagined; and the short and uncertain

up-curve at the bottom of 7. From what has been unani-

mously accepted heretofore we have to omit as imperfections

only a curved diagonal line running down to the right from

the middle of 3, and the long horizontal line running left-

ward from the top of 4 which simply is here made to share

the fate of the always rejected similar horizontal running

leftward from 6. Unusual features that nevertheless have

been given already by one or two observers are the up-

curve at the bottom of i, the separation of 2 and 3, the

R-shape of 8, and the curved form of 9. The last is

easily seen if we follow with the eye the right side, not

the left side, of the lines composing the letter. It demands,

therefore, no great credulity to believe that line 7 may be a

correct restoration of what was actually written. Its dif-

ferences from line 6 are very slight. Character 2 is reversed,

but evidently the same—a very common error of children

and ill-educated persons
; 4 is a little unconformable in shape,

but unmistakable
;
6 is badly drawn, but almost solely through

having its short diagonal directed wrongly. In fact, I think

that v\re may say that seven of the nine characters are prac-

tically sure; but if so, then 5 and 6, the only uncertain ones,

must be accepted with them, because taken thus the line now
conveys a discoverable meaning.

The Cherokee syllables of line 6 are pronounced, in Chero-

kee, as follows:

Mu-ti-ho-ge-me-di-mu-sv-quv.

The g approaches k in sound, and the d approaches t. The
V is a short u strongly nazalized.^ Now it is not impossible

that a New England Indian inscribed these symbols some
time between 1825 and 1835, for their use spread very rapidly

^The earliest authority, the U. S. Doc. 135, instead of ge gives keh;
for di gives tee; and for the last two syllables : sahn-quhn.



PETROGLYPHS OF NARRAGANSETT BAY-Plate I

Section of Chart of Xarragansett Bay. Point of Arrow rests upon the rock. Routes
of approach indicated by heavy lines- A, Private Road; B, Metacom Avenue; C, Hope
Street; D, Bay \ iew Avenue; E, Mount Hope Avenue; F, Woodlawn Avenue; G, Gris-
wold Avenue.
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The Rock as seen from top of bank at West

Photograph of Inscription by John R. Hess, November 16, 1919
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and doubtless became known far beyond the confines of the

tribe that devised them. If an Algonkin Indian was depict-

ing syllables of his language by means of symbols devised for

Cherokee sounds, he would have had to select the nearest re-

semblances, not having exact equivalents.^ The place where

these occur gives a sure clue as to their meaning. The first

part can stand for nothing else than '‘Metahocometi” or, as

we more familiarly know it, “Metacomet.” The mu which

follows naturally unites with the .y of the next syllable, becom-

ing mus-, one of the forms to which Trumbull assigns the

meaning “great.” The final word is evidently sachem ;

—

saunchem is the Wampanoag form of it which John Danforth

wrote in 1680.^ The whole, then, will have been intended

to read: “Metacomet, Great Sachem.”^

Who could possibly have written such a record on this ob-

scure rock, in Wampanoag dialect but in Cherokee letters,

long after Indians had ceased to live in this region? Philip

himself, of course, did not do it
;
for, if correctly read, it is

later than 1821. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to recon-

struct plausibly the circumstances under which the inscription

may have been made. Two or three alternative hypotheses

are possible, for a choice between which we do not as yet

possess sufficiently definite information. There has long

been an Indian settlement at East Fall River, and I have

heard of at least one of its inhabitants as having worked in

Warren, but have found no reason to connect any of them

with our rock. Possibly more significance attaches to the

^H. R. Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, ii. 228, says: “No other American
language, with which I am acquainted, could be written by such a
simple scheme. It cannot be applied to any dialect of the Algonquin.
It provides for the expression only of such sounds as occur in the

Cherokee language.” Yet in this case it comes very near to expressing
adequately the Wampanoag sounds for the phrase given as its trans-

lation.

^Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, xviii. 291.

—

Concerning the syllable ho, Mr. W. B. Cabot writes me: “It seems

to me more Indian than Metacomet. Aspirate H is generally an in-

tensive in Algonkin, and most words with it are said somewhere else

without it.”

®Or, Chief Sachem. Philip was not infrequently so called in early

times.
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fact that Thomas C. Mitchell, a full-blooded Cherokee, as I

learn through Major Charles W. Abbott of Warren, in 1824

married Zerviah Gould, a descendant of Massasoit, a young

woman of good education, who taught a private school in

Bostond Judging by the birth-places of their children, they

were living in Boston in 1827, in Charlestown in 1828 and

1830, and in North Abington in 1834 and later. Mitchell died

in East Fall River in 1859. Whether or not he was ever in

Warren, I have not learned. Another possibility that must

be entertained, unless we can yet learn the actual facts, rests

upon two suppositions for which there is considerable, al-

though not wholly conclusive evidence; namely, that some of

the Wampanoags, after King Philip’s war, fled from the re-

gion and joined the Penobscots, and that a party of Penob-

scots, including at least one Wampanoag descendant with

knowledge of Cherokee characters, visited this region and

made the inscription within the years when it must have been

done. We know that some of the Wampanoags fled some-

where; for the Massachusetts Records (v. 130) assure us

that November 9, 1676, was set apart as a day of public

thanksgiving because, among other things, “of those seuerall

tribes & partjes that haue hitherto risen vp against us there

now scarse remajnes a name or family of them but are either

slayne, captivated, or fled into remote parts of this wilderness,

or lye hid.” That some among them found refuge among

the Penobscots is a possibility the evidence for which rests

upon local tradition of considerable weight.

It is a matter of record that a party of Penobscot Indians,

including Francis Loring, or Chief Big Thunder—of whom
I had occasion to write in connection with Dighton

Rock^—visited Warren and vicinity in 1860.^ Miss Vir-

ginia Baker believes that they had been in the habit of making

such visits periodically for many years, and that among

^E. W. Peirce, Indian History, 1878, p. 218.

^xx. 359.

3Warren Telegraph, June 2, 1860, p. 2, col. 4.
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them were descendants of Wampanoagsd As to the time

when they first began to visit Warren, Miss Baker writes

that she is not sure, but thinks she has heard Miss Annie

Cole say it was between 1830 and 1835 . It is a significant

fact that a party of Penobscots was in Cambridge in the

winter of 1833- 1834 ,
and they may well have come to Warren

also in one or the other of those two years. We know of this

through a scarce book by Horatio Hale, dated Boston, April

1834 ,
and entitled “Remarks on the Language of the St. John’s

or Wlastukweek Indians, with a Penobscot vocabulary.” Its

text begins as follows : “The following words were taken

^V. Baker; Massasoit’s Town Sowams in Pokanoket, pp. 36f.

—

Dr. Frank G. Speck, an authority on the Penobscots, is not convinced
“that there was any merging between Wampanoags and Penobscot
except in the case of a few individuals,” as he writes me; and he doubts
some other features of the tales about Loring which do not concern
us here. But I do not understand him as wishing to deny that some
Wampanoags may have joined the Penobscots, and that the Penob-
scots may have formerly made frequent visits to Warren. On these

two points, essential to our purpose. Miss Baker has accumulated
convincing evidence which she permits me to quote from a recent

letter

:

“About Wampanoags having joined the Penobscots, the late

Hon. John S. Brayton of Fall River first called my attention to

the fact, many years ago ; and I later made inquiries at home of
people who substantiated the statement. The people of whom I in-

quired were the late Mrs. Fessenden, Miss Annie E. Cole, the historian,

and the Misses Asenath and Abby Cole. All these Coles were descend-
ants of Hugh^ Cole and were perfect cyclopedias of information
regarding old-time history. . . . The Penobscots always camped on
land belonging to the Coles when they visited Warren. Mrs. Dr.

Bullock has often described the rides which the Penobscots took
around Warren at twilight. They brought their horses with them and
indulged in a gallop every pleasant evening, to the great delight of

the youth of the town.”
Concerning Loring, or Big Thunder, she writes : “My aunt once

told me that when he was in Warren, in 1860, he was a very handsome
man, over six feet tall, very dignified and modest in appearance. Ac-
cording to a cutting from a Boston newspaper, which I have in a

scrap book, he was twelve years old in 1833, so must have been
born about 1821. In 1860 he told Mrs. Fessenden he was about 40. He
died April 7, 1906.” He claimed to be of Wampanoag descent.

Dr. Speck tells me that the ancestry of Loring is not surely known.
“I recall hearing some of the Indians on the island saying that Big
Thunder’s father was a ‘Portuguese’ or some kind of an Indian from
Massachusetts (Cape Cod?)^ The family name Loring, however, may
be an old Penobscot name which figures in early documents connected
with Penobscot history in Maine, spelled Loron, and possibly derived
from the French “Laurent,” a common Indian family name (Cf. Mass.
Hist. Soc. Collections, v. 365).”
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down from a few individuals of the Penobscot tribe, who

visited Cambridge in the winter of 1833-4, for the purpose

of hunting, and encamped not far from the College. Unluckily,

I was not informed of their vicinity until a few days before

their departure.” It may well be, then, that these Penobscots

of 1833 or 1834, or another party of them at some other

time between 1825 and 1835, made one of their known

visits to Warren
;

that one day they took a boat and

rowed down to the foot of Mount Plope
;
that there they

left the boat in charge of some boy of their number’^-

—

possibly Coring himself, who in the latter part of that period

would have been of suitable age, or some other—while they

went on perhaps to Bristol to sell baskets or to Mount

Hope as pilgrims to a place of historic significance to them.

The boy may have had such an active mind as Coring

himself displayed in later years, and may have had

some acquaintance, not too exact, with the Cherokee

symbols. The rest of the tale unfolds itself naturally. He
doubtless amused himself for a while in various boyish ways

;

scratched a picture of his boat with some sharp point upon

the flat rock; recalled to mind what he knew of the pitiful

history of the race, his race, that had once ruled in proud

freedom over all these lands, and of their glorious but ill-fated

leader, whose home had been close by. Stirred by such tragic

memories, his boyish, unskilled hand not unnaturally traced

the name which we find recorded there.

There are obvious reasons why we must hesitate to give

whole-hearted adherence to this new theory. One is Webb’s

statement that Mr. Almy “understood Dr. Stiles, in 1780, to

say that an Inscription Rock was situated near Mount Hope.”

^Whether boy or man makes no difference to our story, of course.
I assurne a boy as the more likely. As to Coring, we can only most
uncertainly guess, from our knowledge of his later qualities, that it

may have been he. According to the clipping referred to by Miss
Baker (probably a Boston Sunday Globe of 19i04), his father died when
he was an infant: his mother was a do-ctress of the tribe, practiced
medicine in Boston and Portland, and died in Portland July 4, 1833 ;

and sometime after her death, young Loring traveled as far as New
York and Philadelphia. I lay no stress on any particular individual,
and suggest one only as a picturesque yet remote possibility.
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It is highly probable, however, that Almy’s memory was at

fault. Stiles was in the habit of entering in his “Itineraries’"

notes concerning every rumored inscription-rock that was

brought to his attention, and he visited and made drawings of

every one that he could locate. Yet his notes contain no al-

lusion to any near Mount Hope. I conclude that probably

Stiles had never heard of one there and had mentioned to

Almy a rock at some other place. The fifty-five years that

had elapsed would easily account for the error in Almy’s im-

pression. Again, it is hard to believe, even in the absence of

positive evidence, that the inscription is no older than the date

that our theory must assign to it, and that Diman’s attribution

of it to the Northmen is consistent with so recent an origin;

yet if the characters are Cherokee, we must believe it. It is

hard to believe that they really are Cherokee; nevertheless,

with all our reluctance to accept it, the first three characters

and the last two—five out of the nine, at least—almost prove

the case. The syllable mus seems to show that the writer

was using the Wampanoag dialect, since the Penobscot word
for “great” is entirely different. One wonders why a Penob-

scot Indian should be doing that
;

but the evidence that

there were Wampanoag descendants among the Penobscots

diminishes this difficulty. It is not easy to believe that a

Penobscot of 1830 or thereabout would have known and used

the Cherokee characters
;
but it was not impossible, and we

have, moreover, suggested an actual Cherokee as an alterna-

tive possibility. These are some of the difficulties that we must

frankly face, and they rightly render us cautious. They are

not insuperable. If the writing is truly Cherokee, they simply

have to yield. It all depends on that. Even if we do become

convinced that we have correctly restored the symbols and

determined their meaning, we cannot be sure who made the

record—though some Cherokee, such as Mitchell, or some

Penobscot, boy or man, perhaps of Wampanoag descent, is by

far the most likely—nor just when it was done, except that it

must have been later than 1821 and earlier than 1845. In

view of the condition of the rock and the departure from life

of everyone who could possibly have known the circumstances.
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it is exceedingly unlikely that the exact truth can ever be

established beyond question. There are three strong points in

favor of our hypothesis : five of the characters, perhaps seven,

are almost surely Cherokee; adding to them two less certain

ones, they make definite and appropriate sense; and we can

account for their being there, in a manner consistent with all

the known facts. Any one of these alone might leave us

in serious doubt. The three taken together make an exceed-

ingly strong case.

Whether our strange new tale is true or not, the vikings of

Rhode Island, like Peter Pan, have their home in the Never

Never Land. Yet we love Peter not a bit the less through

knowing rightly where he dwells. Like dead ambitions of a

vanished youth, it is well worth while to have held to them

once. We need not regret either that we dreamed them, or

that they did not all come true. Though we no longer hold

them among the realities, they yet remain with us and enrich

our lives as indispensable stages in our growth. Through
legends we pass on to truth. We are glad that we did believe

in them once; but we place them now, in our mental library,

not with the scientific and historical volumes, but with those

equally valued ones whose pages glow with poetry and

romance.

If we accept the new interpretation, even though hesitantly

and doubtfully, and lose the halo of antiquity, we do not rele-

gate all the poetry and romance to acknowledged fictions. It

clings abundantly to the realities themselves. What can be

more romantic, what a more inspiring theme for poets, than

the actual facts, if our story be indeed true? Amid these

indented shores and wooded hills once roamed a free and
happy people

—
*‘kind and gentle

;
the finest looking tribe, and

the handsomest in their costumes, that we have found in our

voyage,”—so Verrazano wrote of them in 1524. Dark days

came upon them which never ended. Displaced by an alien

people, their broad lands tricked away from them, they were
degraded, wronged, subdued. An irremediable incompati-

bility in ideals, in temperament, in unalterable manner of life,

without serious fault on the part of either, made it impossible
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for the two races to live together in peace. It was the work-

ing of unhappy fate for the one that inevitably had to yield

and vanish. Yet before it yielded utterly, under the leader-

ship of a brave man, it made a last despairing, heroic, vain

attempt to, save itself. Thereafter there was nothing left for

its disappearing remnants but tame submission and memories

of a greater past. The two monuments of Mount Hope in

their sharp contrast are a fitting memorial of this tragic story.

At the summit, carved in stone, is the name “King Philip,”

unveiled amid impressive ceremonies, erected tardily by the

conquering and self-styled superior race, as a tribute to a

great man who, had he succeeded, would have been a Wash-
ington to his people. On the shore at the base of the Mount
is a humbler and more pathetic stone, on which someone

unknown, perhaps a boy, one of the last of Philip’s own blood,

silently and alone, engraved an epitaph to his dying race,

the name of the hero of his boyish heart; Metacomet, Great

Sachem.
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The Scotch Prisoners at Block Island

By G. Andrews Moriarty, Jr., LL.B.

When Oliver launched the Ironsides through the morning

mists at Dunbar upon the hosts of Midian, and again a year

later, when the same Ironsides beat back fiery charges of the

Scottish horse in the agony of the long September afternoon

under the walls of Worcester, it seemed that these events,

momentous as they were in the history of Great Britain, could

have no bearing upon the remote English colonies scattered

along the bleak coast line of New England. Nevertheless,

these two events were destined to contribute a small, but ex-

ceedingly interesting, element to the population of Puritan

New England.

After both battles great numbers of the beaten and dis-

rupted Scottish armies were taken prisoners by the Parlia-

mentary forces and the English authorities were faced with
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the problem of what disposition to make of their unwelcome

guests. The fate of the prisoners taken at Dunbar was hor-

rible and its story is embodied in the British State Papers

in a letter written by Sir Arthur Haselrig, the Governour of

Newcastle, to the Parliament, explaining and defending his

conduct. As soon as the prisoners could be gathered together

they were sent to Sir Arthur, at Newcastle, with orders to

forward them to Lynn and Chester. In his letter the story

of their fate is vividly told. “The Scots,” he states, “were

very sullen and stubborn,” and were afflicted with a malady

of which they died by the hundreds. It appears that they

were starving owing to the break down of the Parliamentary

commissariat and, when they reached Morpeth, they had not

eaten for eight days. Here they discovered a garden full of

cabbages and, half crazed with hunger, they broke into it and

devoured them raw, which, in their weakened state, brought

on a new sickness of which great numbers died. Indeed, we
are informed that those who survived, were, for the most

part. Highlanders, because of the greater strength of their

constitutions.

The authorities had then to discover some way to dispose

of the survivors and in accordance with 17th century ethics,

it was decided to sell them as servants in the English colonies

over seas. Part were shipped to Barbados, where their de-

scendants still survive, a people living by themselves in the

South East part of the Island, and known to the rest of the

Barbadians as “Red Legs.” Still another part were sold to

Beex & Co. an association of London merchants, who had es-

tablished two Iron Works in Massachusetts, one at Saugus

and another in Braintree at the foot of the Blue Hills of Mil-

ton. Accordingly 150 of these unfortunate men were shipped

in the Winter of 1651-2 to Massachusetts in the Unity, 62 of

them being the servants of the Iron Works Co., and these

were divided between the two establishments of Beex and

Company.

One year later to a day Oliver fought and won “the crown-

ing mercy of Worcester.” On that occasion the Puritans

were no doubt exasperated by the heroic struggles of the
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small Scottish army, cut off and surrounded in the English

midlands. Again and again the Scottish horse hurled itself

on the ever advancing foe, until they were driven back, broken,

but still fighting through the streets of Worcester. “The

fighting of the Scots,” says a Puritan witness, “was very fierce

and stubborn,” but nothing could resist the onrush of the East

Anglian horse of Oliver, and as before at Dunbar, so here

again at Worcester, “the Lord delivered them in the hands of

the Godly people.”

The prisoners taken after Worcester were herded together

and marched up to London, where they were in due course

sold for slavery over seas and once more Beex & Co. were

heavy buyers. This time the New England contingent was

shipped in the “Sarah and John” to Boston and numbered

some 272 men. Of this group we have fuller information

for their names, taken from the London shipping list, were

transcribed into the Suffolk Deeds in the handwriting of Ed-

ward Rawson, the Massachusetts Colonial Secretary. Like

the prisoners of Dunbar they were chiefly Highlanders, most

of them could not speak or understand English, and both the

English scribe and Rawson made sad work with the Celtic

names. Indeed one of the greatest difficulties that a student

of their history in New England has to encounter, is to deter-

mine from the names they were known by here, what their

true names were. These prisoners, like their brethren taken

at Dunbar, were sent to Lynn and Braintree, Massachusetts,

as the bondsmen of Beex & Co. and henceforth the Colonial

records abound in references to “Scots’* and “Scottish men.”

The iron works, however, did not prosper, the agent taking

the prisoners and hiring them out to the neighbors and pocket-

ing the proceeds, and as a result the company failed in 1653,

and the Scots were left in a strange country, among a hostile

and alien people. Most of the writers upon early New Eng-
land, who have noticed them at all, including Savage, have

stated that they soon died off leaving no issue. Recent re-

search has shown this to be untrue. After the dissolution of

the Iron works, they scattered along New England Coast from

Saco to New Haven, and inland to the towns of the Con-
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necticut valley. A large number of them married and left

descendants. Their wives were some times the daughters of

the New England Puritans, but more often the ‘Trish maids’"

who were shipped to New England as servants in 1654.

Some of their descendants became very prominent in the later

history of New England, as the Donaldson family of Con-

necticut and the descendants of David Hume, who, his name

being changed to Holmes, became the ancestor of Oliver

Wendell Holmes. At all events their descendants became ab-

sorbed, in a few generations, into the English population.

There can be no doubt that the personal history of these

men would be absorbingly interesting, however, with almost

only two exceptions, time has obliterated even tradition
;
but

the few instances in which we do know something about an

individual shows this to be true. Thus in the time of Sir

Edmund Andros, John Stewart of Springfield, ‘'a Scottish

man,” petitioned for reimbursement for his horse that had been

taken by the Colony during Phillip’s War. He states that

he had fought “in five great battles under the most noble

Marquis of Montrose, and had received many and grevious

wounds, but never a penny of pay.” One can only speculate

upon the interesting histories of the other Scots through our

New England towns.

This brings us to our immediate question of interest, the

Scotch prisoners at Block Island. In 1660 the island was

purchased by a number of gentlemen of Braintree, Roxbury

and Milton from Governour John Endicott, Major William

Hathorne and others, who claimed it by right of conquest

during the Pequot War. At that time its jurisdiction was un-

certain and the earliest deeds of the island were recorded in

Suffolk county, and it is described as “the town of New
Shoreham, alias Block Island in the county of Suffolk in thq

colony of the Massachusetts Bay in New England.” The
principal purchasers were Dr. John Alcock (Harvard 1646)

of Roxbury, Thomas Faxon, Peter George and Simon Ray
of Braintree. The first settlement was made in 1661 and it

appears that the proprietors sent down their servants in

advance to begin the settlement for them. At this time there
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was still in Braintree a number of the Scots, who dwelt in that

part of the town, near the Blue Hills, that is known to this day

as “Scotchmen’s Woods,” who were servants of some of the

early purchasers of the island, and accordingly we find among

the earliest settlers of New Shoreham a number of Scotch

prisoners. Most of these were servants of the Braintree

people, others, like James Danielson, who had left Saugus,

came later to the island attracted by the fact that many of

their friends were there.

Among the prisoners, who settled early at the island I find

the following: Robert (Guttridge) Guthrie, who married at

Braintree in 1657 Margaret Ireland, Tormut Rose (i.e.

Dermot Ross), William Gaboon (i.e. Colquhon), William

Tosh (i.e. the William McIntosh of the shipping list of the

“Sarah and John”), and Dunkety MacWilliamson (i.e. Dun-

can McWilliamson). To this list was soon added Alexander

Enos, Eno or Aines (i.e. Alexander Innes), and James Don-

aldson. As the original settlement of the island consisted of

16 men, it will be seen that over one fourth of the first settlers

consisted of Scotch prisoners. Moreover, all of these men
except Duncan McWilliamson left descendants.

Robert Guthrie or Guttridge was easily the leader of the

group and soon became a large landholder and one of the

most prominent men on the island, being town clerk in 1676.

He married at Braintree in 1657 Margaret Ireland, who died

at Block Island without issue. He then married Ann Wil-

liams, widow of John Williams of Newport, merchant, some-

time Attorney General of Rhode Island, and the daughter of

Dr. John and Ann (Palsgrave) Alcock of Roxbury, by her

he had one daughter, Katherine, who married John Sands of

Cow Neck on Long Island, and was the ancestor of the Sands

family of New York and Block Island.

Tormut Rose, whose real name was Dermot Ross or Rose
was one of the first to land at Block Island in 1662. He came
as the servant of Thomas Faxon of Braintree, one of the pur-

chasers of the island. On 17 Sept. 1662 Thomas Faxon of

Braintree sold to John Williams of Barnaby Street, South-

walk, London, merchant, land at Block Island “now in the
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possession of William Toys (i.e. Tosh) and Dormat Scots-

men/’ tenants of the said Faxon “except five acres of upland

reserved for the said Scotchmen.” (Suffolk Deeds Lib. 4

fol. 54.) Rose married Hannah George, the daughter of

Peter George of Braintree and Block Island and half sister

of the venerable Simon Ray. Their descendants are very

numerous at Block Island and include a Lieut. Governour of

Rhode Island.

Duncan MeWilliamson one of those who came in 1661 ap-

pears in the early conveyances at New Shoreham, when he

bought land in 1669, as an early land holder, but he disap-

pears before long from the records and so either removed or

died childless. In the list of the “Sarah and John” we find

Daniel and David MacWilliam, he may be one of these.

William Cahoone (i.e. Colquhon) appears to have been at

Taunton in the Iron Works there in 1661. He was among

the first men who went that year to Block Island in the

shallop from Taunton. He was a Freeman then on 4 May
1664. He subsequently removed to Swansey by 1669,

may have been a short time at Cape Cod. He had six children

at Swansey, and his grandson James Cahoone was a very

eminent merchant of Newport and married a daughter of

Ninian Challoner of Jamaica and Newport.

William Tosh or McIntosh appears as William Mackontoss

in the shipping list of the “Sarah and John” showing that he

was one of the Scottish horse taken at Worcester. He mar-

ried at Braintree in 1659 Jael Swilvan (clearly intended for

Sullivan, and one of the captive Irish maids shipped to New
England in 1654.) He was one of the first settlers, and was

one of the servants, with Duncan Ross, of Thomas Faxon.

He too became a prominent landowner at the Island and had

a numerous family born there. One of his descendants

Daniel Tosh became a well known merchant at Newport
about 1730. The name is now extinct in Rhode Island, but

among his descendants in the female line was Catherine Lit-

tlefield, the wife of General Nathanael Greene and the late

William P. Sheffield, Sr., of Newport,

Alexander Eno or Aines, namely Innes, was one of the
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Scotch prisoners who appears by the Essex County Court

files to have been at Lynn. He later went with the first

Leonard from Lynn to Taunton, and worked in the forge es-

tablished there by Leonard. While there the Plymouth

Colony Court records, which call him “Aines”, show that he

had a wife, Katherine, an Irishwoman. He was in Taunton

in 1657. On 14 May 1659 he purchased one acre of land at

Portsmouth, R. I., from Nicholas Brown. On 10 Aug. 1664

Robert Guthrie addressed a letter to him recorded in the New
Shoreham records. In it he calls him “My countryman,’'

and states that the town will make him a grant of land if he

will come there to settle. He requests him to leave his

answer at Robert Carr’s house (i.e. in Newport), and that he,

Guthrie will get it when he next goes to Taunton. Enos

evidently came, for under this letter is the record of a grant

of land to him for the exact amount mentioned in Guthrie’s

letter, so that although the latter addressed him merely as

“my countryman,” it is clear that it was intended for

Enos. He continued to reside at the Island until his death.

He left a nuncaputive will, and is apparently the ancestor of

the Eno and Enos families in South County and Connecticut.

James Danielson deposed at the Saugus iron works on

13: 4: 1653. We find him at Block Island 3 April 1686, when
he bought land there, and he married the widow of Tormut

Rose, born Hannah George. Prior to this he appears to have

lived in Connecticut, as he was one of the Connecticut

grantees of Narragansett lands for services in the Great

Swamp Fight. He later returned to Connecticut and settled

in Woodstock, where in 1706 he bought 800 acres at

Mashamoquet Brook. He was the ancestor of the Connecti-

cut family of Danielson, and the town of that name was so

named in honour of this family.

In addition to these men, it is extremely probable that Wil-

liam Harris, an early inhabitant of Block Island, was another

Scotchman, because he was deeded land there by Guthrie for

love. Harris was apparently married, but probably left no

children.

Such is the list of the Scotch prisoners, who were among
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the pioneer settlers of New Shoreham, and it seems indeed a

far cry from the stricken fields of Worcester and Dunbar to

that remote and lonely island, which owes much to the efforts

of these hardy Scotchmen. In closing I wish to express my

obligation to George Stewart, Esq., of Concord, Mass., and

to William P. Greenlaw, Esq., Librarian of the New England

Historic Genealogical Society of Boston. Mr. Stewart has

been collecting for years material for a complete history of

the Scotch prisoners and he generously opened his notes to

me to make use of them in this article. Mr. Greenlaw has

been for several years collecting data regarding the de-

scendants of William Cahoone and I am indebted to him for

considerable information regarding the life of this man.

Finally it may be interesting to know that the present Scot-

tish Charitable Society in Boston, dates from 1651, in which

year it was founded by a little group of the Dunbar prisoners,

for mutual aid and protection in a strange and hostile land.

New Books of Rhode Island Interest

Two biographies of prominent Rhode Islanders have ap-

peared during the past quarter.

One is entitled “Roger Williams” by Arthur B. Strickland,

and deals principally with the religious side of his life. The
illustrations are unusually numerous. The other biography

is by Alvin G. Weeks and is entitled “Massasoit of the Wam-
panoags with a brief commentary on Indian character, and

sketches of other great chiefs, tribes and nations, also, a

chapter on Samoset, Squanto and Hobamock, three early

native friends of the Plymouth Colonists.”

The history of “Battery A, 103rd Field Artillery” of Rhode
Island has been issued as a volume of 250 pages.

The second volume of Chapin’s “Documentary History of

Rhode Island” was placed on sale late in December.

The first volume of Harry Lyman Koopman’s epic poem
on the development of America entitled “Hesperia” has ap-

peared in print. One chapter of it is devoted to Roger Wil-

liams and his ideals.
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The New England Historical and Genealogical Register for

October, 1919, contains a thirteen page genealogy of the de-

scendants of Thomas Waite of Portsmouth, R. L, by G. An-

drews Moriarty, Jr.

Mr. Hamilton B. Tompkins’ paper on “Benedict Arnold”

has been issued as Number 30 of the Newport Historical

Society Bulletins.

A genealogy of “The Fales Family of Bristol, Rhode

Island,” by De Coursey Fales has been privately printed. It

is an octavo volume of 332 pages. Mr. Fales presented a

copy of it to the Society.

The Centennial History of Moses Brown School has been

issued by the school as an illustrated volume ot 178 pages.

Two manuscript books of rhymes for children, written

years ago by Susan Hale, have been printed, in facsimile, re-

producing Miss Hale’s handwriting. They are entitled

“Inklings for Thinklings” and “Nonsense Book.”

Senator Colt’s speech on “Reservations and The Peace

Treaty” has been printed; as also President Faunce’s “Un-

derstanding Great Britain” and “Christian Principles Essen-

tial to a New World Order.” “Tales from the Secret King-

dom” by Ethel May Gates is illustrated by Katherine Buffum

of Providence.

A Letter written in 1756 by Dr. Silvester Gardiner of South

Kingston and Newport was printed in the Oct. 1919 Bulletin

of the New York Public Library.

Notes

Professor Edmund B. Delabarre and Mr. Thomas G.

Hazard, Jr., have been elected members of the Committee on

Marking Historical Sites.

The building used by General James M. Varnum of Rhode
Island at Valley Forge has been acquired as a permanent

memorial by the Valley Forge Park Commission.

An association known as The General Nathanael Greene

Homestead Association has been formed for the purpose of
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preserving the Nathanael Greene Homestead in Coventry as

a permanent memorial.

Col. Israel Angell’s manuscript orderly book has recently

been purchased by Col. George L. Shepley.

Mrs. Austin H. Fox of Cocumscussoc has placed in the

Society’s archives a large number of papers, plats and account

books of Moses Brown and of the firm of Almy and Brown.

The following persons have been elected members of the

Society

:

Miss Caroline E. Capwell Mr. Henry L. Slader

Mr. Preston H. Gardner Mr. Henry S. Sprague

Mr. Gilbert A. Harrington Mr. Charles T. Straight

Mr. Willard T. Hatch Mr. William S. Stone

Mr. Charles B. Mackinney Mr. William J. Tully

Mr. James S. Newell Mr. Thomas H. West, Jr.

The patriotic societies of Rhode Island, under the leader-

ship of the Colonial Dames, are planning to raise $7,000.00 to

build a Rhode Island bay in the Washington Memorial Chapel

at Valley Forge.

How the Accession of King George II was

proclaimed at Warwick, R. I.

How the accession of King George II. was proclaimed and

celebrated by the Train Band of Warwick, R. I., not to be

outdone by the larger towns of Newport and Providence, is

shown by the following, verbatim copy from the original order

in the handwriting of Captain Stephen Arnold

:

In ye Colony of Rhod island &c.

To:
Mr: John Carder Juner Corpal of ye trane
Band of Warwick Greeting—&c
You Are hear by Requeired in his Magesty Name
George ye Second by ye Grace of God King of Great
Brittian farance and loralon Defeandor of the feath
fourth with a Pone Sighte hear of to wame and giue
Timly notaes to all ye Listed Shoulders with in your
Quadont to a Peare Compleat in ther Armes at ther
Colors at ye House of of Ensign Joseph Staffordes at teen
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of ye Clock Next wensday it Being the 30th of this

InStant then and there to atend apon ther Commishenors
officers hear of fale not as you will answer to the

Contery Given under my hand and Seall this Twenty
Six Day of August—Anno.q Domony 1727

Stephen Arnold Capt

—

We do desire to Drink ye Kinges helth

With a Bariel of Wine and if ther is

any of the freemen of Said town Will [seal]

Come these are to Desier that they would
Apeare at ye Time above Said

Stephen Arnold Cn
To

: John
Carder June
CorPal of
ye Train Band

The death of King George I. had occurred very suddenly on

June loth of this year, and he was succeeded by his son the

Prince of Wales. The news of this event arrived early in

August, the assembly being in session at Newport. An ad-

dress to his Majesty was voted and an appropriation for the

formal proclamation of King George II., which took place

with military honors at Newport August 24th and at Provi-

dence August 25th. Official orders were received later from

England and on Oct. 25, the Assembly sitting at Warwick
again proclaimed the King at that place. The officers named
in this order were near neighbors in Warwick, and distantly

related, all three of them being descendants of Lewis Latham

through his daughters Barbara and Frances Dungan.

Barbara Dungan daughter of William and Frances

(Latham) Dungan, married 1644, James Barker of Newport.

Their daughter Mary, married Israel,^ Arnold, Stephen,^ Wil

liam,^ and was the mother of Captain Stephen® Arnold.

Her sister Frances Dungan married 1648, Randall Holden

of Warwick, and had two daughters, Sarah Holden, who mar-

ried Joseph^ Stafford, Thomas,^ and was the mother of Ensign

Joseph Stafford (afterward Major and Col.) and Mary
Holden, who married John^ Carder, Richard,^ and was the

mother of Corp. John Carder, Jr.

Fred A, Arnold.
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Rhode Island Samplers

By George L. Miner

Back in the late eighteenth century a little girl of Provi-

dence bent over her daily task of needlework, patiently cross-

stitching into her Sampler these words:

“When I was young and in my prime,

Here you may see how I spent my time.”

Therein is the keynote of the Sampler work of our New
England girls. Needlework was an important part of

theif early training. The Sampler was a daily task.

The Sampler exhibition that has just been held during

the month of March at the cabinet of the Rhode Island

Historical Society has proved a noteworthy event. In

response to invitations the people of Rhode Island loaned

300 Samplers. The great bulk of the Samplers were made

in New England, some were worked in Connecticut, some

in Massachusetts, one or two were English, but the

majority were Rhode Island made. This collection has

been, without doubt, the largest and most representative

gathering of Samplers of one locality ever assembled.
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A Short History of the Sampler.

Samplers came into being quite naturally. Embroidery
in England and the Continent was at its height some-
where in the sixteenth century when “exemplars” con-

tained specimen rows of embroidery. For a century or

so the Samplers were utilitarian, expert examples of

stitches, embroidery patterns, lettering and numerals in

rows, like a page from an instruction book. Later came
design and composition, the Sampler treated as a whole,

a piece of art for its own sake.

To indicate in a word or two the evolution of the func-

tion of the Sampler:

1st. It furnished Sampler stitches and embroidery pat-

terns.

2nd.' It gave sample letters and numerals for house-

hold use.

3rd. It became a means, through inscriptions, of educat-

ing the mind as well as the fingers.

4th. It became the daily stint for dutiful daughters.

The History of American Samplers begins with the Pil-

grim's daughters. Ann Gower’s (wife of Governor Endi-

cott), is at the Essex Institute, Salem; Laura Standish’s

(daughter of Miles), is in Pilgrim Hall, Plymouth. But

Samplers wrought in the seventeenth century are very

rare. In the present exhibition most of the Samplers are

dated. The earliest is 1730. Then follow: 1733, 1737, and

1743. An analysis of the dates shows the following sched-

ule, by periods of ten years.

1700—1709 0 identified

I 73t>-i 739 0 u

1740—1749 2 0
((

1750—1759 . . 2
“

2
a

1760—1769 ..2 “
0

a

1770—1779 • • 7
“ 0

(C

1780—1789 ..12 “
2

u

1790—1799 ..18 “
9

{(
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1800—1809 A identified

1810—1819 ...40 “
3

“

1820—1829 ... 44
“

4
“

1830—1839 ... 41
“

2
“

1840—1849 ... 13
“

2

Specimens, dates unknown. . .

,

•••57

It is apparent at a glance that our local Samplers dated

prior to 1800 are comparatively rare. If you own one dated

during the Colonial period you may be proud indeed. The
Sampler as a decorative picture began to flourish most

numerously in the late 1790’s and for forty years waxed

strong. Suddenly along toward 1840 they almost com-

pletely disappear. The sewing machine rolled on to the

scene
;
the Sampler ceased to be a part of female education.

If a person wishes to judge a Sampler intelligently he

must make a little study of some of the features. As a

help to such study I will list a rough classification of things

to look for.

1. Shape. The earliest Samplers, prior to 1700 were

invariably worked on long narrow strips of home-made

linen. They measured five or six inches in width and ran

sometimes as long as three feet and over. After 1700 the

small hand looms became bigger, the linen wider, the

shapes less uniform.

2. The Canvas. The backgrounds on which the

Samplers are worked are in the earliest period of linen,

hand woven, bleached or unbleached. Sometimes it was

exceedingly fine in weave, smooth and soft, oftener it was

rather loosely woven. Mustard colored, coarse hard linen

had wide use in the second quarter of the i8th Century.

In the late 1700’s came “tannery” or “sampler cloth” woven
from wool. Cotton canvas is found throughout the i8th

Century Samplers, but became most plentiful in the late

decades before the Sampler disappeared. The woolen

backgrounds were very susceptible to the ravages of
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moths. It is rare to find a tannery cloth Sampler that is

either not darned or moth eaten.

3. The Stitches. It would be possible to fill a page

with the names ancient and modern, of the many Sampler

stitches. The commonest is cross stitch, used so uni-

versally that it was often called the “Sampler stitch”.

Satin stitch was much used, particularly for the lettering.

Back stitch, tent stitch or petit point, eyelet stitch, long

and short stitch, flat stitch. Queen stitch, stem stitch and

chain stitch are found in varying degrees of rarity. A
.dozen different stitches are occasionally to be found on

one Sampler. Skill in the use of the needle does not ap-

pear to have increased with the passing years. Some of

the earliest Samplers in the exhibition have a wider

variety of beautifully worked stitching than the later ones.

Worthy of especial study in this particular is the Sampler

by Katherine Holden, dated 1733, (loaned by Miss Bab-

cock and Mrs. Upton).

4. The Design. The various groups of design may be

said to fall under three broad heads. The row Samplers

came first, when the design consisted of horizontal rows

of embroidery patterns, lettering and numerals, worked

across the background. The border Sampler appeared

about 1740, and conventional frame work of Sampler pat-

terns enclosed the rows and patterns within. The third

group comprised the fancy design, like the diamond, the

heart, the oval, late modifications of Sampler design.

5. The Color. Very early the Samplers tended to deli-

cate colorings in their silk and linen needlework. Home
made dyes, red from the cochineal, blue from indigo

,

browns and yellows from sumac and corn, lent great

variety to the color schemes. The uniformity and exact-

ness of matching that characterizes work with modern
dyes and embroidery silks was fortunately out of the reach

of the little people who worked the Samplers. A certain

happy-go-lucky blending of pinks, greens, blues and

browns lent much charm and a decorative quality of quaint
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old fashioned flavor. Rather smart black, red and g-reen

color schemes are prominent during the George the Third

period. Generally speaking, however, there was no uni-

versal color scheme. Individual taste and convenience

ruled. Many instances show the end of one color and the

beginning of another, not only in the middle of a word,

but half way through a letter.

6. The Ornament. Here is a most interesting field for

study. Early everything on the Sampler was conventional-

ized. Flowers and fruit, geometric patterns, animals,

human figures and birds, appear in treatment stifiF, con-

ventional and “spotted” on the background, yet almost in-

variably Avith a feeling for fine arrangement. Ornament
that had been handed down for centuries crops out in the

Sampler Patterns. The Persian rose, the carnation, the

honeysuckle, the thistle, the tulip, the pineapple and the

fig, Noah’s Ark animals, angular birds of the air, diminu-

tive Christmas trees and baskets of fruit run through the

Sampler work for generations. In the late i8th century

came a marked change in much of our local Sampler work.

The picture element grew, the Sampler became a work of

art, the conventional patterns gave way to original designs

of decorative quality. The ornament became naturalistic

rather than conventional. Borders of flowing flowers and

leaves surrounded the central verse or picture. From 1790

to 1840 the two methods of treatment ran on side by side,

the old feeling of the early Sampler repressing itself in

prim little conventionalized ornament, the quite-up-to-date

picture embroidery weaving graceful naturalistic floral

decorations. The charm of the early conventions was lost

when realism got its modern grip on the Sampler needle.

7. Subject Matter. The alphabet, numerals, geometrical

patterns, simple subject matter marked the earl}^ Samplers.

Ambition grew and variety of theme multiplied all during

the 1 8th century. Inscriptions and pictures became more

and more numerous till the passing of the Sampler.

An interesting and original inscription on an early English
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ONE OF THE Later Decorative Samplers, Wrought by Ruth
Baldwin, Age n, and Loaned by Mrs. Edward R. Trowbridge
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Sampler of 1718 is the following, (quoted by Haish)—

:

“Elizabeth Matrom is my name and with my nedell I

rought the same, and if my judgment had been better, I

would have mended every letter. And she that is wise,

her time will prise, she that will eat her breakfast in her

bed, and spend all the morning in dressing of her head,

and sit at dinner like a maiden bride, God in his mercy
may do much to save her, but what a cas(e) is he in that

must have her. Elizabeth Matrom. The Sun sets, the

Shadows flys, the good consume, and the man he dies.”

In our own exhibition the early inscriptions group them-

selves chronologically somewhat like this: 1st. Simply

name or date, or name and date. 2nd. Place where
wrought, while the working of its place is not the usual

thing on a Sampler it is interesting to observe that out of

the 300 specimens shown over forty gave such names.

These included: “R. I. Collony,” Providence, Smithfield,

Cranston, Coventry, Portsmouth, Warren, Seekonk, Little

Compton.

Toward 1740 came Alethodisni and John Wesley and

the age of hymns and moral precepts. This was the time

when mother and teacher set themselves primly to the

task of educating the child’s soul as well as its fingers.

So convenient a method of moral training was the Sampler

verse that the “Be good and you will be happy” inscrip-

tion persisted to the end. In 1825 Nancy Perkins, was

laboring away at this

:

“When age or pain or anxious cares assail

And frolick hours and sportive moments fail

Then this my sampler shall memorial prove

Of teachers care and my dear parents love

Shall call to mind the scenes of early youth

When all was joy and innocence and birth.”

(Sampler owned by Mrs. Philip B. Sirnonds.)

The year before another little Rhode Island lady was

struggling hard to please with these words. Sarah Ann
Merritt Collins, 1824.
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‘‘My parents care points out the way
And I as cheerfully obey

And with my needle let you see

What pains my tutor took with me/'

{Sampler owned by the Misses Collins.)

The earlier we go in our study of Sampler inscriptions

the more pious they seem to be. Margaret Swain back in

1754 had followed her alphabet by this philosophic bit:

“The Winter tree resembles me
Whose sap lies in its root

The spring draws nigh, as it so I

Shall bud, I hope, and shoot.”

{Sampler ozuned by R. I. School of Design.)

One can but question the entire originality of many of

the verses, fearing lest the little needle workers were

somewhat coerced to express sentiments of older guiding

minds. The following rhyme, however, taken from a little

English cousin’s Sampler, seems quite genuinely spon-

taneous :

“Sarah Bonney is my name
England is my nation

See how good my parents is

To give me education.”

Fortunate was it for the little workers of pious inscrip-

tions that good morals did not depend on good grammar.
Even Nancy Winsor, who wrought a wonderful picture of

a ship, and who knew more about embroidery design than

any college girl of to-day, emblazoned her chef-d’-oeuvre

with this

:

“Look on these flowers

So fades my hours.”

The School Samplers.

Needlework was not only a daily stint of the dutiful

daughter at home, but took no unimportant place in the

list of studies at the boarding and day schools of the
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Eastern States. In the exhibition are three Samplers bear-

ing names of schools. '‘Jsine Merritt School, Nine Part-

ners, 1803,’' loaned by Mrs. James Richardson; “Jane
Haines, Evesham School, 1807,” loaned by the Misses

Chase; “Eliza Talbot, West School, 1810,” loaned by Mrs.

Howard I. Gardner. Nine Partners was the name of the

town in New York State, presumably on the Hudson not

far North of New York, where was maintained a Friends

Boarding School. Evesham School was in New Jersey.

West School has not been identified.

The best known school in Providence during Sampler

time was Polly Balch's. And Polly Balch did much for

Rhode Island Samplers. From 1790, or thereabouts, till

her death in 1831, Miss Mary (“Polly”) Balch kept a school

for young ladies at 22 George street.

The school was listed in the Providence directories from

1824 to 1S30 as a “boarding school”, but day pupils were

also taken. Needlework had a place in the curriculum,

and many samplers can be definitely traced to the pupils

of the school. In the exhibition are four or five unusually

interesting samplers which bear the distinctive ear marks

of the work of this school. Three strikingly similar in

feeling are these: Eliza Cozzens, 1796, loaned by the

School of Design; Julia Lippitt, 1797, owned by Mrs.

Upton and Miss Babcock; and Susan Whitmore, 1799,

owned by the writer. This little group of three is a hand-

some one, with their solid long and short silk backgrounds,

their brilliant floral decoration, and baskets of fruit. A
detailed study of the samplers which bear the impress of

the teachings of Polly Balch’s School would make an in-

teresting contribution to the story of the part Providence

played in the development of the Sampler.

The Society held a loan exhibition of Samplers during

the month of March. Three Hundred and Thirty-Four

Samplers were exhibited. The following persons kindly

loaned their Samplers for this exhibition:

Miss Anna L. Andrews, Miss Anstis P. D. Manton, Mr.
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and Mrs. Howard M. Chapin, Miss Harriet L. Sheldon,

Dr. and Mrs. Charles V. Chapin, Miss Isabel R. Brown,
Mrs. Roswell B. Burchard, Dr. Frank L. Day, Miss E. D.

Sharpe, Mrs. Stephen O. Metcalf, Mrs. William H. Brad-

ford, Mrs. G. Richmond Parsons, Mrs. George Tilden

Brown, Mrs. Barton A. Ballou^ Miss Katherine C. Mitchell,

Miss Elizabeth W. Brown, Miss Alzada J. Sprague, Mrs.

H. Anthony Dyer, Mr. Francis H. Anthony, Miss Kate
Simmons, Home for Aged Women, Miss Stella J. Hart-

shorn, Mrs. Daniel Beckwith, Miss Eliza B. Hasie, Miss

Louise Cranston, Miss Jessie Tripp, Mrs. H. L. Burdick,

Miss Mary B. Child, Miss Amey L. Willson, The Misses

Peck, Mr. Arthur W. Claflin, Mrs. William J. Dyer, Mr.

John Carter Brown Woods, Miss M. Louise Gladding, Mr.

F. H. Fuller, Mrs. John H. Mason, Miss M. Frances Bab-

cock, Mrs. Winslow Upton, Mrs. A. W. Love, Mrs. George
L. Miner, Mr. George L. Miner, Miss Emily P. Anthony,

Mrs. Ellen I. Richardson, Mrs. W. S. Pino, Miss Rosa-

mond W. Austin, Dr. Eugene P. King, The Misses Vose,

Mrs. Charles Cleveland, Miss Maria Corliss, R. I. School

of Design, Mrs. Charles R. Stark, Miss M. R. Stark, Miss

Esther Stone, Mrs. L. Earle Rowe, Mrs. Albert G. Hark-
ness, Mrs. Louis W. Downes, Mrs. Edward R. Trow-
bridge, Mrs. Herbert E. Maine, Mrs. George Thurber

Brown, Miss Lois Anna Greene, Mrs. James Richardson,

Mrs. C. M. Eddy, Mr. Elliot Flint, Mrs. Howard I. Gard-

ner, Mrs. Fayette Brown, Mrs. Samuel S. Durfee, Prof.

F. P. Gorham, Mr. Francis O. Allen, Mr. Herbert O.

Brigham, Mr. John F. Street, Miss Mary Louise Brown.

Mrs. M. L. D. Aldrich, Mrs. Charles D. Owen, Miss

Elizabeth H. Snow, Mrs. Clinton R. Weeden, Mr. Charles

T. Howard, Mrs. Arthur J. Durfee, Mrs. Howard W.
Preston, Dr. Jennie O. Arnold, Mrs. H. W. Bradford, Mrs.

B. Ray Phelan, Miss E. A. Taft, Mrs. William C. Greene,

Mrs. J. H. Hambly, Miss Anna M. Schofield, Mrs. Donald

Cowell, Mr. F. R. Grammont, Miss Emily B. Aldrich, Miss

Louise Chace, Miss Lorimer, Mrs. Thomas W. Aldrich,

Mrs. William Henry Gilbane, Miss Vernette R. Mowry,
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Mrs. Ella G. Church, Mrs. J. B. Allen, The Misses Chace,

Mrs. Nicholson, Mrs. W. Freeman Cocroft, Mrs. Charles

Warren Lippitt, Mr. Fred Gibbs, Miss A. C. Westcott,

Mr. L. B. Chase, Mr. Charles H. Warren, Mrs. Henry B.

Whitman, Mr. Frank J. Wilder, Mrs. Philip Baldwin

Simonds, Mrs. Joshua M. Addeman, Mrs. James W. Craig,

Mrs. S. W. Remington, Mrs. Willis H. White, Mrs.

Samuel Powel, Mrs. P. R. Kendall, Dr. Gardner T. Swarts,

Mr. Clarence A. Mathewson, Mrs. Arthur G. Beals, Mrs.

Walter W. Burnham, Mrs. J. F. P. Lawton, Mrs. William
H. Miller, Mr. George H. Havens, Miss Bertha Sumner
Johnson, Miss Edith Richmond Blanchard, Mrs. W. C.

Angell, Mrs. Charles E. Westcott, Miss Emily H. Crouch,

Mr. and Mrs. Sydney R. Burleigh, Mr. Arthur H. Smith,

Mrs. R. C. Patton, Mrs. William P. Chapin, Mrs. Eugene
W. Boyden, Mrs. Edwin B. Day, Mr. Harry Hale Goss,

Mrs. Steinert, Mrs. George M. Smith, Mrs. L. A. Arnold,

Mrs. Frank L. Bowen, Mrs. Arthur W. Seavey, Mrs. E.

A. Cary, The Misses Grammont, Mrs. Preston Yerring-

ton, Mrs. Joseph H. Jewett, Miss Bassett, Mrs. James N.

Bourne, Mr. William V. Polleys, Miss Anna Elsie Arnold,

Mrs. Robert C. Root, The Misses Collins, Mrs. William

A. Spicer, Mrs. George E. Miller, Mrs. Fred A. Morse,

Mrs. H. H. Grout, Mrs. Clarence A. Brouwer, Dr. George

W. Gardner, Miss Ida S. Crandall, Mrs. C. L. Saunders.

Mrs. Sarah E. Kenison, Mrs. William C. H. Brand, Mr.

Leon S. Wyman, Mrs. David S. Seaman, Miss Emeline

B. Butts, Mrs. F. A. Waterman, Mrs. Edith M. Noble,
Mrs. W. H. Horton, Mrs. Walter S. Gardner, Miss Lucy
C. Sweet, Miss J. S. Carpenter, Mr. Elisha H. Howard,
Mrs. Franklin G. Arnold, Mr. Harry B. Sherman, Miss
Caroline B. Briggs, Mrs. Arthur Barker, Miss Harriet L.

Smith, Mrs. Harald W. Ostby, Mrs. Ralph V. Hadley,
Mrs. Phillip Gifford, Mrs. Alfred H. Wilkinson, Mrs.
Leroy A. White, Miss F. G. Ormsbee, Mrs. E. C. Har-
rington, Mrs. Nathaniel W. Smith, Mr. E. C. Williams,

Mrs. Eugene Kingman, Miss Eliza A. Kaighn, The
Misses Kenyon, Mrs. Hobart, The Misses Austin, Mr. Ed-
ward I. Mulchahey.
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Robert Jeoffrey’s Seal; perhaps a Genealogical

Clue

Impressions of the above seal appear upon five documents

in the Warner Papers (numbers 78, 79, 80. 81. and 85)
which are in the Rhode Island Historical Society Library.

These five papers were executed in 1683 and 1684 and have

one point in common. Benjamin Gorton’s name appears as

a witness on each of them. From this it might be inferred

that Benjamin Gorton was in 1683 the owner of the afore-

said seal. The only early settler of Rhode Island whose

initials were R. I., that is R. J., was Robert Jeoflfrey of New-
port. If this seal was originally that of Robert Jeoffrey,

the question arises as to how it later came into the posses-

sion of Benjamin Gorton, whose ancestry is known, and who
is not descended from or related to Jeoffrey.

Benjamin Gorton’s wife was Sarah Carder, who was born

about 1652, and was the daughter of Richard Carder and

Mary, his second wife. Mary Carder’s maiden name is not

known, but she was probably born about 1631 or 2. Robert

Jeoffrey of Newport had two daughters, Elizabeth, born in

1629 and Mary born in 1632. It is not known to whom they

were married. Richard Carder was one of the original set-

tlers of Portsmouth, and so had ample opportunity to be-

come acquainted with the Newport and Portsmouth people.

Robert Jeoffrey’s daughter, Elizabeth, was born in 1629.

John Sweet’s wife, Elizabeth, testified that she was 55 years

of age in 1684, and hence born in 1629. Both John Sweet

and Richard Carder were prominent residents of Warwick.
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John Sweet’s step-father, Ezekiel Holliman, moved to

Portsmouth in 1641 and to Newport before 1643; thus un-

doubtedly making it possible for John Sweet to become
acquainted with Newport girls. John Sweet was married

about 1655. In 1660 he represented Newport in the Genera!

Assembly, although he was in Warwick before and after

this date. In 1677 John Sweet and his family had moved
from Warwick to Newport. One of the sons of John and

Elizabeth Sweet was named Richard, perhaps after Richard

Carder.

Notes

Miss Elizabeth D. Bugbee, one of our members, died on

Eebruary 6, 1920 and bequeathed to the Society the sum of

$6,000.00.

The following persons have been admitted to membership:

Mrs. Albert Babcock, Mrs. Nathaniel T. Bacon, Mr. Francis

E. Bates, Mrs. Daniel Beckwith, Mrs. Clarence A. Brouwer,

Mr. Frederick H. Buffum, Miss Anna H. Chace, Miss

Elizabeth M. Chace, Mr. Albert W. Claflin, Mr. Richard B.

Comstock, Mr. J. Urban Edgren, Mr. Elliot Flint, Mr.

Frank Healy, Mrs. Frank Healy, Mr. Charles Warren

Lippitt, Jr., Mrs. Stephen O. Metcalf, Mr. Louis C. New-

man, Mrs. Howard W. Preston, Mr. Henry I. Richmond,

Mr. William G. Roelker, Mrs. Charles Sisson, Hon. Charles

F. Stearns, Hon. John W. Sweeney, Rev. x\rthur L. Wash-

burn.

Mrs. Stephen O. Metcalf and Mr. Charles Warren Lippitt,

Jr., became Life Members.

A special fund of $5,000.00 has been collected for the

Society. This money is to be used in transcribing and

printing certain manuscripts and records of historical im-

portance, in arranging and cataloguing the manuscripts in

the Society’s archives, and also for photostating and binding.

The donors to this fund are: Mr. William Gammell, $500;

Mr. Webster Knight, $500; Mr. Jesse H. Metcalf, $500; Mr.
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Henry D. Sharpe, $500; Col. George L. Shepley, $500; Col.

Samuel P. Colt, $250; Hon. Henry F. Lippitt, $250; Mr.

Stephen O. Metcalf, $250; Col. Samuel M. Nicholson, $250;

Mr. Frederick S. Peck, $250; Col. Frank W. Matteson, $200;

Gov. R. Livingston Beeckman, $100; Mr. Alfred M. Coats,

$100; Mrs. Robert Gammell, $100; Mrs. C. Oliver Iselin,

$100; Hon. Charles D. Kimball, $100; Mr. Paul C. Nicholson,

$100; Mrs. Frank A. Sayles, $100; Mr. Robert W. Taft,

$100; Col. H. Martin Brown, $50; Mr. Charles J. Davol,

$50; Mr. Michael Dooley, $50; Mr. William A. Viall, $50;

Hon. John Carter Brown Woods, $50; total $5,000.

During the past quarter the Society has lost the following

members by death: Mr. Joseph Balch, Miss Elizabeth D.

Bugbee, Mr. Henry R. Davis, Mr. Richard Ward Greene,

and Samuel R. Dorrance.

Thomas W. Aldrich’s Manuscript History of the Black-

stone Valley, which contains much valuable material, has

been presented to the Society.

Mr. Frank J. Wilder of Boston donated $50.00 to the

Society.

Dr. George T. Spicer has placed in the Society’s archives

the manuscript record of marriages performed by Rev. A.

Huntington Clapp of Brattleboro, Vermont, and Providence,

R. I. It covers the years 1846 to 1862.

Mr. Anthony McCabe, who had been employed by the

Society for about 30 years, died in February.

We have received requests from Libraries for Vol. XL
No. 3, and Vol. XII, No. i, of our collections. As our

supply of these numbers is exhausted the only way that

these requests can be filled is through the generosity of some

of our members.

During the month of March the Society held a loan ex-

hibition of Samplers, at which 334 samplers were shown.

Mrs. Samuel Slater Durfee presented two Samplers to the

Society, and the sampler containing a representation of the

First Congregational Church has been presented by the
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heirs of Mrs. Penelope Babcock. Mrs. F. W. Waterman
presented the sampler wrought by Betsey Harris. Mr.

George Leland Miner spoke on the Samplers to the

Handicraft Club when they visited the exhibition on March
9th, and to the members of the Society on March 13th, at

which meeting Mrs. Charles K. Bolton of Boston also spoke

informally.

The Society has obtained a set of photostat reproductions

of the Chart of Narragansett Bay of 1870 which is on the

scale of 1-10,000, much larger than the published chart

which is on the scale of 1-40,000.

Mr. Thomas W. Waterman has presented to the Society

the Benoni Waterman Family Bible. This is one of the most

important of the Rhode Island Family Bibles and contains

valuable information in regard to Roger Williams’ daughter

Mercy and her descendants.

New Books of Rhode Island Interest

Hon. George T. Brown has written a biography of John

Brown of Plymouth, Gentlemen, which also contains gene-

logical data relating to that family.

Numbers one and two of the Rhodes Family in America

have been printed. This periodical contains material relating

to the Rhodes family of Rhode Island.
'

Frederic J. Wood in The Turnpikes of New England

devoted over 40 pages to Rhode Island Turnpikes.

Miss Mary E. Powel’s paper on “Jane Stuart” has been

published as number 31 of the Newport Historical Society

Bulletins.

Ancestry of William Dyre
Mr. Louis Dyer of Oxford, England, in the Somerset &

Dorset Notes & Queries for 1898-99, Vol. VI, pages 269, 303

and 353, in a biographical sketch of William Dyre of New-

port, R. I., attempts without adequate evidence to maintain

that William Dyre of Rhode Island was identical with Wil-

liam Dyre, son of George Dyre of Bratton street, Maur,

Somersetshire.
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Report of the Treasurer

GENERAL ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR 1919.

Edward K. Aldrich, Jr., Treasurer, in account with the Rhode Island

Historical Society. For current account, viz.

:

Dr.

Cash on Hand January 1, 1919:

In Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company
“ Providence Institution for Savings
“ National Exphangrp Rank

$287 00

83S 00

396 76

Liberty Bond (3J^%) 500 00

Receipts from
6i,

Annual Dues

Life Memhership
$1,049 00

150 00
a

State Appropriation 1,500 00

31 00

3,283 43

101 19

46 90

217 25

u ii

a a

Rental of Rooms
Interest and Dividends

a a Books

Newspaper Account

Publications

« u

u u

Investments

Franklin Lyceum Fund (Int.).

Special Account No. 1

50 OO

76 42

. 1,650 00

$8,155 19

$10,170 95



AN Early Sampler Wrought by Mary Freeborn in 1742 and
Loaned by Mrs. George L. Miner
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Sampler on Which the Ten Commandments Were Wrought
BY Antsis Dyer, Loaned by Miss Anstis Pearce Dyer Manton
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Cr.

Ashes $20 25

Binding . . , 314 17

Books 491 03

Electric Lighting 10 95

Expenses 194 69

Franklin Lyceum Memorial Fund 84 50

Fuel 362 14

Gas 12 35

Grourids and Buildings 81 65

Investments 1.056 19

Janitorial Services 253 55

Newspaper Account 115 50

Publications 591 18

Salaries 2,993 11

Supplies 106 41

Telephone . , 50 66

Water . 8 00

$6,746 33

Cash on hand December 31, 1919.

In Providence Institution for Savings $832 00
“ Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company 287 00

“ National Exchange Bank 299 20

“ National Bank of Commerce (Checking Ac-

count) 356 42

“ National Bank of Commerce (Special Account

No. I) 1,650 00

$3,424 62

$10,170 05
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Edward K. Aldrich, Jr., Treasurer, in account with the Rhode Island

Historical Society.

January 1, 192^.

Liabilities.

Grounds and Building $25,000 00 $25,000 00

Permanent Endowment Fund

:

Samuel M. Noyes $12,000 00

Henry J. Steere 10.000 00

Charles H. Smith 5,000 00

Charles W. Parsons 4,000 00

William H. Potter 3,000 00

Esek A. Jillson , 2,000 00

John Wilson Smith 1,000 00

William G. Weld 1.000 00

Charles C. Hoskins 1,000,00

Charles H. Atwood 1,000 00
$40,000 00

Publication Fund

:

Ira B. Peck $1,000 00

William Gammell 1,000 00

Albert J. Jones 1,000 00

William Ely 1,000 00

Julia Bullock 500 00

Charles H. Smith 100 00
$4,600 00

Life Membership Fund $4,500 00 $4,500 00

Franklin Lyceum Memorial Fund (Principal)... 734 52 734 52

Calvin Monument Memorial Fund 10 00 10 00

Special Account No. 1 (National Bank of Com-
merce) . . 1,650 00 1,650 00

$76,494 52

Accumulated Surplus . . 8,598 38

$85,092 90
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Assets.

Investments:
’

Grounds and Building , $25,000 00 $25,000 00
$6,000.00 Bonds, Minneapolis, Lyndale and

Minnetonka Railway $5,850 00
$3,000.00 Bonds, Lacomube Electric Company 2,835 00
125 Shares New York Central Railroad.... 12,500 00
111 “ Pennsylvania Railroad 7,188 45
30 “ Lehigh Valley Railroad 2,112 50
6 “ Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Com-

pany , 241 85
40 “ Milwaukee Electric Railway and

Light Company, preferred.. 3,000 00
55 “ American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company 7,123 61
54 “ Providence Gas Company 4,705 50
Mortgage P, A. and H. A. Cory 3,025 00
10 Shares, Duquesne Light Company 1,060 00
$1,000.00 Bond, Denver Gas and Electric

Company 950 00
$1,000.00 Bond, Columbus Railway, Power

and Light Company 970 00
$300.00 Providence Gas Company Convertible

Notes 300 18

30 Shares Merchants National Bank 1,800 00
45 “ Blackstone Canal National Bank.. 1,050 00

$1,000.00 Liberty Bond (U. S.) 956 19

$100.00 Liberty Bond (U. S.) 100 00
$56,668 28

Cash on hand

:

In Providence Institution for Savings $832 00
“ Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company.. 287 00

“ National Exchange Bank 299 20
“ National Bank of Commerce (Checking Ac-

count) . . 356 42

National Bank of Commerce (Special Ac-
count No. 1) 1,650 00

$3,424 62

Total Assets $85,092 00

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD K. ALDRICH, JR.,

Treasurer.

Providence, R. I., January 7. 1920.

Examined vouchers and securities compared and found to agree.

Horatio A. Hunt,

George L. Miner,

Arthur P. Sumner,

Auditing Committee.
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Rhode Island in 1750

The following account of his visit to Rhode Island was

written by James Birket in 1750, and is through the courtesy

of the Yale University Press reprinted from their volume

entitled “Some Cursory Remarks made by James Birket in

His Voyage to North America, 1750-1751”, New Haven, 1916.

“Set out for Rhode Island, H. Vassels And his Wife, Mary
Phips The Lieut Goves Daughter wth Two Servants &C To
Accompany me So far on my Journey, Our first Stage was

19 Miles to A house Kept by one Robins where we dinad

upon Roastd Partridges Fat bacon & Irish Potatoes now
plentifully Produced in that Part of the world &: tollerably

good. In the Afternoon we travelled 19 Miles more to One
Mother Stacks, who I thought realy very Slack in her At-

tendance for twas with great Intreaty and fair words that

we obtained a Candle altho twas So dark when we lighted

that we could Scarce See Another & What was worse She

had nothing in the world for Supper However upon Rum-
maging the Chace box we found in our own Store a Couple

of Roasted Fowles Some white biscuit, Lemons, Rum, Sugar

&C So that out of our own Store we made out a Handsome

Supper & Liquor to it but could not do So well for Lodgings

our Beds being very Indifferent

This Morning we passed Sea Conk plain being about 3

miles over wthout a Shrub and quite Levell, Sorroundd with

woods makes no disagreeable apearance, here we left Provi-

dence road upon our Right hand and proceeded to one Hunts

at Rehoboth being 9 Miles where we Breakfasted, from

thence we Came through Some fine tall woods of Oak timber

the best I had yet seen to Swansey ferry being 4 Miles

which we passed in very heavy rain. And Came to Bristol

before dinner. Dined at One Widdow Pains a Private house

but sent Our horses to the Tavern.

Bristol is a Small town but regularly laid out in Squares

many lots in which are not built One large Desenting Meet-

ing ho besides which I did not See any Other Publick building.
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This Town lyes at the bottom of Rhode Island bay or

harbour has good depth of water,—And Several Wharfs
where a vessel may lye And there Load & Discharge at

Pleasure; But the Town of Newport seems to draw away

Most of the Trade from this as Most Large places do from

new Settlements Notwithstanding they have Some vessels

in the west-india trade and build many vessels here And in

the Neighbourhood It is a proverb here that Bristol is

Only remarkable for its plenty of women and Geese.

After dinner we went to Bristol ferry being 2 Miles and

Crossed the Same where we Entered upon the N.E.End of

Rhode Island and Came the Same Evening to New Port

being 12 Miles and Lodged at the late Deputy Governour

Wm Ellereys but Sent our horses to the Tavern.

We all dined with Our fr’d Ellereys Lady he being out of

Town and in the afternoon I left my Compn there and went

to Capt Jno Jepson’s where I lodged as Also my man &
horse during my Stay in R. I.

I dined with Capt Jonathan Thurston

I dined at John Jepsons and in the Afternoon I went with

my fellow travelers to See Captain Molbons Country house

It Stands upon a tolerable Advantageous Scituation About a

mile out of the Town And makes a good Appearance at a

distance, but when you came to Survay it nearer it does not

Answer your Expectation It is Built of Hewn Stone and all

the Corners and Sides of the windows are all painted to

represent Marble, You Enter from a large flight of Steps

into the first Story which is very Grand the Rooms being

to Appearance 16 or 17 foot high but the upper Story is

Neither of the proportionable in the height of the rooms nor

Size of the Windows the Cellars Kitchins &C are below

Stairs ’tho Only upon the Surface of the Earth before the

house is a Handsome Garden with variety of wall fruits

And flowers &C ;
this house & Garden is reckoned the wonder

of that part of the Country not being Such another in this

Government
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N :B we Enter’d this Governmt of Rhode Island at Bristol

ferry wch Parts it from the Massachusetts-bay

This day I was ’twice at Meeting which is very large; the

Meetg house is also large and has two tier of Gallerys And
a Cupola on the top, but the friends in my opinion are as

Topping as their house, for I did not Imagine one half of

the Congregation had been of that Society and I afterwards

found they were not to be known by their Language dress,

or behaviour Altho’ there Seems to be a few wn (Compair’d

with the whole) that are very Examplary in every respect

and an honour to their proffession and the Society; this day

dined wth my landlord Jepson

This Morning I Accompany’d my good friends Henry

Vassals & his Spouse And Mary Phips on their return back

as far as—Bristol ferry which is 12 Miles where I took

leave of ’em & returnd to Jno Jepsons to dinner

I dined wth Capt John Thurstone

I dined wth our fr’d John Easton

I dined wth Capt Jno Brown Mercht

I dined at Jonathan Thurstons

I dined at Abram Redwoods

I dined at Jno Jepsons & was a Meeting

I dined with Do
I dined with Joseph Whipple this day we walked over the

hill behind the town to the Beach and to Nichs Eastons

where we See his little dear park and his pond where he

keeps his wild geese, brants, & wild ducks &Ca.

Newport is the only town in the Island and Stands on the

NW Side thereof and Near the West end, and upon arising

ground from the Sea or harbour is in the General well built

And all of wood (Except the Statehouse and one of Capt

Molbons which are of Brick) the houses in general make a

good Apearance and also as well furnished as in Most places

you will meet with, many of the rooms being hung with

Printed Canvas and paper &C which looks very neat

Others are well wainscoted and painted as in other places

The main Street is called a Mile long and runs Paralell with
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the Harbour besides which there are Several other Streets

and lanes which are regular and pretty well built. That part

of the town called the point is also laid out in Squares and

pretty well built, they have abundance of good wharves

which Extend the whole length of the town where vessels

of any burthen can Load, discharge, or heave down without

the help of Lighters which renders it an Excellent Scituation

for trade and more Especially as it is so near the Sea that

vessels are out or in, in a Moment, notwithstandg the labour

under one great inconvenience that is their Ships & vessels

are subject to the worm and more particularly at the point

where the best water is but this is only in the Sumr time

They have one Wharf which by way of preeminence is

Called the Long wharf and runs from the bottom of a

Spacious wide Street (at the uper End of which Stands the

Statehouse fronting to the Sea) about half a Mile into the

harbour And then turns with an Angle and Joins it Self to

the point. There is a Number of warehouses built upon this

Noble wharf in Imitation of that in Boston and in one thing

Exceeds it by the Joining to the Mainland at both ends it

forms a fine Bason Where Small vessels lye very safe in the

Winter time Entering by the Drawbridge that’s placed about

the Middle of the said long wharfe

There is Several publick buildings in this Town worthy of

Notice, viz’ the Statehouse which (as before) Stands at the

upper end of a Spacious wide Street fronting to the harbour,

is built of Brick and is a Genteel Large buildg There is a

large meeting house for the friends as before Observed;

One with a large handsome Steeple for the Presbyterians

;

and Do for Do Somthing Smaller One for the Church of

England which is very neat and Genteel and pretty large

;

One of the 7th day & one of the first day Baptists, there is

also a good many Jews but the have no Sinagogue, They

have here a very Handsome Library built upon the hill above

the Town and is well adapted for the use designed being

Only one Story but the floor raised Several Steps, and from

thence they have a good prospect of the Harbour And Neigh-
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boiiring Country Abram Redwood ]\Iade a present to the

Said Library of £500 Sterg. value in books on Sundry

Subjects.

Here is abundance of Transient French Merchts which

are concerned with the people in trade to Cape Briton, Cape

Francois, &C. They have also a good trade from hence to

the Coast of Guinea, The Bay of Honduras for Log wood
which the send chiefly to Holland and have alsorts of dutch

goods in return which are all run by the Connivance of

good natured officers who have a feeling Sence of their

Neighbours Industry, They have also a good Trade to the

wt India Islands with flour, Pork, Shingles, Staves, Boards,

Horses, &C the Chief of which the Purchase from their

Neighbours in Connecticut Governmt

This Island is throughout like a Garden from the Industry

of their farmers who keep there ground very Clean Their

fences are Chiefly of Stone made by themselves to Save

their wood a piece of Industry rarely met with in North

America, They do not grow any wheat, but Some Oats and

a good deal of Maze & they have Excellent grass and fine

Cattle, the largest by much I see in America

Their Curr'y which is Chiefly Paper is Esteemed upon the

worst footing of any in N. America and depreciates in value

every year, yet the Legislature are Generally ready to Issue

a fresh bank, upon the Aplication of Any one of their

Learn’d body who frequently make good use of those Op-

portunitys

I set out for New York in Compa with my worthy friend

GeoiMifflin this day about 10 o’Clock I hired a horse for

Yorkshire from Capt Josh Scott who is now Sherriff

We took boat at the Point & in about 2 hours landed upon

the Island of Connanicut being 3 Miles but the wind blowed

very Stong agst us, we then Crossed this Island beg one

Mile to the Next ferry but it blowd So hard we could not

get over So was Obliged to dine with an ill natured Scold at

the ferry house who gave us Potatoes & Tatogue with an

intolerable dirty Cloth &C however after the Pinner we got
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over the ferry being 3 miles, in Two hours the wind Con-

tinuing to blow hard agst us, from hence we had 5 Miles

to one Caseys at Tower hill very bad Stony Road, this is

reckon’d one of the best houses of Entertainment in the

Governmt but being Court time & a number of People there

we did not Stop, but proceeded Along the Naraganset

Country 9 miles to Sqe Hills at Charles Town where we
Lodged, This Country is very Subjt to Stones &C And
uneven

We were up early this morning in order to Proceed on

our Journey wn Behold our horses had made their Escape

out of the Stable and being late before they were found, &
yorkshire who went in Pursuit of ’em with Hills Indian Boy
did not return till after Sunset Obliged us to Stay here an-

other night in the Meantime my Fellow Traveller & Self,

went out a Shooting Killd some Squirrels and some very

pretty birds called Marsh quails Something bigger then a

field fare and fine Eatg we also went to See the Pallace of

the King of the Narraganset Indians but he being a Minor

& With his Grandmother about 9 or 10 Miles up the Country

at another Town, we were deprived of a sight of his

Majesty, Our Landlord Hill told us that he has got a good

many Subjects that are Sober Religeous People and about

20,000 Acres of land in his Own right which he & his An-

cestors have held theirs even since the discovery of this

Country by the English and no doubt long before Some
Gentlemen in Newport are a kind of Guardians to him and

receive his rents. Lease out his lands &Ca for him during

his Minority as well to the Whites as his Own Subjects

We Set out pretty early after riding a mile We left the

Indian Wigwams on Our Left And their Kings palace on

our right which is but an Indifferent house Built of Stone

two Story high, the Glass very much broke and Otherwise

to Appearance very much out of Repair, we travelled

through a great deal of Stony uneven road until we got to

one Cole® Williams who keeps a house of Entertainmt So

Called at Stoninton being 21 Miles”
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The Last Cruise of the Privateer Yankee
By Wilfred H. Munro.

On the fifteenth of July, 1814, as recorded in the diary of

Dr. Joseph Stevens, published in Volume XII, No. 3, of these

Collections, the privateer Yankee, barely eluding the British

men of war that swarmed along the New England coast,

slipped into the harbor of New Bedford and was abandoned

by her crew almost as soon as her anchor was dropped. As

by a miracle one of her prizes, the San Jose Indiano, suc-

ceeded in reaching Portland, Maine. With her cargo she sold

for more than half a million dollars, inundating gasping Bris-

tol with the unexpected wave of prize money.

Notwithstanding the immense risk which then attended

privateering there was no difficulty in securing a full comple-

ment of seamen for such a wonderfully lucky vessel as the

privateer had proved herself to be. On the thirtieth of Sep-

tember the little brigantine sailed again from Bristol harbor

with the officers and crew specified in the following list. (In

this list appear many Providence names, as well as the names

of many men who lived in Warren.)

An excellent summing up of her cruise of one hundred and

five days is given in a letter from her' Second Captain, Benja-

min K. Churchill, dated Beaufort, N. C., January 21, 1815.

That blithe spirit ends his letter with the complacent announce-

ment : '‘P. S.— I have lost one of my legs on this cruise.”

Of six prizes taken, only one, the brig Courtney, netted much
money. With her cargo she sold for about $70,000. An ex-

tremely valuable prize was taken after a running fight (which

probably cost Captain Churchill his leg?). This was a full

rigged ship, an East Indiaman, the General Wellesley, mount-

ing sixteen guns and carrying a crew of eighty-six men. She

was of six hundred tons burden,—more than three times the

tonnage of the Yankee. But the little brig could sail around

her, and the Lascars who formed her crew were not in the

same class with the sailors who manned the Bristol ship.

James M. Blinn was placed on board the Wellesley as Prize
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Master with instructions to take her into Charleston, S. C.

Alas ! she grounded on Charleston Bar and became a complete

wreck. Two of her prize crew and fifty-two of the Lascars

were lost with her. The Yankee’s mission was ended. She

appears to have remained at Beaufort from the date of

Churchill’s letter until after peace had been declared. A crew

of ten men only, shipped according to the Regulations of the

Merchant Service, brought her into Bristol harbor May 2,

1815.

List of Officers, Seamen, and Marines of the Privateer Yan-

kee, dated, Bristol, Rhode Island, Sept. 30, 1814.

Commander—William C. Jenckes.

Second Captain—B. K. Churchill.

First Lieutenant—A. B. Hetherington.

Second Lieutenant—Henry Wardwell.

Third Lieutenant—Samuel Grafton.

Clerk, Purser and Captain of Marines—David L. Isham.

Surgeon—Pardon Brownell, M. D.

Master’s Mate—Henry Child.

Prize Masters—Spooner Ruggles, Benjamin Thomas, Sam-
uel Swazey, Ratcliffe Hicks, James M. Blinn, Randall Pullen,.

Joseph Gonsolves, Seabury Dunham.
Gunner—John Carter.

Gunner’s Mate—Joseph Wheaton.

Carpenter—Joshua Stutson.

Sail Maker—Benjamin Wheaton, Jr.

Ship’s Steward—William H. Mosher.

Captain’s Sweeper—Charles Batty.

Armorer—Frederick A. Finck.

Boatswain—John Peterson.

Boatswain’s Mate—Allen Beebe.

Cook—David Locklin.

Cabin Boy—Ziba Purchase.

Boy—William Hatch.

Seamen, Marines, &c.—Christopher I. Sheldon, Henry Sim-
mons, Henry Seymore, Luther Sissin, William Fisher, Samuel
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Wheaton, Joseph Butman, John Crandall, John Brovvnlow,

John Bowen, Pardon Williston, Noble Hood, John Reeves,

Mirick Winslow, Monson Weed, William Cook, William Cof-

fin, John T. Corps, Andrew Johnson, Benjamin Dean, John

Littlepage, Henry Faye, Jacob Dailey, William Cornett, James

Drown, Johnathan Paine, Jr., S. Sanders, John B. Taber,

Charles F. Brown, Daniel V. Tillinghast, John Champlin,

John Greene, Nathan Brightman, Edwin E. Torry, James H.

Boyd, James Carr, John H. Luther, Levi P. Perry, Polfrey

Collins, Isaac Perry, Clark Brown, Gardner Hail, Jeremiah

Goff, Thomas T. Westcott, Henry Arnold Child, Job Collins,

George Mattwood, Nathan Reed, 2nd, Suchet Mauran, James

N. Sabins, John H. Watson, William Morey, Henry Nimmo,

James H. Boyd, Hezekiah Munro, William L. Lewis, James

W. Winslow, Perry Rhodes, Christopher Eggers, James B.

Ryan, John Lawrence, Allen Corey, James Carr, Chauncey

Cushing, Resolved W. Phillips, Alpheus Reed, Peleg Minor,

Daniel Read, Peter Jennings, Edward Eddy, 2d, James Jack-

son, George Salsbury, Joseph S. Lloxie, John Greene, Richard

Longshore, Marick Tew, Joseph S. Gifford, John Abbersouie,

John Brown, Samuel Baker, Daniel Cushing, Thomas Pearce,

George Clarke, James Bowen, James Ladieu, William West,

Russell Armington, William K. Greene, Spencer Lincoln,

Stanton Erink, John Haradon, Jr., William W. Eddy, Caleb

Parlon, Robert Cottle, Watson Young, John Bacon, Charles

Norton, Samuel Lopez, Thomas Griffis, John Brown, Jr., Shu-

bel Hilman, William Woodward, Jr., David Dusenberry, Jack

Luther, Benjamin Cartee, William R. Hensey, John W.
Fisher, Thos. Fullerton, William Chapin, Thomas Henry,

John Goff, George Hoar, William Pergrow, David Keary,

David Cleavland, Fitz Clark.

List copied from Bristol Phoenix, May i6, 1874.
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List of Rhode Island Books Entered for

Copyright, 1790-1816

From 1790 to 1870 the titles of works entered for copy-

right were recorded in the office of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the district in which the author or pro-

prietor resided. When the place of entry was changed to

Washington the records were supposed to be forwarded

there but the earliest volume of copyright entries from

this State now in the Library of Congress begins July 2,

1831. Several years ago thinking the missing records

might have been overlooked in the transfer, inquiry was
made at the United States District Court Office, then in

the old Post Office building, but the Judge and clerk both

stated that no records remained in the office. Recently

the present clerk, Mr. Thomas Hope, has found the first

volume of these missing records and by his courtesy the

following transcript has been made. The Registrar of

Copyrights states these records were first in the Depart-

ment of State, then in the Department of the Interior and
finally in the Library of Congress. Possibly in these

transfers the missing volume of records has been mislaid

and may yet be recovered.

Howard W. Preston.

9 August, 15th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Rev. Enos Hitchcock, D. D. of Rhode Island as

Author entered for copyright. “Memoirs of the Blooms-
-grove family, in a Series of letters to a respectable citizen

of Philadelphia, containing sentiments on a mode of

domestic education suited to the present state of society,

government and manners, in the United States of America;

and on the dignity and importance of the female character-

interspersed with a variety of interesting anecdotes, by
Enos Hitchcock, D. D.”

26 August, 15th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Peter Edes of Rhode Island as Proprietor entered

for copyright. “The American Sailor, a treatise on prac-
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tical seamanship, with hints and remarks relating thereto,

designed to contribute towards making navigation in

general more perfect, and of consequence, less destructive

to health, lives and property, by Samuel Buckner.”

14 April, 15th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Robert Adam of Rhode Island as Proprietor en-

tered for copyright. “The Youth’s Assistant
;
being a

plain, easy, comprehensive guide to practical arithmetic,

containing all the rules and examples necessary for such

a work, viz., numeration, simple addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division—division of weights and

measures—Reduction of several denominations—The
single and double rules of Three—Tare and Trett—prac-

tice—simple interest—Assuance—Brokage Commission, dis-

count—Equation of payments—Loss and Gain—single and

double fellowship—Reduction, addition—Subtraction, mul-

tiplication, and division of vulgar fractions, notation—ad-

dition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and reduction

of Decimal fractions the Rule of Three, simple and com-
pound Interest in decimal fractions—By Alexander M.
Donald.”

22 July, 17th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Enos Hitchcock, D. D. of Rhode Island as Author

entered for copyright. “The Farmer’s Friend or the his-

tory of Mr. Charles Worthy, who, from being a poor

orphan rose, through various scenes of distress and mis-

fortune to wealth and eminence, by industry. Economy
and good conduct, interspersed with many useful and en-

tertaining Narratives, suited to please the fancy, improve

the understanding, and mend the heart—by Enos Hitch-

cock, D. D. Author of Memoirs of the Bloomsgrove

Family.”

23 December, i8th Year of the Independence of the

United States. John Gardner Ladd of Rhode Island as

Proprietor entered for copyright. “The Poems of Arovet,”

and also “An Essay on Primitive, latent, and Regenerated

Light, by Dr. Joseph B. Ladd.”
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9 May, 19th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Rev. William Patten of Rhode Island as Author

entered for copyright. “Christianity, the true Theology

and only perfect moral system, in answer to the Age of

Reason, with an appendix in answer to the Examiners,

examined,—By William Patten, A:M., minister of the

second congregational church in Newport.”

24 June, 19th Year of the Independence of the United

States. James Ellis of Massachusetts as Author entered

for copyright. “A Narrative of the Rise, progress and

Issue of the late law suits, relative to property held and

devoted to pious Uses, in the first precinct in Rehoboth,

containing the substance of the Records which shew, for

whose use and benefit the property was originally intended,

together with some observations on certain constitutional

principles, which respect the support of public worship,

and the equal protection and establishment of all regular

denomination of Christians.” .By James Ellis, A:M: At-

torney at Law.

10 October, 20th Year of the Independence of the

United States. John Carter and William Wilkinson,

printers and booksellers of Rhode Island as Proprietors

entered for copyright. “The federal calculation and
American ready Reckoner

;
containing federal Arithmetic

—

The value of any number of yards, pounds, and from i to

TOO, and from i mill to i dollar, tables of interest, value

of Cents in the Currencies of the different States—value

of gold, as now established by Law in the United States

—

By William Wilkinson, A:M.”

16 February, 21st Year of the Independence of the

United States. John Carter and William Wilkinson,

printers and booksellers of Rhode Island as Proprietors

entered for copyright. “The young ladies and gentle-

men’s Spelling book
;

containing a Criterion of rightly

spelling and pronouncing the English Language
;

inter-

spersed with many easy lessons in reading, entertaining

fables and Collections of moral sentences
;
intended for the
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use of Common Schools, by Calel) Alexander. .-ViM: author

of “the works of Virgil translated into literal English

prose,” “A Grammatical Institute of the latin language,”

“A Grammatical System of the English Language,” and

“A Grammatical System of the Grecian language.”

28 April, 21 st Year of the Independence of the United

States. Samuel Hopkins, D. D. pastor of the first Con-

gregational Church in Newport of Rhode Island as Pro-

prietor entered for copyright. “The life and character of

Miss Susanna Anthony, who died in Nevrport, R. I., June

MDCCXCI, in the Sixty-fifth year of her age, consisting

chiefly in Extracts from her writings, with some brief ob-

servations on them, compiled by Samuel Hopkins, D. D.,

pastor of the first Congregational Church in Newport.”

10 May, 2 1st Year of the Independence of the United

States. Nathaniel Phillips of Rhode Island as Proprietor

entered for copyright. “The Young ladies and Gentle-

men’s Preceptor, or Eighteen moral Rules, by Laban

Thurber, minister of the Gospel in Attleborough.”

18 November, 22nd Year of the Independence of the

United States. James Wilson of Rhode Island as Author

entered for copyright. “Apostolic” Church Government,

examined and the government “of the Methodist Epsicopal

Church investigated.” “Prove all things, hold fast that

which is good”—“ist. Thess :5th :2i.”

15 June, 22nd Year of the Independence of the United

States. James Wilson of Rhode Island as Author entered

for copyright. “Apostolic Church Government displayed,

and the government and system of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church investigated, to which is added, an “Ap-

pendix, containing a Concise dissertation on the nature

and duration of the Apostolic Personal Authority and

Office by James Wilson, Pastor of the Beneficent Congre-

gational Church in Providence.” Prove all things, hold

fast that which is good, ist. Thess :i:2i.”

{To he continued.)



View of Providence
From a crayon sketch made about 1830 and now in the library of Col. George L. Shepley
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The Inscribed Rocks of Narragansett Bay

By Edmund B. Delabarre

L The Mount Hope Rock (continued)

Since the appearance of my recent discussion of this rock,

I have noticed a few errors in the text that need correction,

and have made further observations of the rock itself. The
most important of the errors were these: the footnote on

page 4 should have referred to chart on Plate I, not Figure

I
;
on the chart, the arrow should have been drawn ^ inch

lower than its actual position
;
and the dimensions of the in-

scription should have been given as 2i inches in length, and

2^4 inches in average height of the individual characters.

Repeated study of the characters does not add strength

to the assumption that they are Cherokee. If they are such,

they were for the most part exceedingly ill-made. Yet it is

always much harder to remember accurately the forms of

letters in writing them than it is to recognize them in reading;

and a man of little education, without having his book at
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hand for guidance, would undoubtedly have made many mis-

takes in attempting to draw these eighty-six characters.

Even fairly educated white men do not always remember the

correct shapes of their own twenty-six letters
;
one of them

has recently inscribed a date on this same rock, with the

lower curve of a J turned the wrong way. Most of the

characters of the inscription more nearly resemble Cherokee

symbols than any other specific alphabet, in spite of not cor-

responding exactly. So that remains as a possible inter-

pretation of them, with the strong points in its favor that

have been enumerated
;
but it cannot be regarded as certain.

Through correspondence, a few new facts are being brought

to my attention that have a bearing on the relative merits of

the alternative theories that I advanced as to the authorship

of the inscription. Inasmuch as this correspondence still

continues vigorously, it seems best to defer further reference

to it until my final conclusions are drawn at the end of this

series of papers.

One recent incident must cause regret to everyone who is

genuinely interested in these puzzling records and who
desires that opportunity for their further scientific study may
be preserved. Some thoughtless mischief-maker has carved

his name between the line of inscribed characters and the

picture of the boat, and the date “1920” over the boat itself.

It is to be hoped that in the future those who seek a delusive

immortality by means of such carvings may take care not to

mar the more ancient records, and that it may not be long

before some means will be found to remove this and other

important rocks to securer positions and to protect them

against such senseless injuries.

II. The Portsmouth Rocks.

There was once a group of inscribed rocks in the town of

Portsmouth, on the Island of Rhode Island, that are now
irretrievably lost. Fortunately they were thoroughly studied

before their disappearance by two different observers and

careful drawings of them were made. Their situation and

general appearance can be described best by quoting the

words of Dr. Thomas H. Webb, from a report which he
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made on July 20, 1835, to the Trustees of this Society, and

which he afterwards incorporated in a letter to Professor

Rafn of Denmark, dated September 14 of the same year:

“The rocks are situated on the western side of the island

of Rhode Island, in the town of Portsmouth, on the shore,

bordering the farm formerly belonging to Job Almy, But

now the property of William Almy of Providence, about

seven miles from Newport, taking the western road, and four

miles from Bristol Ferry. (By reference to the Chart of

Narragansett Bay, you will find, by running your eye along

the West side of the island, a Point there named Coggeshall’s

Point
;
by continuing on South of this and West of the

shading that represents the topmost elevation of the island,

you will notice another shading, that indicates a small hillock;

near this, perhaps a little to the N.W., on the shore, lie the

rocks now spoken of). They are partially, if not entirely,

covered by water, at high tide. . . . They were for-

merly well covered with characters, although a large portion

of them have become obliterated by the action of air and

moisture, and probably still more by the attrition of masses

of stone against them in violent storms and gales, and by the

ravages of that most destructive power of all, the hand of

man. The rocks are, geologically, similar to that at Assonet

neck
;
being fine grained Gray-wacke. They appear, at first

view, as though they had been covered with a cement, for

the purpose of receiving the Inscription
;
but upon a closer

inspection, it will be found to be a natural formation, (or

incrustation, if the term be allowable, as conveying a more

correct idea of the appearance presented), composed of the

same constituents with the rocks themselves. The Inscrip-

tions were made in the same manner, as that on the Assonet

Neck rock
;
viz. by being pecked in upon the rocks. Some

individuals have very recently drawn, probably with pitch-

forks, circles all over the original marks, which, of course,

creates some confusion, but cannot occasion the committing

of any errors, by one conversant with the manner in which

the ancient figures were made, dififering so entirely from

each other as they do. Some of the characters are similar
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to the Assonet ones. One head of a human fi^re could

just be distinguished on a rock, from which the other

characters were so far obliterated as to prevent their being

made out
;

on another, some irregular quadrilateral and

angular ones could be faintly traced.”^

Reference to the section of chart in Plate V will show
that the position described by Webb is now occupied by the

plant of the United States naval coal depot at a place now
called Melville Station but formerly known as Portsmouth

Grove and later as Bradford. What that means as to the

fate of the rocks will be discussed after we have assembled

all of our data.

The earliest visitor to these rocks of whom we know, was
Ezra Stiles. His manuscript Itineraries, preserved in the

library of Yale University, mention three separate visits

that he made.“ On the first two occasions he used pages

of these Itineraries for full descriptive notes and drawings,

and these we are now reproducing for the first time. He
also made drawings when he was there for the third time,

but did not include them in the Itinerary. We do not know
what has become of them. His loose drawings of rocks in

various localities are now widely scattered, and these have

not been discovered among them.

Dr. Stiles first became interested in “Writing-Rocks”

through seeing a copy of Cotton Mather’s drawing of Dighton

Rock in November of 1766. On the 5th and 6th of the

following June he made his first visit to Assonet Neck,

where he saw the rock and made drawings from it. Eleven

days later he was at Portsmouth, and made his first study

of the rocks there. His brief description of the fact is as

follows

:

“June 17, 1767. I viewed Rocks in Mh Job Almy’s

Farm in PortsnF. on the Shore of West side of Rhode

Island, over against Prudence. And find their Inscriptions

of the same kind as those at Assonet, tho not so distinct &

lAntiquitates Americanae, 1837, pp. 397f.

2The writer desires to express to the Yale University Library his

appreciation of the privilege of reproducing hitherto unpublished

no-tes and drawings from these Itineraries.



pp:troglyphs of NARRAGANSETT BAY—Plate V

Section of Chart of Xarragansctt Bay. Tlie rocks were situated

where the wharves of the U. S. Naval Coal Depot now stand.

Drawing of inscription number 1, by John R. Bartlett, August 10, 1835.



PETROGLYPHS OF NARRAGANSETT BAY-Plate VI

Drawings numbers 2 and 3, by John R. Bartlett, August 10, 1835;

reproduced from the originals in possession of the Rhode Island Historical

Society.
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well done. These rocks are Seven Miles North of

Newport.’’^

Drawings were made from four rocks, one of them from

two sides. In regard to the latter he remarks: “A & B are

two sides of the same stone about 6 feet long & 3 f. broad.

The prickt lines denote Cracks.” The five drawings are

reproduced in our Plates VII and VIII.

Stiles went again to inspect the rocks on October 6, 1767.

The results of his studies on this occasion are contained in

the second volume of his Itineraries, on ten pages between

301 and 315. The first two of these pages contain carefully

made and valuable charts or sketches. One of them shows

the entire vicinity of Coggeshall’s Point, with various dis-

tances exactly measured and recorded. The other is a plan,

on an enlarged scale, of the rocks in their relation to one

another and to the shore. These sketches appear as our

Plates IX and X.“ On another page he drew a chart of

Narragansett Bay, which we do not reproduce, showing the

position of “Written Rocks” in Tiverton and Portsmouth

and of the “Writing Rock” on Assonet Neck. Three pages

contain drawings of the inscriptions on the three principal

rocks, and these we present in Plates XI, XII and XIII.

His rock A is the same as the one which he called No. 3 on

the former occasion. It is divided into squares, indicating

dimensions in feet. Beneath it is an enlarged sketch of one

of the figures. Rock B is identical with his previous No. 2.

^Manuscript Itineraries, ii.265.—This is the only passage, among
all of those in which Stiles refers to these Portsmouth rocks, that has
been included in the published “Extracts from the Itineraries and
Other Miscellanies of Ezra Stiles,” edited by Franklin B. Dexter,
1916. The passage is given there on page 233.

^Certain very faint lines appear on the second of these sketches.

Some of them represent notes made in pencil on the original sketch,

and do not show in our reproduction. They are all indicative of
dimensions, and include; on the upper side of C, on its lower
side, 514; on the lower side of B, 7; on the rightward side of A, 4;
just below the middle of the right half of the sketch, 30 feet. Other
faint lines on the original, not visible in the reproduction, do not
belong to the sketch, being ink-impressions which have transferred to

this page from the drawing on another page which has lain against
this one for 150 years.—The pages of the Itinerary, on which all of
these drawings by Stiles were made, measure each about 6V» by 754
inches.
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Both sides of it which bear inscriptions are copied. The

side previously called A is drawn in ink, and a faint note in

pencil on it shows that this side faces ‘‘East a little S®.”

The previously designated side B of rock No. 2 is here called

“N® Side” of rock B. It is drawn hurriedly and in pencil.^

The right-hand half of the upper line in the first of the two

drawings from this rock B was again drawn with greater

care and on a larger scale on page 313, with dimensions in-

dicated. It seems hardly important enough to need repro-

duction here. Rock C of this occasion is his previous No.

1. Its upper half contains two diamonds and a cross which

so interested him that he laid three pages of his Itinerary

—

31 1, 314 and 315—-against them on the rock and traced them

exactly in full size. These three figures, also, we have not

reproduced, since they seem to be sufficiently well presented

in drawing C. The left-hand diamond measures 3^ by 5^
inches

;
the other, 4^ by 6^ ;

and the cross, 3^ by 4^.
Underneath the drawing of rock C are a few penciled tracings

whose source I have not identified.

On the same pages with the drawings are notes descrip-

tive of his activities and observations. The most important

of them read as follows

:

“Oct®. 6, 1767. I visited the Rocks: but did not reach

them till after III o’Clock P.M. when it was Flood or about

Low Water. I spent some time in taking the draught of

this 81 the next page [the two charts]. Then I chalked N®
A & being late began to decypher, & set my son Ezra to

chalking the rest. I took of A with Care, but the rest with

^The penciled lines appear very faintly on the photostatic copies
of the original pages, from which our engravings were made

;
and

the engraver assured me that they would not show in his reproduc-
tions. I have therefore traced over in ink the following features

:

the words “East a little S®,’’ and “No Side B;” the entire drawing
of the latter, and the penciled scribblings under C; and the beginnings
of the lines marking divisions into feet on the upper drawing of B. I

have also strengthened a few of the outlines of the rocks numbered
2

,
3 and 4

,
but none of the inscribed lines within them. Since tracings

cannot be absolutely exact, these features are slightly and unim-
portantly modified. The only liberties taken with the lines represent-
ing inscriptions are in the two cases mentioned : the north side of B,
and the unidentified tracing underneath C. Since Stiles left these
roughly drawn and in pencil marks only, he evidently regarded them
as unfinished and unsatisfactory.



PETROGLYPHS OF NARRAGANSETT BAY—PLATE VII

Drawings of Portsmouth incriptions by Ezra Stiles, June 17, 1767; reproduced
^icn Stiles’s manuscript Itineraries, ii-265.
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great haste, except the Diamonds & Cross in C, which I took

exactly, as I did also the Impressions of them, by laying the

paper on the stone & pressing it over the Character."

“Began at IV^. & decyphered to or near sunset when

Tide had reached B & surrounded C. Got to the Rocks at

lliy2 chalked till q*" after IV then cyphd i 54
^-” The re-

maining notes are easily read on the drawings to which they

apply. One of them, however, on the chart of Coggeshall's

Point is so near the edge as to be nearly illegible in the repro-

duction: “Low water mark makes Shore 20 or 30 feet

broad and another on the same chart is of especial interest

:

“This point was formerly a place of Indian Wigwaums but

now none."

Twenty-one years later, on October 6, 1788, Stiles re-

marked in his Itinerary (iv.255) : “Copied 4 Rocks on M""

Job Almys Farm." The same fact was mentioned by him

also in his Diary^. The drawings were not made on pages

of the Itinerary, and are now lost.

Nearly fifty years after Stiles’s last note on this subject,

another study of these rocks was made. It was in conse-

quence of an inquiry from Professor Rafn in 1829 as to

possible relics in America of the visits of the Northmen

related in the sagas, that the Rhode Island Historical Society

became interested in the inscribed rocks of the region. After

first devoting attention to Dighton Rock, its Committee on

the Antiquities and Aboriginal History of America extended

its investigations, making search for all the inscribed rocks

that they could find. This committee was composed of Dr.

Thomas H. Webb, John R. Bartlett and Albert G. Greene,

of whom the first two were the more active members. Their

first visit to the Portsmouth rocks was made before July 20,

1835, and resulted in a report to the Trustees" and a letter

to Rafn which has already been quoted. They went there

^Literary Diary of Ezra Stiles, 1901, iii.330.

qn the manuscript “Records’" of the Society, under date of July 21,

1835, there is mention of this report. In its “Correspondence and
Reports,” vol. ii, on page 49 is a copy of the 18-page letter of Oct.

31, 1835; and on page 73 is a report made by the Committee to the
Trustees on Nov. 16, 1835, concerning various visits to inscribed rocks,
including that of Aug. 10.
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again on August loth, and Webb wrote again to Rafn on

October 31, 1835, follows:

“Although the rocks inscribed are not sufficiently large to

attract attention particularly, whilst sailing up or down the

Bay, and consequently may be thought illy calculated to serve

as monuments for the information of voyagers or others, yet

the character of the ground in the vicinity is such that it

would in a special manner draw the attention of persons

coming from the North of Europe. For near upon the

shore, between the Rocks and the long line of elevated

ground, which forms the highest portion of the Island, is a

hillock, having at a short distance therefrom, when viewed

from the water, a remarkable resemblance to some of the

Mounds found in the Scandinavian district and also in the

western section of our own Country. This spot I revisited,

with Mr. Bartlett, in company, on the loth. of last August,

when drawings were taken by Mr. Bartlett, of the few

remnants of characters, which, (by the aid of a strong light,

altho’ then for the most part but faintly), we were enabled

to make out. Copies of these are now sent, marked No. i,

2 & 3. No. I is the most Northern, and the characters are

inscribed on the perpendicular surface of its Eastern side

;

No. 2 stands between the others, and is inclined to the S.

having its characters on the surface facing to that point of

the compass
;
such also is the position of No. 3, as well as

the situation of the figures upon it. These are not stratified

as some may conjecture from viewing the Drawings; each

is a single block, deeply and somewhat regularly fissured.

Farther to the S. and S.W. are some smaller rocks which

were marked, but nothing satisfactory can now be dis-

tinguished on them.”^

The hillock that Webb regarded as so remarkable was

mentioned also in his previous report. Its position is clearly

indicated in Stiles’s chart in our Plate IX. It can hardly

ever have been extraordinary enough to attract attention so

surely as Webb assumes. Now it is much reduced in size,

its material having been used in the construction of the

neighboring Naval Depot.

^ Antiquitates Americanae, p. 401 .
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The drawings that Bartlett made were reproduced by Rafn

in Tabella XIII of Antiquitates Americanae. Originals of

them are in possession of this Society, on sheets of paper

each measuring I5l4 by igy^ inches, and it is these originals

that we reproduce here in Plates V and VI. There are some

slight and unimportant differences between these and the

reproductions by Rafn. Angles and proportions are not

quite the same, though on the whole probably as closely alike

as free-hand copying could make them. On Rafn’s drawings

the words “indistinct” and “imperfect” are used in some of

the places where “illegible” occurs here; and once “scaled

off” appears on Rafn’s drawing in a position where here

there are only shadings. It is not impossible that Rafn

himself was responsible for these trivial differences, as he is

known to have taken serious liberties in reproducing the

drawings of Dighton Rock sent him by this Society; but it

seems more probable in this case that it was Bartlett who
introduced these changes in the duplicates which he prepared

for Rafn’s use. The Webb-Bartlett No. i is the same as

Stiles’s I or C
;
2 is Stiles’s 2 or B

;
and 3 is Stiles’s 3 or A.

Thus we have three separate drawings of each of these in-

scriptions, and study and comparison of them, in spite of

their differences, will give a fairly accurate idea of what the

markings on the rocks must have been like. Besides these

three rocks, pictured on all three occasions, it will be remem-

bered that Stiles twice depicted the figures on another side

of B, and once made a drawing from a fourth rock; and

Webb mentions several “smaller rocks which were marked,’’

from which Bartlett made no drawings, including two of

whose faintly discernible characters he could barely make
out a human head on one and some irregular quadrilateral

and angular marks on the other.

We know of only one other occasion on which these rocks

were seen and described. Dr. Samuel A. Green visited them

in 1868.^ He found only two of them, “situated on the

beach near the old landing place of the military hospital at

Portsmouth Grove.” Their material appeared to him to be

^Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, October 21, 1838.
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Drawings of Portsmouth inscriptions by Ezra Stiles; reproduced from Stiles’s

nuscript Itineraries, ii-266.
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Drawing by Ezra Stiles, October 6, 1767; reproduced from Stiles’s manuscript

!

Itineraries, ii-301.
,
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of a gneissoid character. “Many of the marks are still dis-

tinct and well-defined, and perhaps were made by the same
tribe that made those on Dighton Rock. They are of interest

as early specimens of rude Indian art.” In 1913, William

H. Babcock^ reported that the rocks seemed to have dis-

appeared. He says of them, however: “Several inscrip-

tions, plainly Indian work, are found at the end of the

Antiquitates Americanae as formerly existent at this point

and at Tiverton.”

Babcock’s belief that the rocks have now disappeared is

unfortunately correct. On September 2, 1919, I made a

visit to the place and searched the shore west and north-west

of the “hillock,” up to the extensive wharves that now cover

a large part of the former beach. There are only a few

small boulders there, none of them with inscriptions. On
May 5, 1920, I inspected at low tide the waters along the

sea-wall between the wharves, and every boulder northward

to Coggeshall’s Point
;
but again found no inscriptions. In

the meantime, I wrote to the contractors who constructed

the Naval Depot there, asking if they had noticed the rocks

with inscriptions and knew what had become of them. One
of them was Augustus Smith, of Bayonne, New Jersey. He
tells me: “I commenced to build the Narragansett Bay Depot

in October 1901 and finished the depot proper in October

1905. I remember a number of large stones on the shore

and we talked of blasting some of these to obtain the

material, but my impression is that we gave up the scheme

and did not blast them. If any came where the wharf is

now located they were of course covered in by the filling. I

did not notice any inscriptions on any of the rocks and am
inclined to believe that there were none that would attract

the attention of any casual observer, because as a matter of

fact many of the workmen who came from the adjacent

neighborhood were acquainted with some Indian legends,

and I remember in particular it was claimed that the pit

we got gravel and sand from, which was in fact a hill, was

said to have been an Indian burying ground, and everyone

‘Early Norse Visits to North America, 1913, p. 45.
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working for me was more or less alert to find arrow heads

and other Indian relics, so that if there were any inscriptions

on any of the rocks I feel sure that they would have been

discovered.”

Some additional and confirmatory facts are communicated

by Roy H. Beattie of Fall River: “My recollection is that

there were certain boulders along the shore at Bradford in

Portsmouth when we were building the shore wall in 1905-6.

Photographs taken of the work at that time show these

boulders. They do not, however, give any indications as to

whether or not there were inscriptions on them. There may
have been a few of these boulders back of the wall which

we put along the shore. If so, they would now be covered

with fill. None of these boulders were used in the con-

struction of any of the wall. I have no recollection of any

of these boulders being removed in front of the wall at the

time this work wa.« being done.”

These two reports, for the courtesy and helpfulness of

which we gladly acknowledge our appreciation, clearly settle

the question as to the fate of the inscribed rocks that we
know were once there. They must have been buried under-

neath the masonry and filling of the v/harves and walls

;

for the detailed measurements given on Stiles’s chart, com-

pared with the present-day chart which we exhibit (whose

scale is approximately 200 rods to the inch) prove that the

position of the most southerly member of the group of rocks

nearly coincides with that of the southerly end of the wharf,

and that the point midway between the wharves is very close

to where rocks A, B and C were once located.

When Dr. Stiles first saw Dighton Rock, he believed that

its writing was “Phoenician and 3000 years old.” His latest

view, expressed in 1790, applicable to the Portsmouth and

other rocks as well as to that on Assonet Neck, was prac-

tically unchanged. “There seems to be a mixture of

Phoenician or antient Punic letters” and other symbols, he

wrote
;

there might have been a “ship’s crew from the

Mediterranean or Europe, shipwreckt in Narraganset Bay;”

and the rocks may have been “of the period of the Phoenician





PETROGLYPHS OF NARRAGANSETT BAY—PLATE XI

Drawings of Portsmouth inscriptions by Ezra Stiles, October 6, 1767; reproduced

from Stiles’s manuscript Itineraries, ii-303.
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Ages & of the memorable Atlantic war . . . 1300 years

before the Christian

When Rafn received from Webb the drawings of these

rocks and of others at Tiverton, he naturally regarded them

as corroborating his opinion that the Norse explorers had

found their Vinland here and had left evidences of their

brief attempt at colonization upon its rocks. I present a con-

densed account, freely translated from his discussion in

Latin, ^ of what he had to say upon the subject

:

“Our energetic colleagues in Rhode Island have sent to us

recently reports concerning various monuments of antiquity

in their region—rocks and stones charged with incised

figures and characters which exhibit a great resemblance on

the one hand to the Assonet rock, on the other to certain of

our own northern ones. This is most welcome indeed, for

these new investigations confirm our opinion as to the origin

of the remarkable Assonet inscription, since the stones

recently discovered undoubtedly bear characters cut upon

them sometime in the past which every well informed student

of the antiquities of northern Europe will recognize as true

runes
;
and several of the incised letters and figures must be

attributed to the same people as those to whom the Assonet

representations are due.

“Drawings of these monuments are shown in our Tabella

XIII. Since, however, out of many characters or figures

but few now remain unimpaired, we believe that it is now
impossible to give an accurate representation or complete

explanation of them. Nevertheless it may be permissible to

point out to the reader a certain conformity of these with

representations of ancient monuments of northern Europe

;

and there are, moreover, indubitable signs of Scandinavian

origin in the presence of unquestionable runes or runic

letters.”

In confirmation of his own belief, Rafn sought the opinion

of the learned runologist, Finn Magnusen. Between them,

they found upon these Portsmouth and Tiverton rocks the

1 Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, xix. 50,95f.

^Antiquitates Americanae, pp. 396-405.
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following runic letters and monograms, which I have num-
bered for convenience in referring to them later

R , B 01

1

‘ , Til

2

r.. 1

3

^
• T

6

i , B
1

6

^ . 0 4> 1

8

9 K or G reversed

f bl , AEI
1

1

10

, K, S, or , r

|h orh

11 12

^ U or ¥
1

I*

13

f ,0

Figure 3 .—Alleged Runic Characters on Portsmouth and Tiverton

Rocks.

Magnusen’s report is of the kind to be expected of a

runologist who is reported to have once found a complete

runic message on a rock which more reliable authorities

assure us has on it nothing but natural cracks and markings.

He claims that these inscriptions contain lines of letters

which “conform perfectly to the ordinary Scandinavian runes,

and therefore such an origin for them can hardly be denied.”

He calls particular attention to four characters, and in ex-

planation of them offers what he regards as “the least im-

probable conjectures.” Concerning the letters which we
have numbered 2 and 3, he assumes that “Leif and Tyrker,

two of the earliest dwellers in Vinland, wished to indicate

thus their names by their initial letters.” Number 4 is a

^Numbers 1 to 6 are on the Portsmouth rocks. Examination of the

Webb-Bartlett drawings will discover them. Number 1 was probably
found on rock number 3

,
in the upper line at the left; 2

,
3 and 4 are

on rock number 2
,

in the middle line
;

5 is the uppermost character

on rock number 1, and 6 probably the one at the extreme ri^ht.
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monogram spelling a name once common in Iceland. There

was an An, son of Thorer, living in Iceland at the time of

the discovery of Vinland, and it is not improbable that he

may have been a companion of Thorfinn, and that this

monogram may have been executed by him. Number 9 (on

a Tiverton rock) is a monogram for Aki, which was formerly

a common Scandinavian name.

Rafn’s main work, that of assembling and translating the

Vinland sagas, was scholarly and admirable. His attempts

to locate the position of Vinland were uncritical, founded

upon evidence which is now discredited. Magnusen sur-

passes him in mistaking empty guesswork for scientific

probability, merely because it pleases his fancy. The most

evident impression conveyed to a^ calm observer of these

petroglyphs, even by the Webb-Bartlett drawings, and still

more so as Stiles presents them, is that they contain only

jumbles of meaningless scrawls and ornamental designs.

Such things, especially if shallow and old, cannot be copied

with any sureness. Yet these men assumed that the draw-

ings sent to them were sufficiently exact and reliable to

justify their conjectures. Detached simple lines resembling

pot-hooks and crosses and arrows, that might have been pure

accidents, or have been parts of larger partly undrawn

figures, or have meant any one of a thousand particular

things, they regarded as “unquestionable” runic letters.

With thousands of possible inscribers to be considered

—

Phoenicians, Norsemen, or other equally unprovable pre-

Columbian voyagers to this place, Indians of countless

generations, white men of many nationalities and in great

numbers, who may have passed this way before Stiles first

saw the rocks—Magnusen felt justified in believing that

Leif made a pot-hook there to indicate his name, and Tyrker

an arrow-point ! It is an extreme example of solemn silliness

posing as serious science.

Rafn’s ideas as to the location of Vinland and as to the

monuments of its occupation still extant within its ancient

limits naturally made a profound impression. They were

echoed far and wide by numerous writers, most of whom
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accepted the Dighton rock along with the rest of the sup-

posed evidence, but very few of whom alluded to the rocks

at Portsmouth and Tiverton. Among his followers who did

speak of them, however, were Leonard Bliss in 1838, and

three German writers: Wilhelmi in 1842, Hermes in 1844,

and Kunstmann in 1858. None of them contributed any-

thing new. Bacon, in his “Narragansett Bay,” 1904, casually

mentions these rocks, regards the Norse theory as not proven,

but concludes : “The description of the saga . . . cer-

tainly suggests Mount Hope Bay as well as it does any spot

upon the New England coast—perhaps a little better.” On
the other hand, in writings of 1807 and 1809, Edward A.

Kendall gave a list compiled from the manuscripts of Presi-

dent Stiles and other sources, of twelve places at which there

were sculptured rocks. Portsmouth and Tiverton were

included
;
but although he personally inspected some of the

rocks, he did not visit these. He came to the conclusion that

they were all the work of Indians. De Costa in 1872 re-

marked : “We should exercise caution in accepting an ex-

clusive Icelandic character for the inscription on the cele-

brated Dighton Rock
;
while clearly, in this connection, the

Portsmouth and Tiverton Rocks, much less the Monhegan
‘Inscription,’ can hardly be considered at all.” John R.

Bartlett, who described the investigations made by himself

and Webb in the Proceedings of this Society for 1872-73,

asserted : “There was nothing remarkable in these sculptures,

which were, doubtless, nothing but the scratches of some

idle Indians, without any meaning. I never believed that it

was the work of the Northmen or of any other foreign

visitors.” Winsor, in his Narrative and Critical History of

America, 1889, says positively that the markings are Indian.

We have already quoted Samuel A. Green as speaking of

them as specimens of rude Indian art, and Babcock as saying

that they are plainly Indian work. It is these opinions,

rather than the earlier and less credible views of Stiles and

of Rafn, to which we must give unhesitating assent. Stiles’s

note that the locality was once “a place of Indian Wig-
waums” gives a clear clue as to who were the probable

artists. We know nothing as to the time when the work
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Drawings of Portsmouth inscriptions by Ezra Stiles, October 6, 1767; reproduced

:rom Stiles’s manuscript Itineraries, ii 304.
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Drawings of Portsmouth inscriptions by Ezra Stiles, October 6, 1767; reproduced

from Stiles’s manuscript Itineraries, ii-305.
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was done, except that it must have been long enough before

1767 to render the marks then indistinct and difficult to

decipher. Some twenty to fifty years would have sufficed

for that, as our studies of the rocks at Assonet Neck and at

Mount Hope have shown. The carved lines may, therefore,

be of relatively late Colonial date
;
but they may also, so far

as we yet know, be considerably older than that.

It is unfortunate that relics of the past so interesting and

important as these should have been suffered to disappear.

It is much to be hoped that a like fate may not overtake any

of those which remain in other places. In this case, how-

ever, the loss is less irreparable inasmuch as we have three

separate and independent drawings of each of the three most

important inscriptions, and from them can determine with

a high degree of certainty the general character and the most

significant details of the incised lines. They include nothing

that resembles alphabetic characters, nothing that suggests

even pictographs symbolizing definite objects, conveying a

message or preserving a record. Some of them may be the

expression of a mere restless and aimless desire to be doing

something, as one scratches idle lines in sand or on paper.

So far as they exhibit definite purpose, their motif appears

to be exclusively decorative. They must probably be re-

garded, therefore, merely as ornamental lines mingled with

meaningless scribblings.

Notes

The following persons have been admitted to membership

in the Society : Mr. Richard S. Aldrich, Mrs. Nellie A.

Barnes, Mrs. Theodore P. Bogert, Mr. Malcolm G. Chace,

Rev. Loring B, Chase, Mr. Harry Parsons Cross, Dr. Murray
S. Danforth, Mrs. Charles Fletcher, Mr. William Gammell,

Jr., Mr. Harry Hale Goss, Mr. Charles A. Horton, Mr. Ben-

jamin A. Jackson, Mrs. Charles D. Kimball, Mr. Charles C.

Marshall, Mr. Isaac B. Merriman, Mrs. Frank F. Olney, Mr.

Spencer H. Over, Mr. George E. Peirce, Mrs. George E.

Peirce, Mr. Byron A. Pierce, and Mrs. Charles J. Steedman.

The very extensive collection of genealogical material
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relating* to the Coo*g*eshall and allied families, which was col-

lected by the late Thellwell R. Cogg-eshall has been deposited

with the Society.

The early manuscript records of the Beneficent Cong^re-

gational Church have also been deposited with the Society.

The manuscript records of the Hydraulion Company were

presented to the Society in May.

A Sampler made by Betsey Harris of Smithfield was

presented by Mrs. F. A. Waterman.

Two large oil portraits, one of Dr. George A. Mason, and

the other of his sister, when they were children, were pre-

sented by Mrs. George E, Mason. An oil portrait of former

Chief Justice Job Durfee,^ which was painted by his brother

Charles Durfee in 1819, and an oil portrait of their father

Thomas Durfee, were presented by Mrs. Samuel Slater Dur-

fee. An oil portrait of Betsey Metcalf Baker,^ has been

presented by Mr. Charles R. Stark.

Mr. Royal K. Southwick of West Cornwall, Conn., has

given to the Society the gold watch which was presented to

Isaac H. Southwick, Esq. Superintendent of the Providence

and Worcester R. R. by his associates in 1855.

The army chest carried in the Revolutionary War by Cap-

tain Stephen Olney is ^he gift of Miss Elizabeth E. Oiney.

During the past quarter, one of our members, Mr. Edward
M. Dart, died.

We have received requests for Vol. XII No. 3, and Vol.

XIII No. 2. As our supply of these numbers is exhausted,

the only way that these requests can be filled is through the

generosity of some of our members.

The N. E. Hist, and Gen. Reg. for January, 1920, contains

copies of inscriptions from the family burial grounds in

North Kingstown and Exeter, R. I.

The ancestry of Jeremy Clarke of Newport is traced for

several generations in the January, 1920, and April, 1920,

numbers of the N. E. Hist, and Gen. Reg.

^The portrait is mentioned by Arnold in his Art and Artists of
Rhode Island, page 15.

^The maker of straw-bonnets.
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Mr. Harald W. Ostby presented the Society with four

numbers of the Lobelian, a rare Rhode Island periodical that

was published in 1838. It was unknown to Hammett, who
published a bibliog'raphy of Newport.

Miss Helen Dagg-ett presented to the Society a number of

relics of the World War.

List of Rhode Island Books Entered for

Copyright, 1790-1816

(Concluded from Page 72)

25 January, 23rd Year of the Independence of the

United States. Samuel Hopkins, D. D., of Rhode Island

as Proprietor entered for copyright. “Memoirs of the life

of Mrs. Sarah Osborn, who died at Newport Rhode Island,

on the second day of August, 1796, in the eighty-third

year of her age, by Samuel Hopkins D. D. pastor of the

first Congregational Church in Newport.”

17 November, 26th Year of the Independence of the

United States. Paul Allen of Rhode Island as Author en-

tered for copyright. “Original Poems, on a variety of

subjects serious and entertaining by Paul Allen, A:M.”
30 December, 26th Year of the Independence of the

United States. Charles F : Bartlett of Rhode Island as

Author entered for copyright. “A Treatise on Rules of

Health, commencing with Infancy, and continued through

the after periods of human life.—Also, on the preventive

means to be employed against the diseases incident to the

human body, To which will be added, curative receipts for

most diseases, and remarks on the effect of electric in-

fluence,—Also, an account of the method of preparing

European Patent medicines by Charles F : Bartlett, M :D

19 August, 27th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Joseph Rodman of Rhode Island as Proprietor en-

tered for copyright. “The Geographical and Commercial

Gazeteer or the Merchant, Assurer, Financier and States-

man’s Asistant, and Students, Instructor, exhibiting a

View of the world, and of the Trade, Coins, Weights and
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Measures, monies of Account, Exchange &c of the prin-

cipal Cities and Towns therein, together with a number
of valuable tables. Rules and the whole compiled, cal-

culated and Alphabetically arranged with care, accuracy

and a Design to form a perfect standard for Commercial
Calculations generally, and for those relative to Exchanges
and the companion of monies, weights and measures par-

ticularly, by an American Merchant”.

19 August, 27th Year of the Independence of the

United States. Joseph Rodman of Rhode Island as Pro-

prietor entered for copyright. “The perfect Accountant,

or an improved system of Bookkeeping, according with

the approved Italien Method, adapted to the capacities of

Youthful Students, and worthy the attention of the most

accomplished merchants. By Joseph Rodman.”
2 August, 28th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Henry Cushing of Rhode Island as Proprietor en-

tered for copyright. “The Rhode Island Clerks Magazine:

or Civil Officer’s Assistant, containing Forms of Writings,

useful to every member of Society, and more especially

necessary in the business of Conveyancers, Justices of the

Peace, Members of the Courts of Probate and Town
Councils, Coroners, Sheriffs, Deputy Sheriffs, Town Ser-

jeants, Constables, Overseers of the Poor, Executors,

Administrators, Guardians And all persons who may
have occasion for instruments particularly adapted and

subject to the laws and Customs of the State of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations Carefully collected and

arranged by Persons who have long been acquainted with

the nature and use of such writings.”

21 May, 29th Year of the Independence of the United

States. John Cahoone of Rhode Island and Nicoll Fosdick

of Connecticut as Authors and Proprietors entered for

copyright. “A new and Correct Chart of Long Island Sound

from Montauk Point to Frogs Point, including Fishers Island

Sound and Watch Hill Reef by John Cahoone Newport and

Nicoll Fosdick” New London.

29 July, 30th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Elizabeth Hopkins of Rhode Island as Proprietor
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entered for copyright. “Sketches of the life of the late

Revd. Samuel Hopkins D. D. Pastor of the first Congre-

gational Church in Newport, Written by himself—inter-

spersed with Marginal notes, extracted from his private

Diary, to which is added, A Dialogue by the same Hand,

on the nature and extent of true Christian Submission

;

also, a serious address to professing Christians: closed by

Dr. Hart’s Sermon at his funeral : with an introduction to

the whole by the Editor.”

14 November, 30th Year of the Independence of the

United States. Thomas Smith Webb of Rhode Island as

Proprietor entered for copyright. “The Free Mason’s

Monitor, or Illustrations of Masonry in two parts, by

Thomas Smith Webb—Past master of Temple Lodge, Al-

bany G:H:P: of the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of Rhode
Island

;
and Grand Master of the Providence Encampment

of Knights Templar a new and Improved Edition.”

4 3<^th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Moses Lopez of Rhode Island as Author entered

for copyright. “A Lunar Calendar, of the Festivals—and

other days in the year, observed by the Israelites—com-

mencing Anno Mundi 5566 and ending in 5619—being a

period of 54 years—which by the Solar computation of

time, begins September 24, 1805, and will end the 28th of

the same month, in the year 1859, together with other

Tables useful and Convenient, the whole of which having

been carefully examined and corrected, its utility has ob-

tained the voluntary acknowledgement and approbation of

the Rev. Wm. Simas, the respectable blazon of the K:K:
Shearith Israel in New York,” by Moses Lopez of New-
port, R. Island.”

20 August, 32nd Year of the Independence of the

United States. Elizabeth Hopkins of Rhode Island as

Proprietor entered for copyright. “Familiar letters writ-

ten by Mrs. Sarah Osborn and Miss Susanna Anthony,

late of Newport, Rhode Island.”

30 June, 34th Year of the Independence of the United

States. Louis Rousamaniere of Rhode Island and Joshua
Belcher of Massachusetts as Propreitor entered for copy
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right. “Overon—A Poem, from the German of Wieland,

by Wiliiam Sotheby, Esq. in two volumes—First American
from the third London Edition, with a preface containing

Biographical Notices of the Author and Translator and a

Review of the work.”

29 December, 37th Year of the Independence of the

United States, 1812. Sylvan Enemy to Human Diseases,

of Rhode Island as Author and proprietor entered for

copyright. “Formula of Prescriptions & various Instruc-

tions for the service and guidance of those who have ap-

plied, are applying or shall apply to the Enemy to Human
Diseases : To which is prefixed a vindication concerning

the Dietical Abstinence, detecting the dangerous tendency

of several articles forbidden as pernicious to the human
body—In which are included Tobacco, Salt, and Salted

food. Spirituous Liquors, all sorts of Spices and cofifee—By
Sylvan, Enemy to Human Diseases.”

2 Feb., 37th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1813. Mr. Isaac Lewis of Rhode Island as Author

entered for copyright. “A Discourse on the Divinity of Jesus

Christ : Delivered in the Congregational Church at Bristol,

R. L, on Wednesday Evening, Dec. 16. 1812 by Isaac Lewis,

A.M.”

16 August, 38th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1813. Mr. Walton Felch of Rhode Island as Pro-

prietor entered for copyright. “A Dissertation on Fire, or,

Inquiries and Reflections concerning the operations of the

Laws of Nature—By Philosophers.”

II February, 38th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1814. Mr. Nathan Adams of Rhode Island as Author

entered for copyright. “Original Marches Arranged in Num-
bers Containing Harmony in Eight Parts Designed for the

use of Military Bands—By Nathan Adams”
21 March, 38th Year of the Independence of the United

States. 1814, Mr. John Thorp of Rhode Island as Author en-

tered for copyright. “The Weaver’s guide”—Shewing the

number of yards any given number of skeins will warp;”

21 March, 38th Year of the Independence of the United
States, 1814, Doct. Plosea Humphrey of Rhode Island as
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Author entered for copyright. “A Dissertation on Fire—Or
Miscellaneous inquiries and reflections concerning the opera-

tions of the Laws of Nature—with an Appendix, containing

thoughts on Memory, Reflection, Decision, Muscular Motion,

etc—by Hosea Humphrey, Physician.”

20 July, 39th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1814, Robinson and Howland, Booksellers of Provi-

dence as Proprietors entered for copyright. “A Text Book

in Geography and Chronology, with Historical Sketches. For

Schools and Accademies. By J. L. Blake.

26 October, 39th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1814, Mr. David Vinton of Providence as Compiler

entered for copyright. “Masonic Minstrel” A selection of

Masonic, Sentimental, Amatory, Anacuontick and Humorous

Songs, Duets, Catches, Glees, Canons, Round and Canzonets

—

From the most celebrated authors and respectfully dedicated

to the Brethren of the Most Ancient and Honourable Frater-

nity of Free and Accepted Masons—By Br. D. Vinton Provi-

dence, R. I.

28 Dec., 39th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1814, Joseph France of Burrillville as Author en-

tered for copyright. “The Weavers Complete guide, or the

webb analyzed—to which is annexed the Weavers Complete

draught book—Containing Seventy three different draughts,

from two to sixteen treadles, neatly engraved on Copper

plate, with instructions adapted to any Capacity By Joseph

France.

1 1 February, 39th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1815, Isaac Bailey of Providence as author and pro-

prietor entered for copyright. “American Naval Biography

Compiled by Isaac Bailey

—

Thou, Ocean, thou, the seaman’s sire

!

Witness for us, while deeds like those

Approved our prowess to our foes,

Did they not ’mid ourselves, inspire

In all, the emulous desire

As well to act, as to a^lmire
!
(Ocean)

19 April, 39th Year of the Independence of the United
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States, 1815, Samuel Ogden of Providence as Author en-

tered for copyright. “Thoughts—What probable” effect the

peace with Great Britain will have on the Cotton Manufac-

tures” of this Country ;—interspersed with remarks on our

bad Management” in the business, and the way to improve-

ment, so as to meet imported “Goods in cheapness at our

home market, pointed out—by Samuel Ogden”.

24 October, 40th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1815, David Vinton of Providence as author com-

piler, and proprietor entered for copyright. “The Masonic

Minstrel, a selection of Masonick, Sentimental, Amatory,

Anacreontick and Humorous Songs, duets, catches, glees,

canons, sounds and canzonets. Respectfully dedicated to the

Brethren of the Most ancient and Honorable Fraternity of

Free and accepted Masons—^To which is subjoined an ap-

pendix containing a short Historical account of Masonry;

And likewise a list of all the Lodges in the United States.”

“Orpheus’ Lute was strung with poets sinews

;

Whose golden touch could soften steel and stones,

Make tigers tame, and huge leviathans,

Forsake unsounded deeps to dance on sands.”

17 January, 40th Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1816, William Hunt of Providence as Proprietor en-

tered for copyright. “A new History of Algiers, compre-

hending Moroco, Fez, Tunis and Tripole—From its earliest

period to the present time Giving a Geographical, Historical

and political account of all the Barbary powers—with a brief

description of their wars with every Christian, power, during

the last Twenty years: In particular their conflicts with the

United States of America
;
and their cruelty to prisoners

taken in War: containing a map of the City and Harbour of

Algiers, carefully taken
;

selected from the latest best and
most approved authorities adapted to the genius and designed

for the benefit of the present age.”

II June, 40th Year of the Independence of the United
States, 1816. Arthur Matthews of Providence as Author en-

tered for copyright.

“Paraphrase on the Book of Genesis

A poetical essay by Arthur Matthews.”
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6 Sept., 41st Year of the Independence of the United

States, 1816, Samuel Patterson of North Providence as Pro-

prietor entered for copyright. “Narrative of the Adven-

tures and sufferings of Samuel Patterson, experienced in the

Pacific Ocean; with an account of the Feegee and Sandwich

Islands^’.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE LUMINOUS APPEAR-
ANCE OF THE RIVER WATER AT PROVIDENCE
ON THE NIGHT FOLLOWING THE 16 OF SEPT.
A. D. 1784.

By Thos. Truman.

On the last Evening I attended the Philosophical Lecture

of the celebrated Dr. Moyes in which he discoursed on the

Nature and Properties of Phosphori Natural and Artificial

and among other matters he endeavored to account for the

luminous appearance of the Sea at certain Times as noticed

by Mariners particularly in Times of boisterous Weather. It

was his opinion that this appearance was occasioned by putrid

substances in the Sea Water. At about Ten oClock this

Evening I met Dr. William Bowen at the house of a Sick

person to whom we both had been calld and among other dis-

course we mentioned Dr. Moyers opinion upon this Pheno-

menon, at Eleven we parted and Dr. Bowen in passing the

Bridge to go home was surprized at the luminous appearance

of the Water and immediately sent his young Man to call me.

When I came I observed a White luminous Streek in the

Water extending from the Bridge for 15 or 20 Roods above,

the Tide was running out fast and the light appeard greatest

where the Water was most agitated, particularly at the But-

ments and near the Braces which supported the Bridge, here

it was so light as to shine thro the Bridge as much as tho

several Candles had been under it. in some places where the

Water ran in little whirls it appeared in Spots as big as the

blaze of a Candle and some times as large as a half a Dollar,

but where the Water was in a foam it appeared, in particles

about the size of a small Shot.
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We went to the Steps by the Market house and on stirring

the Water with our Canes we found that a very strong light

was emitted which again subsided on its being left at rest

but about the vessels, against the Wharfes, or whereever any

thing obstructed the Water so as to ruffle it the same appear-

ance of light was produced.

We now got a Bason and took up some of the Water upon

Stirring it with our hand it appeared full of small round par-

ticles of Fire and gave considerable light some of the Firey

particles adherd to the hand and remained unextingiiished

for several Seconds and then gradually disappeared. A
Bason of Water pourd on the Ground semed like so much
liquid Fire, and the small round particles remained Visible

for some' Time, a Quantity of the same Water thrown against

the Market house seemd to set it on Fire, and the particles

stuck some time in view and by degrees disappeared—Sus-

pecting that this appearance might be occasioned by some

Scum or Filth mixed with or Floating upon the Water we got

a light and found the Water perfectly transparent and colour-

less.

Seeing the light Streak in the Water appear very different

from the rest we got a Man to go into a Boat and bring us

a dish full of that which seemed to be the Scum or Froth on

bringing it to the light it appeared as clear as the other, By
this time the Tide slackened considerably and the appearance

of light diminished. A Person who was present supposed

that this was occasioned by the Water growing more fresh as

the Sea Water retired in order to determine this point we took

a Bason one third full of the Water and found that it sparkled

as before on its being stired briskly with the hand and the

particles of fire in little globules seemed swimming about in

it but they would disappear in about lo or 12 Seconds we
took this to a pump of fresh Water and filled the Bason

this so far from extinguishing the Fire seemed to increase it.

The particles indeed were smaller but more numerous and

were Visible for more than a Minute.

We now procured some clear white Vials holding each

about Eight ounces and filled two of them at the Market house
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Steps two at Mr. Chaces Wharf and one was sent to the

lower end of the Town to be filled there, one of those filled at

Mr. Chaces Wharf I gave to Mr. Hitchcock who with several

other Gentlemen had been called to see this curious appearance

The Vial sent down Town was not returned those filled at Mr.

Chaces Wharf which was about lO Roods further down the

River than where the others were filled appeared much more

luminous on being shaken than the others—on bringing them

home I took them into a Room so dark that nothing could be

perceived until the Vials were shaken when I could very

plainly see the Vial the hand which held it and when the three

Vials were all shaken at once I could see several other objects

which before were invisible, but the light was not so strong

as when the Vials were first filled the Firey particles appear-

ing neither so large nor so numerous.

One thing I observed which was a little curious there was

in the dark Room a bunch of Asparagus hung up for the

Flies to light upon which were very numerous upon the Vials

being shaken so much light was produced that the Flies took

Wing and made that huming noise which they usually do upon

a Candle being brought suddenly into the Room where they

are at rest. I now mixed some fresh Fountain Water with my
Salt Water in one Vial one third fresh and two thirds Salt

in another two thirds fresh and one third Salt but neither

of these mixtures shewd any light upon being shook tho the

pure Salt Water yet shewd many Fiery particles on being

shaken This was at a Quarter past one oClock.

From original manuscript in the collection of Col. George H

.

Shepley.

THE POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF THE NAME
POINT JUDITH

The first appearance of the name Point Judith on a map is

on Seller’s map of 1675, when it appears as “P. luda.” The

origin of the name Point Judith is obscure; one tradition re-

lates that it was named after a Judith Quincy of Boston^ who

married a man named Clark and lived near by. As a matter

^ Narragansett Historical Register I, 22G,
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of fact Judith Quincy married John HulF, not Mr. Clark.

John Hull bought land at Narragansett^ in 1657, hence the

origin of the tradition, which, however, is impossible, because

seven years before the Hulls had an interest at Narragansett,

the name Point Judith was in use. Roger Williams called the

point by that name'* as early as 1650. Roger Williams pre-

sented an inscribed copy of his Indian Grammar in 1644 to

Lady Judith Barrington®, wife of Sir Thomas Barrington and

daughter of Sir Rowland Lytton. Williams may have named
Point Judith in her honor.

2 Updike’s History of the Narragansett Church, 1907 edit., I, 371, and

III, 281.

3 Updike, I, 73; R. I. H. S. Coll. Ill, 275, R. I. Land Evid. II, 147.

^Narragansett Club Pub. VI, 195; Mass, Hist. Soc, Coll. 4, VI, 279;

photostats of Williams’ letters p. 92; in R. I. H. S.

® Photostats of Williams’ letters p. 61.
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Dogs in Early New England
By Howard M. Chapin.

Dogs have from the earliest times been domesticated even

by the most primitive races, and have had a marked influence

upon the thought and literature of mankind
;
yet when one

thinks of Colonial New England, with its austere Puritans,

one is too apt to picture a dogless society, and to forget that

even in that harsh theocracy, pioneer dogs strove, as did their

masters, with the rough hardships of a struggling civilization.

Even before the Pilgrims came to New England, two English

dogs,^ “Foole” and “Gallant” by name, “great and fearefull

mastives,” the chronicler tells us, landed in 1603 upon the

shores of southern Massachusetts, where they nosed and

smelled about the beach and shrubbery, exploring and investi-

gating unknown scents and smells. After the false alarm of

an Indian attack, in which turmoil “Foole” grabbed up a half-

pike in his mouth, the dogs with their human companions

returned to Martin Pring’s bark, the “Discoverer,” and sailed'

away. These were, as far as we know, the first European.

dogs to set foot upon New England.

iPurchas his pilgrimes, Edit of 1625, vol. IV, p. 1656.
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The ‘‘Mayflower/’ on her famous voyage in 1620, brought

two dogs, a mastiff and a spaniel,^ to New England. These

two dogs were permanent settlers, not transient explorers like

“Foole” and “Gallant.” As dog pedigrees and stud books go

back, unfortunately, only to the early nineteenth century, none

of the blooded dogs of today are able to trace their descent

from the dogs that came over in the Mayflower.

Mourt recounts some of the hardships of these four-footed

Pilgrims as follows

:

“These two (John Goodman and Peter Browne) that were

missed, at dinner time tooke their meate in their hand, and

would goe walke and refresh themselves, so going a little off

they finde a lake of water, and having a great Mastiffe bitch

with them and a Spanned; by the water side they found a

great Deare, the Dogs chased him, and they followed so farre

as they lost themselves and could not finde the way backe,

they wandred all that after noone being wett, and at night

it did freeze and snow, . . . and another thing did very much
terrific them, they heard as they thought two Lyons^ roar-

ing ... so they stoode at the trees roote, that when the

Lyons came they might take their opportunitie of climbing

up, the bitch they were faine to hold by the necke, for she

would have been gone at the Lyon,”^ and under the date of

January 19, 1620-1

:

“This day in the evening, John Goodman went abroad to

use his lame feete, that were pittifully ill with the cold he had

got, having a little Spannell with him, a little way from the

Plantation, two great Wolves ran after the Dog, the Dog ran

to him and betwixt his leggs for succour, he had nothing in

his hand but tooke up a sticke, and threw at one of them and

hit him, and they presently ran both away, . ,

It appears that previous to the arrival of the English, the

Indian has domesticated the dog, for in November, 1620,

Governor Bradford notes that Captain Myles Standish, on his

reconnoitring expedition on Cape Cod, met a party of Indians

^Mourt’s Relation, 1622, pp. 27, 28 and 29.

e., wild cats.

^Mourt, pp. 27 and 28, under date of January 12, 1620-21.

®Mourt, p. 29.
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with a dog.® Roger Williams in his “Key” gives the Indian

name for the dog as Anum, with the accent on the last syllable.

He adds that this is the pronunciation in the Coweset dialect,

but that it varies as Ayim, Arum, and Alum in the Narragan-

sett, Quinnippiuck, and Nipmuc dialects respectively. In

Woods’ “New England Prospect” we are told that the Indians

believed that “at the portall of their Elysian Hospitall, lies a

great Dogge, whose churlish snarlings deny a Pax intrantibus

to unworthy intruders.”

An Indian dog gave the alarm of the English attack on the

Pequot Eort in 1637; Mason’s description of the incident being

as follows

“There being two Entrances into the Fort, intending to

enter both at once : Captain Mason leading up to that on the

North East Side
;
who approaching within one Rod, heard a

Dog bark and an Indian crying Owanux! Owanux! which is

Englishmen ! Englishmen ! We called up our Forces with all

expedition, give Fire upon them through the Pallizado; . .
.”

Thus it will be seen that dogs were serving with the Indian

forces in 1637, and although not as highly trained perchance

as the canine warriors of the great World War, yet these

early dogs were doubtless as diligent and serviceable as the

times and circumstances permitted. A somewhat similar

instance occurred at Cocheco in 1689 when the barking of a

dog aroused Elder William Wentworth just in time to prevent

a surprise Indian attack. This dog’s warning saved the Went-

worth garrison, the other four garrisons at Cocheco being

taken by the savages.®

Nothing has been discovered to show that the English used

dogs in the earlier Indian wars, but by the time of Queen

Anne’s war, they used dogs as regular auxiliary. A report in

regard to the operations of the English in Hampshire County,

Massachusetts, in August, 1706, reads:

^Bradford’s History of Plymouth, p. 48
, also see Glover M. Allen’s

“Dogs of the American Aborigines.”

Williams’ Key, ch. XXXII; Woods’ N. E. Prospect, pt. 2, ch. 1&.

^Mason’s Pequot War.
®Wentworth genealogy, vol. 1, pp. 97 and 98 .
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“We are just sending out 50 Men with Dogs, who are to

divide into small parties, and range the Woods on both sides

the River (near Hartford), if possible to discover and annoy

the Enemy.”^

But to return to the subject of Indian dogs, we find specific

references to the dogs of the Connecticut and Narragansett

Indians^® in 1658 and 1661, respectively, and also we find that

the Narragansett Indians used rough drawings of dogs as per-

sonal signature marks in 1644^^ and i66od^ They also had

implements ornamented with figures of dogs. A stone pipe

ornamented with a dog carved in relief was found in an

Indian grave at Burr’s Hill, Warren, Rhode Island,^^ and a

copper hair ornament, with two dogs in relief as the chief

decorative design, was found in an Indian grave at Charles-

town, Rhode Island.^^ The latter may be of a foreign design

and received in trade. The killing of noncombatant Indian

dogs in Queen Anne’s war only serves to illustrate the

brutality of human beings.^”

Dog laws were enacted at an early date in New England,

Salem having passed one in 1635.^® The dogs’ chief offences

were killing sheep^^ and swine, biting horses^® and cattle,^®

^Boston News-Letter, August 12-19, 1706.

loprov. Town Papers 0121; Prov. Town Records, vol. 3, p, 7; and

New Haven Town Records, p, 358.

i^Gorton’s Simplicities Defence, p. 160', mark of Tomanick.

12R. I. Land Evidence, vol. 1, p. 88, mark of Towasibban.

i^Now in Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, New
York.

i^Now in Rhode Island Historical Society Museum, Providence.

i^Boston News-Letter, February 10i-17, 1706.

’^^Salem Records, p. 40 ,
•
Jamestown Proprietors’ Records, vol. 1, p. 66;

Portsmouth Records, vol. 1, p. 223.

^'^Mass. Col. Records, vol. 2, p, 252; New Haven Town Records,

p. 233 ;
R. I, Col. Records, p. 22, mss.

i^New Haven Town Records, pp. 170, 171, 246; Prov. Town Records,

vol. 3, p. 125 ; Essex County Court Records, vol. 7, p. 273.

i®New Haven Town Records, pp. 470 and 471.

2oprov. Town Records, vol. 3, p. 7; Prov. Town Papers 0121; Salem
Court Records, vol. 1, p. 19; Essex County Court Records, vol. 1,

p. 174; New Haven Town Records, p. 358 ; Austin’s Geneal. Diet, of

R. I., p. 85.



Indian pewter pipe found in excavations at Montague, N. J. Reproduced
through the courtesy of the Museum of the American Indian, New York.

Roger Williams in Chapter 6 of his “Key” says of the Indians that “They
have an excellant Art to cast our Pewter and Brasse into very neate and

artificial! Pipes.”
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Spoiling fish^^ and entering Meeting Houses^' during service.

The latter offence being explained by the fact that they could

not understand the sermons and simply wanted to find their

masters.

Their attacks on other animals were often directly insti-

gated by human beings, as when Mr. Verin’s maid set her dog

on Mr. Brown’s goats when Samuel set his dogs “to the

pullinge of the tayles” of John Leech’s cows when Mrs.

Rowden hunted cattle with her dog^^
;
when Joseph Billington

hunted Edward Gray’s ox with a dog,“® and when Thomas
Langden and his dog killed Mr. Prudden’s hog.^^ Even the

drastic Massachusetts dog law^® of 1648 recognized the fact

that the dogs were not always really to blame, but were often

“set on” to such acts by human beings.

Dog derivatives served as ship-names and place-names in

New England,^® and also the words^® ‘‘dog” and “puppy” were

used as terms of reproach, as they are today.

Reference has already been made to the part that dogs

played in military service. We find that their usefulness in

other lines was also recognized legally, even by our self-

centered Calvinistic ancestors. In 1648 the Colony of Massa-

chusetts Bay^^ authorized each town to purchase hounds for

use in the destruction of wolves. The town of New Haven
voted in 1656 to purchase some mastiffs®^ from “Stratford or

2^ Salem Records, p. 130.

22Salem Records, vol. 2, p. 210; New Haven To'wn Records, p. 233,

vol. 2, pp. 150 and 355.

23Salem Court Records, vol. 1, p. 19.

^^Essex County Court Records, vol. 1, p. 174.

25Essex County Court Records, vol. 2, p. 101.

26Austin s Geneal. Diet, of R. I., p. 85.

2^New Haven Town Records, pp. 170 and 171.

28Mass. Col. Rec., vol. 2, p. 252.

29Salem Records, p. 163; Plymouth Colony Records, July 6, 1640;

Commerce of Rhode Island, vol. 1, p. 47.

3®Essex County Court Records, vol. 1. p. 256; Steuart’s “Some Ob-

servations,” etc., p. 64; New Haven Town Records, p. 46; Narragansett

Hist. Reg. IX. p. 63.

^^Mass. Col. Records, vol. 2, pp. 252 and 253.

^2New Haven Town Records, p. 291.
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Long^ Island, where they here (hear) is some,” to be used as

auxiliary to the militia. During the interim before these dogs

arrived, twelve local dogs were drafted temporarily into the

service of the town. The names of the owners of these dogs

are given.^^ This is the first recorded list of dog-owners in

New England. Governor John Winthrop^^ and Governor John

Endicott^® were both dog owners. Roger Williams wrote in

1669 in regard to Governor Winthrop’s dog, ‘T have no tidings

(upon my enquiry) of that poore dog (about which you sent

to me. I feare he is run wild into the woods, though tis

possible that English or Indians have him. Oh, Sir, what is

that word that sparrows and hairs are provided for & num-

bered by God ? then certainly your dog & all dogs & beasts.”

In 1644 a Medford dog rescued Mrs. Dalkin from drown-

ing.^® Governor Winthrop wrote in regard to this:

“One Dalkin and his wife dwelling near Medford coming

from Cambridge, where they had spent their Sabbath, and

being to pass over the river at a ford, the tide not being fallen

enough, the husband adventured over, and finding it too deep,

persuaded his wife to stay a while, but it was raining ver>^

sore, she would needs adventure over, and was carried, away
with the stream past her depth. Her husband not daring to

go help her, cried out, and thereupon his dog, being at his

house nearby, came forth, and seeing something in the water,

swam to her, and she caught hold on the dog’s tail, so he drew

her to the shore and saved her life.”

The abuse and maltreatment of dogs by human beings was

of course common in early New England. Two cases due to

religious fanaticism are worthy of notice. In 1644 at Salem,®^

John and Stephen Talbie were admonished for “unbecoming

speeches” about a dog in the water, but “the baptizing of him”

33Mr. Gilbert, Jer Osborne, Edwa Parker, John Cooper, William

Bradley, Will Tompson, Fran. Newman, Phill Leeke, Mr. Gibbard,

Edwa Perkins, John Vincom.

3^Mass. Hist. Soc. Col., series 5, vol. 1, p. 414; Narragansett Club

Publications, vol. 6, p. 332.

^^Mass. Col. Rec., vol. 1, p. 197.

3®Winthrop’s Journal under date of 1, 21, 1643-4; vol. 2, p, 162.

^'Essex County Court Records, vol. 1, p. 65.
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was “not proved,” although apparently charged by the authori-

ties.

On Tuesday, April 23, 1706, somebody fastened a cross on

the head of a dog, and for such a flagrant display of papist

sympathies, the poor dog was beaten and killed by Captain

Dudley’s boatswain.®®

On the other hand we have instances of persons being tried

for abusing and killing dogs.®®

The first case of rabies^® in New England was observed in

1763, according to Ezra Stiles.

In the realm of art we find that the earliest extant work of

Gilbert Stuart is the picture^^ of two of Dr. Hunter’s dogs.

In 1729 a seal engraved with the design^® of a running dog

and the word “Canis,” was in use in Providence.

Hannah Robinson’s spaniel “Marcus”^® figures in the sad

romance of that ill-fated South County beauty.

In this connection, one is reminded of Shepherd Tom’s'*^

remarkable account^® of the barking of South County dogs

which could be heard for four miles. He wrote

:

“What seemed stranger to the old man than all was the

barking of a big watch-dog some two miles away, across the

river, at the old brick house then owned and occupied by Amos
Gardiner, and which is yet standing. Nichols said that the

watch-dog to the east of the hill, apparently, never barked

but in response to the baying of a foxhound that was roam-

ing in a big wood lying not less than two miles to^ the west-

ward and northward of where he stood, making a distance

between the two animals some four miles, with the McSparran

elevated hill intervening. Of this fact he felt tolerably sure,

^^Samuel Sewell’s Diary in M. H. S. C. 5, VI, 159.

^^Essex County Court Records, vol. 2, p. 6; vol. 7, p. 424; Mass. Col.

Rec., vol. 1, p. 197.

^^Stiles’ Itineries, p. 487.

4iMason’s “Stuart,” pp. 5 and 6.

^^Manuscript deeds in Library of Col. George L. Shepley at Provi-

dence.

4®Hazard’s “Recollections of Olden Times,” Chapter VI.

^^Thomas R. Hazard.

^^Hazard’s “Recollections of Olden Times,” Chap. XVI,
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as there were occasionally lengthy intervals when both dogs

were quiet, which were never broken until the hound uttered

his howl, which was on the instant replied to by the hoarse

bark of the distant watch-dog.”

The Providence Gazette for November 7, 1772, informs us

that Nathaniel Wheaton on Williams street, in Providence,

used a greyhound as his shop sign, and gives us a picture of

it. Ten years later the same newspaper contains a curious

advertisement which reads

:

“A DOG LOST
Strayed away, or more likely to have been seduced to fol-

low some persons, or stolen, a Spaniel DOG, of about a

middling Size, pyed with a white and brownish Colour, with

shaggy Hair, hanging Ears, and docked Tail; particularly he

had a white Strip in his Face, a white Ring around his Neck,

and about an Inch of the Stump of his Tail white; he answers

to the Name of SPRING, is very good-natured, and easy to

be seduced by those who use him kindly to follow them or

their Horses.—Whoever will bring or send back the Dog to

me, his Master, in Providence, shall be very handsomely re-

warded.

TERENCE REILY
Providence, February 22, 1782.”

These few references from the fragmentary and meagre

records of early New England serve to show that dogs played

no small part in the lives and thoughts of our Colonial ances-

tors.

Roger Williams and John Milton

By George R. Potter, B. A., North Woodstock, N. H.

A study of the relations between Roger Williams and John

Milton is interesting in regard to the known facts in the

matter, important in its bearing on the work of both men,

and fascinating in its possibilities. There is as a basis for

investigation the undeniable fact that Roger Williams did

know Milton. Beyond this there is little definite record; but

there are almost endless chains of circumstances which lead
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one on in hopes of finding something really definite, chains

which are broken just where the final link should be. I do

not pretend to have exhausted the subject, or to have supplied

these final links. My purpose in this discussion is to state the

known facts of the matter, criticize some conjectures and

statements made by biographers of Williams and Milton, and

other writers about them—some of the statements are greatly

in need of criticism—and add some conjectures of my own,

which bear on the question.

The evidence that Williams was acquainted with IMilton and

his work is definite enough, though there is not a great deal

of it. Most important is the statement in one of Williams’

letters to the younger John Winthrop, dated July 12, 1654,

after Williams’ return to Providence from his second trip to

England d ‘Tt pleased the Lord to call me for some time, and

with some persons, to practice the Hebrew, the Greek, Latin,

French, and Dutch. The Secretary of the Council, (Mr. Mil-

ton) for my Dutch I read him, read me many more languages.

Grammar rules begin to be esteemied a tyranny. I taught two

young gentlemen, a Parliament man’s sons, as we teach our

children English, by words, phrases, and constant talk, &c.

I have begun with mine own three boys, who labor besides

;

others are coming to me.”

This passage I quote at length, because it is all important in

connection with various conjectures based on its diiterent

parts. The main fact is, of course, that during Williams’ stay

in England, which lasted from the early part of 1652 to the

spring or early summer of 1654, he knew Milton intimately

enough for the two to have ‘Tead” different languages to each

other.

There is only one statement in all the writings of Williams,

so far as I can discover, where he mentions directly a work
of Milton; that is in a postscript to the second letter to Mrs.

Sadleir (undated, but probably written in the winter of

1652-3-) : ‘T also humbly wish that you may please to read

^Narr. Club Pub., Vol. 6
, pp. 258 -262 .

^This general date is derived chiefly from references to various
books and events in the letters, and is agreed upon by all who have
referred to the letters.
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over impartially ^Ir. Milton’s answer to the King’s Book.”

Williams then had certainly read the Eikonoklastes. It is incon-

ceivable, of course, that he had not read other works of Milton.

But at this point I am setting down simply proved facts.

These two passages in Williams’ letters, so far as I can find,

are the only direct references by Williams to ^lilton. Nowhere

in ^lilton do I find any reference to Williams, nor is there any

reference to the relations between the two men in any contem-

porary writer I have been able to find.

Masson in his biography of Milton,^ with his usual extreme

thoroughness, does not neglect Roger Williams, but gives a

pretty complete biography of him up to the end of his second

trip to England. Most of Masson’s material is aside from my
immediate purpose. But some statements he makes are impor-

tant. He says in one passage “^^lilton’s acquaintance with

Roger Williams, at all events, is almost certainly to be dated

from Williams’ visit to England in 1643-4, when he was

writing his ‘Bloody Tenent.’ ” ^lasson does not give his rea-

sons for this belief
;
and “almost certainly’’ is a rather strong

phrase to use in a doubtful matter like this, without giving

reasons for its use. Milton was turning in belief from Pres-

byterianism to Independency and “\Mluntaryism,” as Masson

terms belief in liberty of conscience, at the precise time that

Roger Williams was in London on his first visit to England

;

the date of Milton’s “The Reason of Church-Government,”

1641, and that of his “Areopagitica,” 1644—the former tract

upholding Presbyterianism, the latter religious liberty—illus-

trate this. It is certainly possible, even probable, that Milton

might have met Williams in 1643-4, and it is a tempting pos-

sibility that Williams may have had something to do with the

change in Milton’s beliefs. But of all this there is no proof
;

and so Masson’s “almost certainly,” without any definite

proof adduced, seems hardly warranted.

In regard to Roger Williams’ second trip to England, in

1652-54, Masson suggests other interesting possibilities, though

here again he makes some unguarded statements. When he

^Masson, David: The Life of John Milton, etc.

^Masson, vol. 3, p. 189.
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writes:^ '‘No sooner had he (Williams) returned on his new

mission in 1652 than Milton, now a doubly important man to

Williams because of his public position, must have been one

of the first of his old London acquaintances that he sought

out,” all his statements hang on his belief that Williams and

Milton were acquainted in 1643-4. When he writes : “He
had found him in March or April, 1652, in the first threaten-

ings and anxieties of his total blindness
;
and all through the

rest of that year, and the whole of 1653, Williams . . . had

varied his intimacy with Sir Henry Vane, his calls on Law-

rence, Harrison, and Hugh Peters, and his occasional inter-

views with Cromwell himself, by visits to the blind Latin Sec-

retary” ;—well, either Masson had some source material no

one else ever studying Roger Williams has had, or he is dan-

gerously near to building air castles. If he had any founda-

tion for his statements that Williams called on Milton in

March or April, 1652, and kept on all through 1652 and 1653,

he certainly has not given them to us. It is all probable

enough
;

but where the evidence is to ascertain whether

Williams “read Dutch” to Milton in 1652, or in 1653, or in

1654, I do not see; nor do I see what authority Masson has

for saying:® “Certain it is that Roger Williams, not troubling

Mrs. Sadleir any more, drew closer and closer to Milton during

the rest of his stay.” Williams’ letter telling of his acquaint-

ance with Milton, on which Masson evidently bases this state-

ment, for he quotes it immediately after, certainly says nothing

about his “drawing closer to Milton during the rest of his

stay.”

Masson makes two more very interesting suggestions. One
is in connection with the Sadleir letters, where he notes the

fact that Mrs. Sadleir was the aunt of Cyriack Skinner, one
of Milton’s old pupils, and always thereafter a close friend to

Milton. Milton knew Cyriack Skinner. Skinner was a grand-

son of Sir Edward Coke and nephew to Mrs. Sadleir. Roger
Williams was under the patronage of Coke in early life, and
corresponded with Mrs. Sadleir on his second visit to England.

^Masson, vol. 4
, p. 528

, etc.

^Masson, vol. 4
, p. 531 .
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The final links in the chain are missing—did Williams know

Cyriack Skinner, and if so how did that affect Williams’ rela-

tions with Milton? The possibilities are interesting. Again,’’

Masson conjectures that the reason why Milton was glad to

learn Dutch was because “the war with the Dutch, it is to be

remembered, was then at its height, and some knowledge of

Dutch was particularly desirable for official purposes round

the Council.” This is, in my opinion, the only sensible theory

in regard to Williams’ teaching Milton Dutch, although there

have been other more or less wild conjectures on that point

by various writers, which I shall bring up a little further on.

Milton was Secretary for Foreign Languages for the Council

of State at the time. An extract from the Council Order

Book, June 26, 1650, is significant: “That the Declaration

of the Parliament be translated into Latin by Mr. Milton,

into Dutch by Mr. Haak, and into French by M. Augier.”*

While this does not prove that Milton was entirely ignorant

of Dutch at the time, any more than it proves his ignorance

of French, nevertheless it shows that there was Dutch trans-

lating to be done for the Council in 1650, and that Milton’s

knowledge of Dutch was not perfect, at least. A similar

entry, July 13, 1652,® shows that Dutch would have been just

as useful to a Secretary for Foreign Languages at the time

when Roger Williams was in England : “That Mr. Thurlowe

do appoint fit persons to translate the Parliament’s Declara-

tion into Latin, French, and Dutch.” What more natural, as

Masson suggests, than that Milton, discovering in some man-

ner, say a conversation, that Roger Williams knew Dutch,

‘Masson, vol. 4, p. 532.

^Extracts from the order books are given by Masson and by Ivimey,
the latter stating he takes them from Todd. By checking Masson
against Ivimey I have tried to get as accurate transcripts as possible

without ^eing the original order books, no printed copy of which I

have been able to find, Ivimey transcribes the extract : “That the
Declaration of the Parliament against the Dutch be transcribed,” etc.

Masson differs, transcribing the entry as I have quoted it above, and
remarks in connection with it, “This was the Declaration of the Causes
of the War with the Scotch.” Masson probably is correct, as the dates
of the Scotch expedition correspond with the entry, and those of the
War with the Dutch do not. However, the point is of no particular

consequence as regards the purpose of my quotation.

®Ivimey has “July 13, 1672,” an obvious misprint. Masson dates it

correctly, 1652.
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should seize the opportunity to learn something more of the

language from him, in return helping him in other languages

which he knew better than Williams ?

Masson’s conjectures, where he acknowledges them to be

conjectures, are very thoughtful and suggestive. But when

he tries to state his own conjectures as facts, he is clouding

the question. If they are facts, his readers have a right to

know whence he received his information. If they are only

conjectures, they should have been given as conjectures, not

as certainties.

Gammell, in his biography of Williams,^® like Knowles is

silent in regard to Milton till he reaches Williams’ second

English trip. Then he writes that Williams^^ '‘formed an inti-

mate acquaintance with Milton”—a slight, but pardonable,

exaggeration. In commenting on the fact he makes the deduc-

tion that Williams must have talked liberty of conscience to

Milton, and have had an important influence on him; a per-

fectly sound conjecture. He also remarks^^ that it was a proof

of Williams’ “extensive scholarship,” “that he thus taught the

Hebrew, Greek, Latin, French, and Dutch, some of them at

least, ‘not by grammar rules,’ but, as he says himself, by words,

phrases, and constant talk, as we teach our children English”'^^

This is a somewhat doubtful proof of “Williams’ extensive

scholarship,” but it is an indication of a far more interesting

and important fact, which James Russell Lowell has pointed

out, and which I shall note presently.

Strauss^^ takes most of his statements about Williams’ rela-

tions with Milton, from Masson, so it is unnecessary to com-

ment on them, except in one case^® where he disagrees with a

statement of Masson that Williams learned his Dutch in

America,^® and says Williams probably learned it, “and with

it some of the principles which characterize his life’s work,

loGammell, Wm. : Life of R. W.
^^Gammell, p. 150.

^^Gammell, p. 152.

i^The italics are Gammell’s.
i^Strauss, O. S. : R. W. the Pioneer of Religious Liberty.

i^Strauss, p. 181,

i®Masson, vol. 4, p. 531. “Williams’ useful stock of Dutch acquired
in America.”
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from the Dutch colonists who were scattered throughout the

southern and eastern counties of England, and in London.”

On the whole, Strauss’ conjecture seems more plausible than

Masson’s, in this instance.

Carpenter, in his biography,^^ confines his comments to the

1652-54 trip, not mentioning the possibility of Williams’ having

known Milton in 1643-4. He is of the same opinion as Strauss

in conjecturing that Williams learned Dutch in England rather

than America, though he says, “It is impossible to determine

with certainty.” As to Williams’ teaching Milton Dutch, he

makes a conjecture of his own, which is interesting, but unfor-

tunately entirely impossible. He writes d® “At this time

Salmasius, a Dutch professor, published a defence of Charles

I, and the Council of State applied to Milton to write a reply.

It was at this point of time, as seems probable, that Williams

formed his intimacy with Milton. In a letter to John Win-

throp, written after Williams’ return to New England, in the

summer of 1654, the latter wrote: ‘The Secretary of the

Council (Mr. IMilton) for my Dutch I read him, read me
many more languages.’ Erom this passage, it may be inferred

that Williams, having naturally formed the acquaintance of

the Council’s secretary, and being familiar with the Dutch

language, translated for Milton the treatise of Salmasius.” A
single glance at the title page of the “treatise of Salmasius” to

which Carpenter refers, disposes of this conjecture; its title

is : “Defensio Regia pro Carolo I,” etc. In other words, the

treatise is not in Dutch, but in Latin. Again, this treatise of

Salmasius—who, by the way, was a Frenchman, although pro-

fessor at Leyden, his delatinized name being Claude de Sau-

maise—was published in 1649; on January 8, 1649-50,^^ the

Council of State ordered Milton to “prepare something in

answer to the Book of Salmasius”
;
on December 23, 1650,^®

Milton was ordered to print “the Treatise he hath written in

answer to a late Book written by Salmasius”
;
and Milton’s

^^Carpenter. E. J. : Roger Williams.

^®Carpenter, p. 201.

^^Order Books of Council of State, as quoted by Masson and Ivimey.

2”Order books of the Council of State.
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answer, “Pro Populo Anglicaiio Defensio,” etc., was published

in 1651, probably before March 25, and certainly before April

6, when a copy was in the hands of the collector Thomason.^^

Ro^er Williams did not even come to England before the very

end of 1651 at least, probably not until early in 1652.^^ It is

hardly necessary to point out that Milton did not need to have

Roger Williams translate for him from the Dutch a treatise

which was written in Latin, and to which Milton had already

written an elaborate answer in Latin, a whole year before

Williams had ever arrived in England.

All the biographers of Williams have a strong tendency to

make rash statements, without full knowledge of the facts, or

to pad out meager facts by more or less harmless rhetoric.

Perhaps the best is that by Strauss, though even Strauss is

not very admirable in his treatment of the relations between

Williams and Milton. Roger Williams is not by any means

fully understood yet; and there seems to me to be room for

some profitable work in compiling an adequate and really

reliable life of this man, so important in American history and

literature, and far more important in English seventeenth

century history than is generally recognized.

A few other interesting statements and conjectures are

found, outside the biographies of Williams and Milton. In

the Introduction to Volume III of the Narragansett Club

Publications, S. L. Caldwell makes a very sane statement in

connection with the possibility of Williams’ having known
Milton in 1643-4, which is worth quoting “There is no
evidence that Williams was then known to Milton, although

the acquaintance may have then begun of which he writes as

existing during his second visit to England.”

James Russell Lowell makes a very valuable suggestion, in

his essay, “New England Two Centuries Ago,”^^ a discussion

2iThe data about Thomason comes from Masson.
22Dates are given according to modern calendar except when quoting

a definite day, as “Feb. 2, 1649-50, when both the year according to old
system and according to the new system are given. The old calendar
began the year March 25 instead of Jan. 1.

23Narr. Club Pub. Ill, Intro, x.

2^In “Among My Books.”
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of the Winthrop papers, among which is Williams’ letter of

1654 in which Milton is mentioned. Lowell quotes this pas-

sage, and with his usual brilliancy and breadth of knowledge,

writes : “It is plain that Milton had talked over with Williams

the theory put forth in his tract on Education, (it was Mon-
taigne’s also) and made a convert of him.” The part of the

passage Lowell refers to is of course : “Grammar rules begin

to be esteemed a tyranny. I taught two young gentlemen, a

Parliament man’s sons, as we teach our children English, hy

words, phrases, and constant talk, &c. I have begun with mine

own three boys, who labor besides
;
others are coming to me.’^

While Williams does not say that Milton did teach him the

theories of education he expresses in this passage, he men-

tions them almost in the same breath with Milton, as if writing

of Milton reminded him of the theories of education. Lowell’s

conjecture appears to me sound, although the words Williams

uses in describing the theory of education make me wonder

whether he did not become a convert to the theories of Come-
nius and Hartlib themselves rather than to those of Milton.

Milton, in the theories which he expressed in his tract, “Of
Education,” followed in a very broad, general way the theories

of Comenius, about which his friend Hartlib was so enthu-

siastic; but Milton differed from those theories in many ways,

usually differing in being more conservative than Comenius.

Of course, it is impossible to tell precisely what theory Roger

Williams was following, from two sentences or so in a single

letter. But the phrase, “Grammar rules begin to be esteemed

a tyranny,” sounds, to my mind, more like the doctrine of

Comenius than that of Milton. Milton was more conservative,

and would hardly, I believe, have “esteemed grammar rules a

tyranny”
;
in the tract, “Of Education” itself he writes, “For

their Studies, First they should begin with the chief and

necessary rules of some good Grammar.” On the whole, the

passage in Williams’ letter makes me suspect that while he

very likely, as Lowell says, had talked over theories of educa-

tion with Milton, he did not become a thorough convert to

Milton’s ideas, but with his characteristic leaning toward the

radical rather than the conservative, took up the more dis-
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tinctly Comenian ideas. On the other hand, it is also very

possible that from the time the tract, “Of Education,” was

published, 1644, to the period within which, according to

Lowell, Milton made a convert of Williams, 1652-54, Milton’s

ideas on education may have changed, and the theories he

talked about with Williams may have been different from

those expressed in the 1644 tract.

Another conjecture I include not because of its importance,

but because it is at least original. Margaret L. Bailey, in a

published doctoral dissertation, “Milton and Jakob Boehme,”

writes of^^ “Milton’s friend, Roger Williams, with whom he

may have read Boehme’s writings in Dutch, since most of them

were published very early in that language. Todd suggests,

as an explanation of the change of view in Milton’s later

writings, that die drank largely, perhaps, from the turbid

streams of the Arian and Socinian pieces published in Holland

and dispersed in England.’ ” That this conjecture is theo-

retically possible I do not suppose could be denied. But the

possibility seems rather small, when there is taken into account

the fact, that by the time Roger Williams was in England at

least half of Boehme’s writings had been translated into

English, to say nothing of the Latin and German editions

that were floating round the country, and the fact that the

books were originally written, not in Dutch, but in German.

And nowhere in the dissertation is it proved that Milton was

reading Boehme at the time, though of course the supposition

that he might have been is probable enough.

In a recent article published in the Rhode Island Historical

Society Collections,^® H. M. Chapin has brought to light some

facts which are fascinating in their possibilities,—though

again, the connecting link is missing. One of Roger Williams’

good friends was Gregory Dexter, a London printer, who
moved to New England after the return of Williams in 1644,

possibly coming to New England with Williams himself. He
printed the “Key to the Language of America” for Williams,

and (according to Isaiah Thomas) also an “Almanack for

25Bailey, p. 133,

2*5Rhode Island Hist. Soc. Collections, Vol. XII, No. 4, Oct., 1919.
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Rhode Island and Providence Plantations in New England

for 1644,” no copy of which is now known to exist. Now
Gregory Dexter also printed for Milton his tract, “Of Pre-

latical Episcopacy,” 1641 ;
and as the relations between author

and printer were apt to be close in those times, it is fair to

assume that Milton knew Dexter personally. Gregory Dexter,

then, was closely connected with Roger Williams, and pretty

certainly known personally by Milton. If only there were

some fact that would complete the chain and connect Williams

with Milton through Dexter! If this could be found, it

might be possible to show that Williams did meet Milton on

his first trip to England in 1643-4. Mr. Chapin makes no

such deduction, however, recognizing that at present there is

no warrant for any such conclusion.

Mr. Chapin has kindly suggested to me another possible

connection between Williams and Milton, which is obscure at

present, but upon which investigation may some day bring

more light. This is Roger Williams’ relations to the family of

Sir Henry Cromwell. A series of letters is extant between

Williams and Lady Joan Barrington,"” showing that he had

asked a niece of Lady Barrington to marry him. Williams

was at that time chaplain in the household of Sir William

Masham, son-in-law of Lady Barrington
;
among the members

of this family which occupied such a large place in Williams’

early life, were Goffe and Whalley, the regicides, and Oliver

Cromwell. It is known that Williams was personally acquainted

with Cromwell on his visit to England in 1652-54; and the

whole family were of the strong Puritan party with which

Milton was associated. Here we strike a rather wide gap, for

there still is no evidence that Williams knew Milton through

this family, nor even any proof that Milton knew the family

except politically. But the line of inquiry is at least suggestive,

and might reveal something more definite on further investiga-

tion.

It is plain, therefore, that Williams was connected with two

families, both of which were connected with Milton; the Crom-
well family, whose relation to Milton comes through his

E. Hist, and Genealog. Reg., Vol. 43, p. 315.
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political and religious beliefs
;
and the Coke family, one mem-

ber of which, Cyriack Skinner, was one of Milton’s pupils,

and a close friend and helper in his blindness. Skinner was

one of the friends who enabled Milton to keep in touch with

the literature he loved, by reading aloud to him when Milton

himself could no longer see to read
;
and the af¥ection which

Milton had for his former pupil is shown in the two famous

sonnets addressed to him. Whether Roger Williams knew

Cyriack Skinner is a question as yet unanswered. But he at

least knew Mrs. Sadleir, Skinner’s aunt, and Chief Justice

Coke, Skinner’s grandfather. To be sure, Mrs. Sadleir, an

ardent Church of England lady and a firm Royalist, must have

had little more sympathy for her nephew’s friendship with

Milton than she had for Milton himself
;
and that Roger

Williams exchanged some two letters with the aunt does not

imply necessarily that he knew the nephew. There the matter

stands now,—giving no definite conclusions, but ofifering many
possibilities.

Another figure which naturally presents itself as a possible,

even very probable, connecting link between Williams and‘

Milton, is the younger Sir Henry Vane. It is hardly necessary

to dwell on the close relations between Williams and Vane,

they are so well known. A good share of Williams’ stay in

1652-54 was spent either at Vane’s Whitehall lodgings or at his

estate in Lincolnshire. It is also obvious that Vane was closely

associated politically with Milton, possibly as early as 1642.^®

Whether he and Milton were close personal friends is more

doubtful. Milton’s sonnet to Vane has none of the personal

feeling in it which characterizes those to Cyriack Skinner, for

example. But that Milton and Vane were closely associated

in their aims and in their political activities is beyond doubt;

during Williams’ second trip to England, Vane and Milton were

both prominent members of the Council of State, for example.

Vane’s biographers comment on the extensive influence which

Roger Williams exerted on his religious and political opinions,

an influence which I think is beyond question, particularly so

in that Vane was young and impressionable when he first knew

2®Willcock: Sir Henry Vane, p. 113.
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Williams. To me it seems exceedingly probable that it was

Vane who formed the actual connecting link between Williams

and Milton, and was responsible for their acquaintance ;

—

though as there is no direct proof of the matter, this must also

remain for the present simply a conjecture.

Appendix

In connection with an attempt to find any possible references to Mil-

ton in Williams’ writings, I have collected the various books to which

Williams refers in his writings, or which he is otherwise known to have

owned or read ; these may be listed in three general groups, as follows

:

I. Books surely owned by Williams.

Parliament’s Declarations; at least, “one of them.” (Letters, N. C.

P., vol. 6, p. 195.) In this letter he speaks of lending the volume to

“a Long Island Englishman.”

Eliot’s Indian Bible; still extant, in John Hay Library, Brown Uni-

versity, Providence.

A Book on Gospel Lectures (title page missing)
;

still extant, in

Rhode Island Historical Soc. library, Providence.

Greek New Testament; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.,

p. 89, and many other places). He quotes so often from the Greek

Testament that he must obviously have owned one.

Dutch Testament; (Letters, R. I. Hist. Tracts, No. 14, p. 44) “Giving

him my Dutch Testament.”

Hebrew Old Testament

;

in many places he quotes from the Hebrew
version of the Old Testament, and must obviously have owned one.

II. Books surely read, though not surely owned.

Eikon Basilike; “The Portraiture” (Letters, N. C. P., p. 199). Also,

called “The King’s Book” (Letters, N. C. P., p. 241).

Hookers Ecclesiastical Polity; (Letters, N. C. P., pp. 241, 242, 246).

Bishop Andrew’s Sermons, “and his other divine meditations.”

(Letters, N. C. P., pp. 241, 242, 246.)

Jeremy Taylors Works; (Letters, N. C. P., pp. 241, 242, 246. On
p. 249 particularly mentions “The Liberty of Prophesying.”)

Dr. Thomas Jackson upon the Creed; (Letters, N. C. P., pp. 241, 242,

246).

Miltons Eikonoklastes

;

(Letters, N. C. P., p. 249). “Mr. Milton’s

answer to the King’s book.”

Morton’s Memorial

;

(Letters, N. C. P., p. 333). Pointed out in foot-

note.

Daniel Cawdrey’s “Contradictions of Mr. Cotton (about church dis-

cipline).” (Letters, N. C. P., p. 354.) Pointed out in footnote.
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Sir Francis Bacon’s Essays, at least that on Unity in Religion.

(Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.. p. 8.) Pointed out in foot-

note.

6'. Hilarius, Contra Anarios vel Auxentium. “Hilarie against Auxen-

tius.” (Bloody Tenent 'of Persecution, N. C. P., p. 34) pointed out in

footnote. Williams quotes from the work.

Tertullian ad Scapulam; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.,

p. 35). Pointed out in footnote.

Jerome, in Jeremiam; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p.

35). Pointed out in footnote.

Brentius; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p. 35). Pointed

out in footnote.

Luther’s Book of the Civil Magistrate; (Bloody Tenent of Persecu-

tion, N. C. P., p. 35). Pointed out in footnote.

Calvin’s Commentaries; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.,

p. 153). Pointed out in footnote.

Beza: Nov. Test, in loco; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.,

p. 155). Pointed out in footnote.

Sozomen, “lib. 1, Eccles. hist. cap. 19, 20”; (Bloody Tenent of Per-

secution, N. C. P., p. 179).

Augustine’s Epistles; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p.

179).

John Cotton’s Pouring out of the Seven Vials; (Bloody Tenent of

Persecutions, N. C. P., p. 189). Pointed out in footnote.

Church Government, and Church Covenant discussed, in an answer

of the elders of the several Churches in N. E. to two and thirty ques-

tions, etc. London, 1643; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P.,

p. 215). Pointed out in footnote.

An Apologetical Narration, 1643, (By “some of the Independents”)
;

('Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p. 282. Also Williams pub-

lished this tract in his “Queries”). Pointed out in footnote.

Josse Hondius’ Map of the Christian World; (Bloody Tenent of

Persecution, N. C. P., p. 320, spelled “Hundius” by Williams
;

in

“Christenings make not Christians,” N. C. P., p. 4, he spells the name
“Herdious/”). Pointed out in footnote.

Martial: De Spectaculis Libellus
;
(Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N.

C. P., p. 371). Martial’s Epigrams; (Bloody Tenent of Persecution,

N. C. P., pp. 34-5). Both pointed out in footnote.

Canne’s A Stay against Staying, 1639 ; (Mr. Cotton’s Letter answered,

N. C. P., p. 102). Pointed out in footnote.

John Cott07i’s answer to John Ball’s Defence of Set Forms of

Prayer, 1642; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 66).

Pointed out in footnote.

John Goodwin’s Fighting against God; (Bloody Tenent yet more
Bloody, N. C. P., p. 92, a marginal note by R. W.). Pointed out in

footnote.
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John Foxe’s “Book of Martyrs” or “Book of Acts and Monuments”;

(Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 115, and various other

passag-es). Pointed out in footnote.

Henry Ardier: The Personal Reign of Christ upon Earth, 1642;

(Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody N, C. P., p. 221). Pointed out in

footnote.

John Speed: The History of Great Britain under the Conquests of

the Romans, Saxons, Danes, Normans, etc., 1632; (Bloody Tenent yet

more Bloody, N. C. P., pp. 232-3). Williams quotes at length from

this book the Edict of Antoninus. Pointed out in footnote.

John Cotton^s Abstract of the Laws of N. E., 1641; (Bloody Tenent

yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 287). Conjectures made by editor in

footnote is so probable as to amount practically to a certainty that

Williams read this book.

Thomas Shepherd's “book of their (Indians’) Conversion”; (Bloody

Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 373).

Bishop Hall’s “Contemplation on Michae’s Idolatrie,” 1621; (Bloody

Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 488). Pointed out in footnote.

Conrad Gesner’s works, probably (says footnote) his History of

Animals; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 523). A ref-

erence made on p. 469 of the same work to “the Naturalist” very likely

refers also to Gesner.

Clark’s 111 News from New England; (Bloody Tenent yet more
Bloody, N. C. P., p. 524). Pointed out in footnote.

George Fox’s The Great Mystery of the Great Whore unfolded, 1659;

(Geo. Fox Digg’’d, N. C. P., p. l). Pointed out in footnote.

Humphrey Norton’s “book printed at London after his return from

hence”; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 70).

James Parnel: work undetermined; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p.

147). “It is true (in print) J. Parnel spake like a Papist and Atheist

and a Quaker, of the holy Martyrs or Witnesses of Jesus Christ and

of the book of Martyrs itself.” On p. 241, same work, Williams quotes

from Parnel’s “Watcher.”

Christopher Houldsworth’s “Book”; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P.,

p. 164).

George Willington: work undetermined; (Geo. Fox. Digg’d, N. C.

P., p. 191).

Edward Burrowe’s “large Epistle to G. Fox his Booke in Folio”;

(Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 268).

“I have read Nichols, and Nailor, and Howgel, and Burrowes, and

Parnel, and Farnsworth, and Fox, and Dewsbury, and Pennington, and

Whitehead, and Bishop, &c.” ; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 277).

III. Books probably or possibly read, mentioned by Williams.

Carpenter’s Geography, 1625, 2d ed., 1635; (Letters, N. C. P., p. 192).

Asks for loan of the book. Mentioned in footnote.
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The Jesuits' Maxims; (Letters, N. C. P., p. 289). Says he will “be

thankful for” the above.

^‘Luther and Erasmus to the Emperor, Charles V, and the Duke of

Saxony”; (Letters, N. C. P., p. 374).

Magnalia Dei; (Letters, N. C. P., p. ^34). “We live, and behold the

wonders, the Magnalia and Miracula Dei in England.” Possible indica-

tion of Williams’ having read the book.

Hakluyt’s translation of Verrazano’s letter; conjecture given by

H. M. Chapin, from the fact that Williams called Rhode Island by that

name as early as 1637, and probably gave it the name.

Sir Thomas Broimie’s works, or some of them. A possibility, from

the fact that Browne is the only other writer known who used the

word “tenent” at that time. (Bloody Tenent of Persecution N. C. P.,

p. iv, note).

The Works of the Most High and Mighty Prince James, 1616;

(Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p. 31). Williams quotes

from a speech of King James, given in that book. Pointed out in foot-

note.

Henry Ainsworth^ Annotations of the Five Books of Moses, etc.

;

(Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C. P., p. 308). Williams praises the

book, but not in such a way as to prove he read it. Pointed out in foot-

note.

Chamier, Daniel, de Eccles.
;
(Bloody Tenent of Persecution, N. C.

P., p. 233). Mentioned in marginal note by Williams referring to a

quotation of Cotton. Pointed out in footnote.

Robert Parker, De Politica Ecclesiastica, etc.; (Bloody Tenent of

Persecution, N. C. P., p. 233). Marginal note by Williams.

John Robinson’s On the Lawfulness of Hearing of the Ministers in

the Church of England, Leyden, 1634: (Mr. Cotton’s Letter answered,

N. C. P., p. 102). Williams mentions the book, but only in connection

with Canne’s answer to it. (For Canne, see books surely read.) Also
in the Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody (N. C. P., pp. 316-17) Williams

speaks of “Mr. John Robinson his testimony in a manuscript from
Holland.” A footnote by the editor conjectures this is probably a letter

to some of Williams’ Plymouth friends. In all probability, Williams

would have read the above mentioned book, on these grounds.

Macchiavelli’s Prince; (Letters, R. I. Hist. Tracts, No. 14, p. 44).

“According to W. Har : his Machivillyan Maxim.”

John BaWs Defence of Set Forms of Prayer, 1640; (Bloody Tenent
yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 66). Probably Williams read this; cer-

tainly he read John Cotton’s answer to it. (See books surely read.)

Henry VIII: “A blasphemous writing against Christ Jesus in his

holy truth proclaim.ed by Luther”; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody,
N. C. P., p. 163). This work I have not been able to determine.

Antoninus Pius’ Letters for the Christians; (Bloody Tenent yet more
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Bloody, N. C. P., p. 233). Possible Williams may have read these in

Speede’s History. (See books surely read.)

Pareus; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody. N. C. P., p. 283). Williams

speaks of this authority, quoted by Cotton, as if he knew him, at first

hand, though there is not any definite indication that he did.

Johannes Marianus’ De Rege et Regis Institutione
;
(Bloody Tenent

yet more Bloody, N. C. P., pp. 310-11). Williams speaks indefinitely,

but somewhat as if he had a first hand knowledge of the book. Pointed

out by footnote.

Bellarmine*s Tractatus de potestate summi Pontificis, Rome, 1610;

(Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., pp. 310-11). Williams

speaks indefinitely, but somewhat as if he had a first hand knowledge

of the book. Pointed out by footnote.

“Crede of Piers Ploughman, and Chaucer, some of his works, at

least; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C. P., p. 423). Williams

gives a story as coming from “old Chaucer,” but the editor in a foot-

note says it comes not from Chaucer but from the Creed of Piers

Ploughman. Makes it very probable in this case that Williams had

read both authors.

Book of Common Prayer; (Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody, N. C.

P., p. 51(>). Williams speaks as if he were acquainted with it. Pointed

out by footnote.

"'Hainng read ... as I think, above six score Books and papers

(written by pious and able pens against them)” (i. e., the Quakers)
;

(Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p.l).

“That Turkish History tells us of a Woman appearing in the Heavens
with a Book open in her hand”; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 145).

Raznus; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 201). “Though Ravius

(that famous Oriental Hebraician, &c.) proclaims above a thousand

Faults, and some gross, in our last Translation” (i. e., of the Bible).

“That as blessed John Bradford said to God”; (Geo. Fox Digg’d,

N. C. P., p. 236).

Joseph Chandler; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 277).

Theora John; (Geo. Fox Digg’d, N. C. P., p. 277).

(N. B. Wherever a book I have noted has been mentioned in any

footnote by the editor of the work of Williams referred to, I have

noted the fact.)
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Notes

An oil portrait of Gen. William Barton, painted upon wood,

has been presented to the Society by the late Mrs. Martin

Wilmarth Kern and Mr. George Coit Barton. It is on exhi-

bition in the Portrait Gallery.

Mr. George Allen Chandler of Bethlehem, Pa., Mr. Edward

Denham of New Bedford, Mass., and Mr. James Elgar of

Providence have been elected to membership in the Society.

In 1913 the Society obtained the then only known copy of the

“Calendrier Erancais pour Tannee 1781,” which was printed

at Newport. Another copy has been discovered this year

which contains four leaves not in our copy, but which lacks

the title page which is perfect in our copy. The second Calen-

drier has been purchased by Col. George L. Shepley.

The most important of our manuscript accessions are three

revolutionary muster rolls, which are the gift of Mrs. Franklyn

Hallett Lovell of Washington, D. C.

Two of the inscribed rocks have been removed from

Sachuest and placed on the lawn of the Society, by the special

committee on inscribed rocks, which consists of Professor

Delabarre, Judge Rathbun and Livingstone Ham, Esq.

The Society has published this autumn two volumes of his-

torical interest. One is a “List of the Rhode Island Soldiers

and Sailors in King George’s War, 1740-1748.” It is an octavo

of 32 pages, bound in cloth, and is the second volume of the

series entitled “Rhode Island in the Colonial Wars.” The
other is the first volume of the “Rhode Island Court Records.”

It is an octavo of 80 pages, bound in cloth, and covers the

period from 1647 to 1663. The edition of each of these books

has been limited to 150 copies. A special discount is given to

members of the Society.

The first volume of “Rhode Island Land Evidences” is now
in the printer’s hands.

Bulletin number 33 of the Newport Historical Society con-

tains an article on the old Hazard House by Maud Lyman
Stevens.

Miss Lena Clark’s paper on “Old Houses in Jamestown” has
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been issued as number I of the Bulletin of the Jamestown His-

torical Society.

We have received requests for the following numbers of

the “Collections”: Vol. XI, No. 4; Vol. XII, Nos. i and 3;

Vol. XIII, No. 2. As our supply of these numbers is ex-

hausted, we can only fill these requests through the generosity

of some of our members.

Extracts from the Log Book of the Private

Armed Schooner Blockade, Manly Sweet,

Commander

Contributed by Professor Wilfred H. Munro.

He who reads the breezy pages of the Log book of the sec-

ond cruise of the Yankee as given in the “Tales of an Old

Seaport” is likely to gain an impression that a voyage on a

private armed ship of war was a very enjoyable as well as

profitable experience. A perusal of the extracts from the

Log book of the Blockade which follow will give a very

different idea of a privateersman’s life. The more one reads

about the American privateers the more is one impressed with

the fact that the Yankee was in a class by herself. The Block-

ade belonged to the same owners
;
her Commander, Manly

Sweet, had been a Lieutenant of the Yankee on her first cruise.

Yet while the Yankee was more profitable than a gold mine

the other vessel proved to be only a continual bill of expense.

The first, escaping a thousand perils, made six voyages as a

ship of war and continued to earn money for her owners in

the days of peace that followed. The second was lost on her

second cruise, only three of her crew surviving to return to

her home port. Perhaps the fault was with her officers. She

carried a remarkably tough crew and stern discipline rather

than Sweetness was needed, as the reader will judge from the

extracts that follow.

The officers who signed the paper conferring a power of

attorney upon her owners were Manly Sweet, Benjamin

Bowen, Paul Florence, John French, Jr., Stephen Simmons,
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Moses Deane, John Carpenter, George Phillips and Obed B,

Hussey. To these should be added the names of Lieutenant

Russell and Sailing Master Avery, which appear in the

extracts.

The protest made on December 4th while in Dutch Island

harbor would appear to have been put forward with reason.

Judging from the size of the Yankee’s crew the Blockade

should have carried at least twice fifty-eight men. Ten sea-

men could easily sail the privateer, but a hundred were needed

to make her a successful fighting machine, and to provide

crews for possible prizes. That the cruise was not started

properly is evidenced by the fact that in the list of protestants

appear the names of three officers, namely—Paul Florence,

John Carpenter and George Phillips. No wonder the Captain

went back to Bristol to consult with the owners.

Extracts from the Log book of the private armed schooner

Blockade, Manly Sweet Commander, that sailed from Bristol,

on a cruise, Thursday, November 19, 1812:

“Sunday, Nov. 22d. At Newport. At 9 A. M. got under

way and ran out to Newport Light in company with a Revenue

Cutter on trial and beat her. At i P. M. came to at Newport.

At 3 got under way and ran up as far as Prudence.* Half

past 4 P. M. came to anchor at Newport.”

“Saturday, Nov. 28th. At 6 A. M., with fresh breeze, ran

out of Newport for the Vineyard after men. At 10 A. M., it

blowing fresh with a rough sea, we lost our jolly boat from

the davits. At 3 in the afternoon came to at Holmes’ Hole.”

“Monday, Nov. 30th. At half past 8 P. M., a boat full of

men was discovered passing under our stern, which was hailed

by the commanding officer on deck. She answered the hail by

inquiring in an authoritative manner who we were. We had
heard that the “New Liverpool” (an English armed vessel)

was cruising between this place and Chatham, that she had

pilots from Cape Cod and had taken a large number of prizes

bound from the southward and eastward. This information

and the singular circumstance of an armed vessel being hailed

by a boat in the manner the Blockade was, excited suspicions

*i. e.. Prudence Island.
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that the boat belonged to the “New Liverpool,” and these

suspicions were strengthened by discovering (when they were

ordered alongside) ten men armed with cutlasses, pistols, &c.

Immediately all hands were ordered to quarters, the decks

were cleared, guns loaded, matches lighted, and every prepara-

tion made to repel the enemy, should he think proper to com-

mence the attack. We were in momentary expectation of

receiving a shot from the vessel to which the boat belonged,

as a signal for action. She lay at a short distance from us, but

it being dark we could not discover what she was. During this

time the officers and boat’s crew were detained while the ist

Lieutenant was sent on board, who ascertained her to be a

packet, bound to New York from Boston, with recruits for the

United States. The officers who, it seems, came alongside for

a frolic, deserved punishment for their presumption, and may
thank heaven, and Captain Sweet’s humanity for their lives,

as it was extremely difficult for him to prevent the men on

board the Blockade from firing into the boat.”

“Friday, Dec. 4th. In Dutch Island Harbor. This day the

following men (petty officers on board) protested against

going to sea in the Blockade without more men (our crew

consisting of 58 including officers), viz.: Henry Verney,

Charles S. Beverly, Oliver Norton, Paul Florence, Charles

Cotter, Lewis Cooper, John Kelly, William IMathews, John

Johnson (boatswain’s mate), George Phillips, James Brown,

John Carpenter, and Johan Fausbery. In consequence of this

measure Captain Sweet went to Bristol to consult with the

owners.”

“Wednesday, Dec. 9. This day a paper was handed to the

Captain, as a protest against going in the Blockade, of which

the following is a transcript, which, as a curiosity I enter into

this journal
—‘We the subscribers due wish to go hoam as we

the subscribers has been on bord sometime and expected to

gone to sea but as we have not ben we wish for a dismission

for we are not wilin to go in the vessell’ Several of the ‘sub-

scribers’ having received bounty. Captain Sweet thought

proper to treat the petition with that contempt which it

deserved. In the mean time the discontent which had pre-
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vailed several days still continued and in the evening the dis-

affected part of the crew became clamorous and two of the

gentlemen 'subscribers’ who were discovered to have been the

most active in exciting the mutiny, refused to do their duty

when ordered, and treated the officers with impertinent

language. To 'cool their courage’ and ‘bring them to repent-

ance, and a knowledge of the truth,’ Captain Sweet had them

(Dizley and Mumford) put in irons. After this peace was

restored and those who had threatened to 'eat the devil and

drink his broth,’ became quiet as lambs.” (Bristol Phoenix,

Nov. 25, 1871.)

"Saturday, Dec. 12. At 6 P. M., got under way and stood

out for sea. Mumford and Dizley were taken out of irons

and ordered to their duty.”

"Saturday, Dec. 19th. At 2 P. M., John Scott discovered

a sail from the mast head, bearing from us N. N. E., distant

about four leagues. Hauled our wind and gave chace. At 4

P. M., (being within one league of her) gave her a shot from

the Long Tom, when she rounded to
;
but neglecting to show

her colors we gave her another shot when she displayed the

Sweedish flag. Boarded her and found her to be the brig

Betsey, Captain Lane, 12 days from Bath, (Kenebeck,) with

lumber, bound to Cayenne, with a Sweedish passport. Had
sprung a leak in the late gales. Lat. by ob. 31, 56.”

"Tuesday, Dec. 29th. Finding the vessel by the head the

provisions in the hold were this day shifted to get her in trim,

and for that purpose stowed part of the bread aft in the

lazaretto. This day Neptune and wife came on board and

gave a principal part of the crew a terrible shaving. Lat. by

ob. 21, 35.”

"Saturday, January 2d, 1813. About 10 A. M., William

Chapman, the armorer, having heated the barrels of a pistol,

for the purpose of blueing it with horn, which was loaded with

ball, probably unknown to him, it went off and killed him

instantly. On examination by the Surgeon, it was found that

the ball passed through the right eye and went out at the back

part of his head, which broke all the bones in the right and

upper part of his scull. He was sewed up in a hammock, with
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weig-hts at his feet, and after prayers had been read, at the

discharge of a cannon his body was committed to the deep

with proper respect. He was a native of Massachusetts but

had resided some time in Providence, where he married a

short time previous to his sailing the Blockade. Lat. by ob.

12, 30 N.

‘‘Monday, January 4th. At 3 P. M., came up with our chase

(discovered yesterday) and fired a shot from the Long Tom
which she did not answer, but kept away. At our second shot

she fired a gun to the leeward, rounded to and hauled up her

courses, when we fired a third and fourth shot which she

returned with her stern chacer. During the whole of this time

she showed American colors and made signals and it was
thought proper to send our boat on board to ascertain her

character. Our ist Lieutenant, on his return reported her to

be the privateer brig Revenge, of Norfolk, out forty-two days,

bound on a cruise, and commanded by Captain Langdon. On
receiving this information we ran down and spoke her. Cap-

tain Sweet had an invitation on board, which he accepted. It

was fortunate for both vessels that Captain Sweet sent the

Lieutenant on board, as it was probably the means of prevent-

ing a battle, which doubtless would have taken place but for

the adoption of this measure. Lat. by ob. 10, 43.”

“Saturday, January i6th. During the latter part of these

24 hours a quarrel took place between John Hill and Nath.

Barney concerning a tin pot which belonged to Hill but which

Barney used without Hill’s liberty for which Hill threatened

and indeed attempted to whip him. On the officers interfering.

Hill abused the whole by saying that he did not ‘care a
’

for any one on board the vessel. Lieutenant Russell and Mr.

Avery, the sailing master, took the matter up when Lewis

Durfee, John Scott, and several of the forecastle men (to

which Hill belonged) took Hill’s part and insulted the officers

with abusive language. Captain Sweet went forward with a

determination to punish the mutineers, who among other

things which they asserted, complained of their living. From
humanity or policy Captain Sweet determined to pass over

their present conduct and gave them liberty to leave the vessel
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at the first port which we should make (which Hill threatened

to do) but gave them to understand that he was determined

to put up with their insolence no longer. After which peace

was restored.’’ From Phoenix Dec. 2, 1871.

“Wednesday, January 20th, 1813. At six o’clock A. M.,

stood in shore for food and water, and at nine came to anchor

in three fathoms within one mile of the land. Captain Avery

with a boat’s crew went ashore and obtained permission of an

officer, who had repaired to the landing with a number of

soldiers, to procure what we wanted. The inhabitants having

observed the Blockade and the Revenge standing off and on

shore for several days past, two pieces of cannon were brought

down and planted at a short distance from the beach. Signals

of smoke were observed along the shore from the first moment

of approaching the land, which still continue to be observed

as far as the sight extends. The point about four miles to the

windward of the watering place is called by the natives Point

Agiberon, and the shore extending to the northeast from it is

called Terra Firma. It is a high and steep bank variegated

with red and yellow clay, which at a short distance from shore

appears like rock and resembles in its color Gay Head at the

Vineyard. It extends for several miles with now and then an

interruption of sand hills and forms a sort of bay which is by

no means safe to lie at anchor in, by reason of sudden squalls

which, while we were here, struck us adrift and drove us in

shore. From the sea the land has an agreeable and a fertile

appearance, but on landing it proves a dreary and sterile coast

nearly as barren as the ^Wilderness of Sin.’ The inhabitants

appear as meagre as their soil.” (The privateer had reached

the coast of Brazil.)

“Thursday, January 21st. Lying at anchor at Point Agi-

beron in order to wood and water. At 6 P. M., got under way
and put to sea. Lat. by ob. 3, 57 South.”

“Thursday, February 4th. At half past eight this morning

a quarrel took place between John Cotell and Nath. Mumford
which promises serious consequences. The circumstances

were as follows : Cotell and Mumford were in the hold when
Cotell quarrelled with Nath. Barney (a good natured and
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peaceable man) and threatened to whip him. Mumford

espoused Barney’s cause and some harsh words passing

between him and Cotell, Mumford drew his hand across Cotell’s

mouth upon which Cotell struck him several blows with a

heaver (a heavy billet of wood) one of which laid his head

open on the left side of the upper part of the skull, three

fourths of an inch in length. Another blow struck him on

the inferior part of the osfrontis, directly over the left eye,

which caused the eye-brow to sweil to the size of a half a hen’s

egg, which in the opinion of the Surgeon involves much

danger. Cotell was put in irons for trial.”

“Monday, February 15th. At 8 P. M., got under way and

stood out to sea, leaving the Revenge to take in the remainder

of her provisions and water. At 6 A. M., tacked ship and

stood in for land. While lying at Seara this day our cable

chafed so as to render lying at anchor dangerous.” (Ceara

is on the north coast of Brazil.)

“Tuesday, February i6th. In the afternoon while running

into Seara the Blockade was fired at five times from the Fort.

We brought to a fishing smack and Captain Sweet sent a

letter to the governor, demanding an explanation, but before

he received an answer we received another shot from the

garrison, which was returned from our long twelve pounder.

The shot struck near the Portuguese battery and passing over

the town struck a butcher’s shop, but did no other damage.

In the evening Captain Langdon (who was ashore when we
fired) stated that the governor accused us of a breach of neu-

trality which prohibits any vessel from standing off and on a

neutral port in the manner we did. In answer to a message

from the governor. Captain Sweet explained the necessity

he was under for so doing, to avoid the danger of drifting

ashore, which the state of our cable could not prevent. Thus
the affair ended.”

“Friday, March 19th. At daylight discovered and gave

chace to a brig ahead about ten miles distant. At ii A. M.,

came up with and boarded her. She proved to be the Cos-

mopolite, of New York, thirty-five days from Cadiz with salt,

John Smith master, bound to Charleston, S. C. Captain Smith
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informed that news had arrived at Cadiz a few days previous

to his sailing that Bonaparte had been defeated by the Rus-

sians with the loss of 175,000 men and forty generals. Cap-

tain Smith further informs that a fleet of fifteen sail of the

line and five large frigates from England (which were

expected to arrive sometime in March) had sailed from

America. He was boarded by the brig Revenge, of Warren,

R. L, near the Canaries—had taken nothing. Lat. by ob. 28,

30.” (Phoenix, Dec. 16, 1871.)

Friday, July 23d, 1813—Commences fine clear weather, and

moderate breezes. At six o’clock, sail set in chace of the vessel

seen on the 22 inst. at half past ii, a. m., distance 20 miles.

At 5 p. m., drawing on her fast and within a gun shot and a

half
;
fired a bow gun with powder and wad only

;
at half past

5, she not heaving to or showing colors gave her a second gun
;

but she still proceeded. Gave her long tom with round, and

hoisted American ensign and pennant
;
she then luffed, brought

her stern to bear on us, and gave us one of her stern chasers,

and hoisted Spanish colors. We then fired long tom the second

time, with round. She returned the compliment with one of

her stern chasers, by this time being pretty near. She hove

shot over us, but her grape fell short
;
the action became warm

;

we gave her our broadside, and endeavored to close with her

as fast as possible
;
our colors at this time were distinctly

seen by those on board of her, and she kept up her Spanish

colors, and a regular fire when after six or seven broadsides,

perceiving her main topsail to be on the cap, and the lee clue

cut away, the Spanish flag was hauled down, and she hove to.

We lowered our boat, boarded her, and found her to be the

Spanish ship. New Constitution, Captain Dr. Damian Garcia

from Havana, bound to Alicant, out 30 days, loaded with sugar

and coffee—mounting six guns, carrying 42 pound shot and

two double fortified six pounders; brought the Captain on

board with his papers, and after examining him very minutely,

and his papers, and reprimanding him for his conduct, per-

mitted him to proceed. She was much injured in hull, rigging

and sails. At 12, midnight, made sail.

N. B. The Spanish ship had had a dust between Bermuda
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and Havana, with a schooner privateer, of three hours action

and after cutting- away the tiller of the schooner, and killing

the man at the helm, the privateer hauled down the American

flag she had fought under, hoisted a French flag, and stood

from her. No one was injured on board the Spanish ship, or

the Yankee. Lat. by ob. 39, 29 West.

Thursday, August 5.—At quarter to one P. M., saw a sail

bearing N. W. distance 5 leagues. At 4, spoke the chase
;
she

hoisted Sweedish colors at half mast, the Captain informing

us that he had been out 26 days, from Savannah and that he

had lost three men by the fever, and that three more were

then in the stern boat very sick. Our doctor, with his usual

humanity, went on board, and rendered them every assistance

in his power. The Captain, informed us that the frigate

Chesapeake, same day out of New York was taken by an

English frigate, which we much doubt. At 5 made sail; the

Sweede was bound to Gottenburgh. Lat. by ob. 39, 16 W.
(Alas! The Shannon did capture the Chesapeake.)

Friday, August 6.—Commences with fresh gales and

squally
;
at 3 lost lee lower swinging boom overboard

;
hove

to and got it. At 6 P. M., doubled reef mainsail and single

reefed fore topsail. At 9 P. M., blowing fresh, took in the

foresail. At 10 P. M., blowing a gale; took in the foretopsail,

and the mainsail, and kept her away under foretopmast stay-

sail until daylight, then set the lug foresail with the bonnet off

;

saw two ships to windward, which appeared to be suspicious

of us, by their keeping as near each other as possible
;
as they

were standing to the S. and E. under close reefed sails, we
could no way speak them. At 10 A. M., blowing a hard

gale, and a heavy sea. Balanced reefed the lug foresail, and

hove her to, at ii A. M., a heaving gust kept her leeside of

the deck under water for some minutes
;
put up the helm,

eased off the fore sheet and kept her away North before it.

Got down the eight after guns in the ward room. At 1-2 ii,

threw over board the 4 cannondes which were amidships
:
got

in the jibboom. Ends thick, rainy weather and the gale

increasing went in the forehole and fastened down the casks,

«&c. No observation.

(The Bristol Phenix, February 24, 1872.)
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